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Summary

During the course o f this study, a database of static load tests carried out on piles installed 

in varying ground conditions in Ireland, including fine and coarse grained soil and rock, 

was compiled. Site investigation data, including borehole logs and in-situ and laboratory 

test results pertaining to the soil at the various test sites, formed an essential part o f  the 

database.

This pile test database (PTD) was used to assess the methods by which the load resisting 

capacity of the ground against a pile (Re) is estimated. Pile load tests carried out on 

instrumented piles were particularly useful and enabled the separation of the development 

of shaft and base resistances and also allowed the development of shaft stress along the 

length of the piles, to be estimated. This gave insight into the mechanism by which the 

applied load is shed from the pile into the adjacent soil for the different pile types.

The Author also installed and instrumented several piles throughout the course of the 

study, including two CFA piles toed in rock and several micro-piles which were used to 

investigate the methods by which the results of instrumented load tests are interpreted and 

also to consider the effect o f spatial variation in the soil on R^. It was found that the most 

convenient means o f conversion of strain to force in the pile was by direct relationship at 

the pile head.

The PTD was also used to assess the variability associated with the expected values of R̂ . 

for the piles when estimated using ground test results and using the load test results 

themselves. Within-site variability was assessed in addition to the uncertainty as.sociated 

with a single pile and this was done by statistical methods using ground test results and 

using groups o f load tests carried out on similar piles, where similar was defined as piles 

of equal diameter and within 1 m length of each other installed on the same site and in 

similar ground conditions.

Methods of estimation of were assessed based on the results of pile load tests for which 

the piles were taken to failure. It was concluded, that, where piles were deflected to at least 

5% o f the pile diameter, extrapolation of load-deflection data assuming a hyperbolic 

relationship, as proposed by Chin (1970), to a pile head deflection equal to 10% of the pile 

diameter, denoted Sf, yielded a good practical estimate o f Rg., denoted Rcxhin-



The variation associated with the value o f R^,  characterised by the coefficient o f  variation 

o f  the param eter, K(/?c) for a single pile was found to reduce from around 0.40-0.10 where 

S jn a x / D  increased from  1-10% and this included an allowance for m easurement error 

equivalent to a value o f  V ( R c j n )  equal to 0.10, where Rc,m  the measured value o f  R^.

A sim ulation exercise was com pleted whereby all com binations o f  n load tests on sim ilar 

piles, w here n was between 2 and the m axim um  num ber o f  load tests in each group, were 

generated. This analysis was used to estimate the m axim um  expected value o f  V^(/?c) 

where a lim ited num ber o f  load tests are carried out, which is generally the case in practice. 

It w as found, that, where two load tests are carried out, the expected value o f  V ( R ^ )  was 

around 0.38, and this reduced to 0.20 where at least 8 load tests are carried out.

H aving characterised the uncertainty associated with R ^  for a single pile and also the 

within-site variability representative o f  the test sites, the perform ance o f the piles was 

assessed at the ULS and SLS with respect to single piles and for a pile design for a site. 

The perform ance was characterised using the reliability index p  which may be related to 

the probability o f a limit state occurring. Correlation factors and characteristic values were 

also evaluated using the load test and ground test results in the PTD.

U sing the results o f  load tests on instrum ented piles installed in DBC, together w ith ground 

test results carried out at the sam e sites, the factors used for calculation o f were 

interpreted. For CFA  piles, it was found that the adhesion factor a  reached values as high 

as 0.7 during the load tests, with a value o f  0.8 predicted at S f .  The base bearing factor N,. 

reached about 5 during the load tests and was predicted as 6.5 at S f  with a predicted 

lim iting value o f around 9 had the pile been deflected further. In the case o f  driven piles in 

DBC, it was found that a  was also around 0.8 with an indication that it could reach unity at 

higher deflections. The interpreted N^. value was around 10 times that for the CFA piles 

(65) at S f ,  with a lim iting value approaching 90 on further deflection. The analysis was 

based on an estim ate o f  the undrained shear strength o f  the soil given by 5.5 times the 

N s p t ,  verified using the results o f  triaxial tests on sam ples o f  DBC taken from  various 

sites, along with the N^pj- recorded at several sites also com prising DBC.



Abstract

Pile foundations are critical to the construction industry, installed w here the com bination 

o f loading and ground conditions is such that shallow foundations are impractical o r 

unfeasible. The varying nature o f  the ground and diverse site locations in Ireland has led to 

the use o f  different types o f  piles, each requiring specialist installation equipm ent and 

considerable design and contracting experience to ensure adequate bearing capacity.

A single pile under load offers resistance on deflection through a com plex pile-soil 

interaction that depends on the pile geometry, the strength properties o f the ground and on 

the pile installation method. Bored and driven piles are both popular in Ireland and are 

known to shed load by tw o very distinct m echanism s, even where installed in similar soil.

In addition, precise estim ation o f  the bearing capacity o f  a single pile is difficult, owing to 

spatial variation inherent to the soil, m easurem ent errors in testing and variation due to pile 

installation effects. Recent application o f  reliability based design m ethods to geotechnical 

problem s necessitates quantification o f individual contributory sources o f uncertainty, so 

that perform ance based design o f  foundations may be accomplished.

This thesis considers the results o f  over 170 static load tests carried out on piles installed 

across Ireland including bored, CFA  and driven piles in fine and coarse grained material 

and also piles term inating in rock. These pile load test results were gathered together from 

various sources including Irish consultant engineers, contractors and from published 

literature on the topic.

The pile load test results are used together with ground test results to estimate the 

resistance o f  the piles at the ultim ate and serviceability limit states and also to quantify the 

uncertainty associated with the expected value o f  the resistance o f a single pile. W ithin-site 

variability is assessed by grouping the piles based on type, geom etry and on the ground 

conditions in which they are installed. The levels o f  uncertainty calculated are used to 

assess the reliability o f  the piles that were tested, characterised using the reliability index, 

which m ay be related to the probability o f failure o f  the foundation element.
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Introduction

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background
Piles form an integral part o f  many structures and are required to satisfy sim ilar reliability 

criteria as other elements. Piles, however, differ from  other com ponents in that their 

perform ance is governed by com plex interaction o f  a structural elem ent with the ground, 

and this perform ance is a function o f  the type o f pile and o f  its m ethod o f installation. A 

reliable pile design approach, therefore, requires not only a sound theoretical background 

but confidence in the application o f  these theoretical m ethods in practice. Such an 

approach m ust necessarily include an appreciation o f  the inherent uncertainty and in 

m ethods o f m itigating such uncertainty. This would be in line with the approach taken to 

pile design in the recently introduced Eurocode 7.

In Ireland, many projects were com pleted for which pile foundations were the obvious 

geotechnical solution. The uncertainty associated with the m echanism s that govern the 

bearing capacity o f a pile in the highly variable glacial deposits and gravels typical o f  Irish 

cities has led to a wealth o f  full-scale static load testing in industry and through dedicated 

research program m es at Irish universities. M oving forward, it is essential that this 

inform ation is well docum ented, correctly interpreted and further developed in order to 

facilitate efficient pile design for future projects in w hich econom ics will have an 

increasing effect on design in an uncertain financial age.

This study com prises a literature review on the practice in pile design and performance 

with the main focus on the national practice in Ireland. Reference is made to bored, CFA 

and driven piles, in a variety o f  Irish soils, through review o f  useful case histories often 

involving high quality instrum ented pile test programmes.

An assessm ent o f  the current design practice in Ireland was carried out by com pilation and 

exam ination o f  a pile test database (PTD) which com prised the results o f  over 170 static 

load tests carried out on piles installed across the country. The pile load test results were 

collated from a variety o f sources from the piling industry in Ireland and also from various 

technical papers. The PTD dem onstrates the assortm ent o f  pile types installed in Ireland 

and is also evidence o f  the broad range o f ground conditions that exist on the island.
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More often than not, pile load tests are carried out to a pre-determined maximum test load, 

rather than to failure. This means that where piles exhibit small deflection under load, the 

ultimate compressive resistance of the pile (Rf.) remains unknown and the pile design may 

be highly conservative considering the characteristic load (F^) that it will likely be 

subjected to under working conditions and the true factor o f safety remains unknown.

To address this, various methods of extrapolation o f measured load-deflection data were 

assessed by application to those pile load test results for which a failure load was actually 

reached, where failure was defined as the load corresponding to a deflection at the pile 

head equal to ten percent o f the pile diameter. Results of the analysis were used to ensure 

reasonable extrapolation of limited load-deflection data for estimation of R̂ - of other piles 

that were not taken to failure.

An understanding of the mechanism o f load transfer from the pile into the surrounding soil 

requires that the development o f the two major components of resistance be considered 

separately. The PTD contained the results o f  load tests carried out on several piles that 

were instrumented, such that the shaft and base resistances contributing to Rc could be 

evaluated individually. These load test results were examined alongside the measured 

ground properties in the vicinity o f each instrumented pile and the results were used to 

back-calculate the parameters commonly used to estimate R^ from ground test results.

The recent introduction of pile design using partial factors, through the adoption of 

Eurocode 7, the new geotechnical standard in Europe, emphasises the shift from traditional 

design methods to reliability based design (RBD) methods, which aim to provide a more 

consistent level of safety in geotechnical design. These RBD methods rely on 

quantification of the uncertainty associated with estimated loads and resistances, which, in 

turn, require that the uncertainty associated with the ground and with pile installation 

techniques also be quantified. In light o f this, the uncertainty in R^ for a single pile is 

assessed by application o f statistical methods to the load test results gathered together in 

the PTD.

In Ireland, a pile design is generally specified for a site, or for an area within a site over 

which the ground conditions are considered similar, and thus, accurate characterisation of 

the within-site variability is critical to RBD of pile foundations in this country. To 

characterise this within-site variability, the results of pile load tests carried out on similar 

piles within sites of relatively uniform  ground conditions, were identified and grouped
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together. The within-site variability was then calculated based on the estimated values of 

Rf. from each of the load tests and was characterised using the coefficient of variation in 

the parameter, denoted V'(/?c)- The value of was also calculated using the measured

ground test results at the various sites in which piles were installed.

The PTD is ultimately used to assess the reliability of pile foundations that has been 

achieved in Ireland to date. Reliability is characterised using the reliability index (p) which 

may be related to the probability of failure o f the foundation and may be assessed at the 

ultimate and serviceability limit states.

During the course of the study, a full-scale instrumented pile test programme was designed 

to investigate the effects of spatial variation in the ground and also to investigate the 

variability due to installation effects. Four instrumented micro piles were installed on a 

single site in two sets o f two piles. Micro piles in the same set were installed close to each 

other, while the two sets of pile tests were located at distance. The load-detlection and 

strain-depth profiles measured show how spatial variation can affect the behaviour of piles 

installed on the same site, over which, only one pile design may be specified.

Following this, the research also included full-scale load tests on instrumented CFA piles 

toed in rock to evaluate methods of interpretation of measured strain-depth profiles in 

instrumented piles to produce force-depth profiles and from this to interpret shaft and base 

resistance development with pile deflection. The instrumentation installed in these piles 

was varied to compare measurements of strain in the different elements comprising the pile 

cross-section and to validate the common assumption that the strain induced by loading is 

uniform over the entire pile cross-section.

3
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
Piles form an essential part of many structures and pile performance is a function of the 

pile geometry, the method of installation and of the properties of the ground in which the 

pile is installed. Recently, pile performance has been assessed using reliability based 

methods which require an estimate of the expected resistance of the pile fi'om ground test 

results or from full-scale load test results.

Pile design methods, therefore, form the basis of this literature review and are related to 

various ground conditions and also to the type of pile, characterised by the method of 

installation. Particular reference to the design approaches used in Ireland is made. 

Furthermore, static load tests on piles are usually carried out to achieve a maximum test 

load, to prove a pile adequate. Often, the corresponding pile head deflections are small, 

implying that the ultimate pile capacity is greater than the test load. Consequently, 

techniques by which limited load-detlection data may be interpreted to achieve an 

estimation of the pile capacity at failure are also reviewed.

Reliability based methods necessarily require an understanding of the uncertainty 

associated with the expected pile capacity, by whatever means, and of the effect of within- 

site variability on this value. This total variability comprises inherent soil variability, 

measurement error and transformation error, with additional sources of uncertainty arising 

due to pile installation methods. Accordingly, quantification of these uncertainties is 

reviewed based on the results of ground tests and of static load tests presented in the 

literature.

2.2 Pile Design Methods
A pile subjected to a uniaxial compressive load develops resistance on deflection by two 

mechanisms — end bearing pressure acting normal to the pile toe denoted Ri, and shaft 

resistance over the surface area of the pile shaft denoted Rs- The ultimate bearing capacity 

of the pile R^ is given by the sum of these two components, as shown in Equation 2.1.

Rc ^  R b +  Rs =  ^bQb + 2.1
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where /If, is the area of the pile base over which the average end bearing pressure, acts 

and is the surface area of the shaft, over which the shaft friction between the pile shaft 

and the soil, acts.

This section discusses the methods of determination of and in the case of bored/CFA

and driven piles installed in coarse and fine grained soils. Traditional methods of 

estimation of are discussed alongside more recent analytical methods, generally 

developed using the results of high quality instrumented pile load tests.

2.2.1 Coarse grained soil 

End bearing pressure

The value of q̂ , is generally estimated from bearing-capacity theory using (Terazaghi 

1943) and extended for use with deep foundations as in Equation 2.2 by Tomlinson (2001)

q^ =  cNcScdf.bc +  O.SYDNySydyby  2.2

where c is the cohesion of the soil, is the vertical total stress at the pile toe, y is the unit 

weight of the soil, D is the diameter of the pile and N,., Nq and Ny  are bearing capacity 

factors that are based on the internal friction angle of the soil, the compressibility of the 

soil and the pile geometry, s^, Sg and Sy are shape factors, d^, dg and dy are depth factors 

and be, bg and by are base inclination factor.

If the undrained or short-term bearing capacity is to be calculated then parameters 

appropriate to undrained conditions should be substituted into Equation 2.2 along with ct,, -  

the total stress, as shown here. If the long-term (drained) bearing capacity is required then 

effective stress parameters should be substituted into Equation 2.2 with the effective stress 

in the soil denoted cr̂ .

In coarse grained soil. Equation 2.2 is usually reduced to Equation 2.3 -  the product of the 

effective vertical stress at the pile toe and the bearing capacity factor Ng,as c is taken to 

be zero and the term O.SyDNy  is small, when compared with a^Ng.  The weight of the pile 

should be accounted for where a substantial portion of the pile extends above the ground as 

is the case in a marine environment or where the soil is light (for example in peat).
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q„ =  (7̂  A/, 2.3

Values o f routinely used are those calculated by Berezantsev et al. (1961) though it has 

been suggested these are conservative (Cheng 2004). The value o f Nq depends on the ratio 

o f the depth o f the foundation to the diameter o f the pile, D f/D  and on the angle o f 

shearing resistance, 0 ' as shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 is often reduced to Figure 2.2 if  

the effect o f D f/D  is assumed small. The value o f 0 ' may be measured by laboratory test 

but is more frequently estimated by correlation with standard penetration test (SPT) or 

cone penetration test (CPT) results using Figure 2.3 (a) and (b) respectively.

200

150
lT
o
u
a

% 100 
GL.

D /8  = 5 -

D/B  =  20

S
JO

5 0 D/B  =  70

35 4 0300 25

A n g le  o f  s h e a r in g  re s is ia n c e . <> (d e g re e s )

Figure 2.1 -  Chart used to obtain Nq from 0 ' considering D //D  (shown as D /B  in Figure)

(Berezantzev et al. 1961)
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Figure 2.2 -  Chart used to obtain Nq from 0 '  Berezantzev (Flem ing et al. 2009)
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Figure 2.3 -  Chart used to obtain (f)' from  SFT (a) and CPT (b) results (Tomlinson 2001)

Equation 2.4 to Equation 2.6 may be used iteratively with Figure 2.1 or Figure 2.2 until a 

constant value o f  Nq is obtained (Cheng 2004).

0 '  =  0ci> +  3 / r 2.4

Ir — 5.4 — In
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-  1 2.5
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P''~yp^<Tv 2.6

where is the critical state friction angle (the angle o f friction during shearing with no 

change in volume), is the corrected relative density o f  the soil. Ip is the uncorrected 

relative density o f  the soil and p ' is the am bient vertical effective stress.

Recognising that the Cone Penetration Test (CPT) bears sim ilarity to the behaviour o f  a 

driven pile, many Researchers have attem pted to provide direct correlation between qt, and 

the CPT cone tip resistance, (N ordlund 1963; Bustamante and Gianeselli 1982; Fleming 

and Thorbum  1983; Kraft 1990; DeNicola and Randolph 1993; Jardine and Chow 1996; 

Lee and Salgado 1999; API 2000; Lehane and Randolph 2002; Clausen et al. 2005; Kolk et 

al. 2005).

These m ethods outline adjustm ent o f  the m easured qc to estimate qi,. This is necessary due 

to differences in scale o f the cone used in the C PT and the piles them selves and also due to 

the fact that pile deflection m ust be lim ited under w orking conditions. The m ethods differ 

in that they apply to different types o f  pile (open and closed ended) in different conditions 

(onshore and offshore) and the m ethod o f  averaging o f  the q^ values close to the pile toe, 

on which qi, is ba.sed, varies. The R eader is referred to Lehane et al. (2005) and Schneider 

(2008) for com parison o f the most frequently used methods.

Given the extensive use o f  the SPT (in Ireland), Gavin and Lehane (1998) extended the 

work o f  Jardine and Chow (1996) on the CPT, to propose a correlation betw een and the 

results o f the standard penetration test (SPT) for closed ended driven piles in sand. The 

relationship proposed is shown in Equation 2.7 and was based on a database o f  around 16 

static load test results on piles installed in sand. It should be noted, that, where base 

bearing was not fully m obilised during the load tests, then the load-deflect ion data 

recorded was extrapolated using C hin’s m ethod (Chin 1970).

Qb;o.i ~  O -S ^sp rC ^/^so ) 2 7

where qt,;o.i is the end bearing stress at a deflection equal to the diam eter o f  the pile D 

divided by 10, N^pt is the m easured values o f  the SPT, averaged over three diameters 

above and below the pile toe and corrected for fines content using Equation 2.8 (Terazaghi 

and Peck 1967), is the mean particle size o f  the sand, is the vertical effective stress 

at the pile toe and is atm ospheric pressure equal to lOOkPa.
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W =  15 + 0.5(A/-  15) 2 8

Shaft resistance

The traditional approach used to calculate shaft resistance in coarse grained soil is to relate 

the shaft stress to the pile-soil interface friction angle {8) using Equation 2.9

Rs — o'n tan 8 — Koy tan 8 2.9

where cr̂  is the normal effective stress on the pile shaft and K is the coefficient of earth 

pressure equal to the ratio al,/a^-

The parameter K is not constant over the length of the pile and depends on the relative 

density of the soil (Jardine and Chow 1996), the method of installation of the pile and on 

the in-situ coefficient of earth pressure, /fg (Tomlinson 2001). Equation 2.10 and Equation

2.11 may be used to calculate Kq for normally consolidated and over consolidated soil

respectively (Mayne and Kulhawy 1982).

/̂ o =  1 — sin<p' 2 .10

Ko =  1 -  sin(p'OCR^^^<l>' 2.11

Where measurements of 8 are not available, then, assuming there is no dilation of the 

material being sheared as the pile is loaded, 8 may be replaced with the critical state 

friction angle, <p'cp (the angle of shearing resistance with no change in volume) (Fleming et 

al. 2009). The value of 8 may be related to the value of 0 ' of the soil in which the pile is 

installed depending on the surface roughness of the pile surface (Kishida and Uesugi 

1987).

Work carried out by Imperial College London (ICP) in which piles were instrumented to 

measure radial effective stress, cri- during loading, led to a new method of estimation of Qs 

(Jardine et al. 2005) for driven piles known as the ICP method. The steps required to 

perform the ICP estimate of shaft resistance for piles in sand are shown in Table 2.1, while 

the parameters required for this design method are defined in Figure 2.4.
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Table 2.1 -  ICP procedures shaft capacity calculations in sand (Jardine et al. 2005)
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Pile Length  l R adius R 

L = h + 2

z

't '.,) = local free-nelc 
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depih  ro tip * h
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^c* ^  vO

(As pile is loaded

Figure 2.4 - D efinition o f  param eters for calculation o f  a ' r f  (Jardine et al. 2005)

In practice, it is difficult to obtain representative sam ples for laboratory testing to provide 

many o f  the param eters used in estim ation o f  Qi, and q^, thus, correlations that exist 

between the results o f  in situ tests (m ainly the N^pr and with q^ and qi,) rem ain popular. 

Gavin (2009), based on the results o f  load testing o f  two instrumented CFA piles in glacial 

sand in Ireland, concluded that the in situ tests o f  the SPT and CPT captured the effect of 

sand density on the mobilised q^.

Schneider et al. (2008), used a database o f  77 static load test results on driven piles in 

siliceous sands for which adjacent CPT profiles existed, to evaluate the various m ethods of 

design based on the results o f the CPT. Due to the distinct lack o f  CPT results available in 

Ireland, mainly owing to the nature o f the ground and presence o f boulders, the various 

m ethods o f design using the results o f  the CPT are not reported on in detail, but those 

methods deem ed most useful are sum m arised in Table 2.2 for estim ation o f  q^ and qi,, 

(Schneider et al. 2008). For a m ore detailed appraisal o f  15 different m ethods o f design of 

displacem ent piles using the results o f  the CPT, predom inantly in coarse grained material 

(sand) the Reader is referred to Schneider (2007).
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M othixis Design equations

lW A -0 5 y, tan 6,

•■'n.dA’ffc t'i''- ' ralio)= 1 - I I 'R IO ,/01- 
••\,(area ra lio l= ! - ( / ) ,  1))'
K'U(=A/,p/A,'). When Il'R is not measured, average IFR 
=min( 1 .(/.),(m )/1.5)"-]

/ , / / ,  = ratio of tension to compression capacity (equal to 1 for 
compression and 0.7.S in tension)

Note; T^=l(K'al ultimate shaft friction; 8 ,=  interface friction angle; /)„,=  KM) kPa=reference strcss; /,=pile length; c=elem cnt depth; /i=height above pile 

tip; /f’ =equivalent pile rad ius= (R --K ;)'’ '  where /<, =  intemal pile rad ius= 0 ,/2 . For noncircular piles, an equivalent circular area is used to assess K' and 
I). A<r^ =  40A v. 0 = change in radial strcss during pile loading; G’ “  l85(/,</|^|’J=opcrational level o f shear modulus; see Kq. (X/>) for calculation of </,
Av =  2 /fj» ().0 2  m m =radial displacement during pile loading; and /?j=average roughness of the pile.

m ie  format o f the equation for compression shaft friction within AR’ o f the pile tip differs slightly from Kolk et al. (2(K),''al due to a typing error in that 
paper.
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Methods Ijid  C('ndition Design equations
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f r - j 'f -  averaged external skin friction (Clausen el al. 2005); L :  

pile embednx'nl depth
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he greater than 1.0 for NGI methixl.
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2.2.2 Fine grained soil 

End bearing pressure
In the case o f  undrained soil conditions at the pile toe, Ng = 1, Ny =  0 and also, for piles 

where the base diam eter is not enlarged, the overburden is approxim ately equal to the 

weight o f  the pile -  so Equation 2.2 reduces to Equation 2.12 and it is usual to calculate qt, 

where piles are toed in clay by Equation 2.12, applicable to both bored and driven piles 

(Poulos and Davis 1980).

Qb ^u:b^c  2.12

where is the undrained shear strength o f  the soil at the toe o f  the pile.

In the case o f  bored piles, Nc is generally taken as equal to 9, interpreted by Skem pton 

(1951) from  the results o f  num erous load tests on bored piles and from  plate loading tests 

carried out in boreholes (Skem pton 1951; Skem pton 1959). The results are shown in 

Figure 2.5 where M eyerhof (1951) used plastic theory to show that lim iting values o f  N^ 

for bored piles are equal to 9.3 where the shaft friction is zero and 9.7 where q^ equals 

^u,b (M eyerhof 1951; M eyerhof and M urdock 1953). Values in the range 7.4 — 9.3 were 

com puted by Ladanyi (1963) from cavity expansion analysis in a soil mass. W here a pile 

toe ju st penetrates a stiff layer underlying a soft layer it is suggested be reduced to 

reflect this (Flem ing et al. 2009).

In the case o f  a driven pile, Nc may be considerably larger. A value o f  over 50 was 

interpreted for a driven pile installed in Croke Park in the Dublin boulder clay deposit, 

thought to be as a result o f  stresses induced during installation (Farrell et al. 1998). St John 

(1980) showed that, in reality, increases with overconsolidation ratio and reported 

values o f  as high as 30.

Shaft resistance
The shaft resistance developed along the length o f  a pile in fine grained material is 

traditionally estim ated using Equation 2.13 — the product o f  an adhesion factor a  and the 

average undrained shear strength o f  the soil over the length o f  the pile shaft s^ .
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Figure 2.5 - Nc for piles in clay after Skempton (1951)

Qs =  a s i, 2 . 13

The value of may be estimated from in-situ or laboratory tests (CPT, SPT, 

pressuremeter and triaxial tests) though it is recognised that there is substantial variation in 

the interpreted values of 5„ from each of these tests, (Kulhawy and Mayne 1990). The 

interpretation of the value of from the SPT for example, is by empirical correlation to 

shear strength measurements made on tests deemed more to yield a more reliable estimate 

of the parameter.

The relationship between the N^pt value and s„ proposed by Stroud (1974), which depends 

on the plasticity index of the clay, is frequently used in practice and is shown in Figure 2.6 

(where is referred to as c„ in Figure 2.6) for different clays. The value of s^ /N spt 

generally denoted / j  and is referred to as the N^pt to s■̂̂  multiplication correlation factor.

The value of a  depends on the stress history of the soil in which the pile is installed, on the 

method of installation of the pile, and also on the rate of loading during testing. Various 

researchers have attempted to provide a means of calculation of the a value for use in
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Equation 2.13, usually from databases containing pile load tests from which a  values are 

back calculated.

(a)

Cu/N
(kN/m^)

Cu/N 
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Figure 2.6 -  Correlation o f s„ with SPT result (Stroud 1974)

Skempton (1959) presented the results o f 34 pile load tests on bored piles in London clay 

for which he back calculated a  values in the range 0.21-0.61 with an average value o f 0.45 

and suggested this average value be used in design w ith a lower lim it o f 0.3, however, it 

should be noted some o f these piles were installed by hand.

Figure 2.7 suggests typical relationships between a  and for various types o f pile 

(Trenter 1999) ba.sed on work by Weltman and Healy (1978) considering piles tested in 

glacial till. Short comings in the analysis are highlighted, in that, not all the piles tested 

were taken to failure and differences between fissured and intact tills  were not considered. 

Figure 2.7 shows a downward trend in a from 1.0 to 0.45 with increasing from 80- 

2(X)kPa in the case o f driven piles. A  similar relationship is shown for bored piles where 

the a values are reduced by about 20% compared to those values suggested for driven 

piles.
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Randolph and Murphy (1985) related the value of a  to the strength ratio of the soil s^/a'^  

(where <7̂  is the vertical effective stress) using the results o f pile load tests. The results are 

shown in Figure 2.8. The a  values are seen to reduce from above 1 to about 0.3 with 

increasing s^/crv-

The value of a  may be calculated by Equation 2.14 and Eiquation 2.15 if it is assumed 

equal to one for normally consolidated clay (Fleming et al. 2009).

a  = <  1 2.14

a = >  1 2.15

Kulhawy and Jackson (1989), using a database containing 106 pile tests on bored piles, 

back calculated a  values and a subsequent best fit when plotted against s^ /P a  >s shown by 

Equation 2.16. It should be noted that over half, (65) o f these piles were tested in tension. 

It has been observed that the shaft resistance in tension may be less than that in 

compression (Lehane and Jardine 1994; Farrell et al. 1998). The tensile resistance of a pile 

may be less than that in compression due to the effect of Poisson’s ratio (DeNicola and 

Randolph 1993).

a  =  0.21 +  0 .2 6 /(s„ /p a )  2.16
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Figure 2.8 - Variation of a with strength ratio (Randolph and Murphy 1985)

This work was improved upon by Chen and Kulhawy (1994) by applying a regression 

analysis to the results of a database of 127 pile load tests and, in this case, the estimates of 

5„ were made consistent i.e. converted such that the bias in measurement due to 

measurement technique was removed, and the relationship shown in Equation 2.17 was 

suggested. Goh et al. (2005) report s^-ciuc is the estimate of converted so that the result 

comes from a consistent test type - a consolidated isotropic undrained compression (ClUC) 

test, where the relationships between from various means of measurement were taken 

from Kulhawy and Mayne (1990).

(^ciuc — 0.31 + 0.17/(^Su-ciuc/Pa) 2.17

O’Neill and Reese (1999) estimated a  using the databases of Chen and Kulhawy (1994), 

Davidson et al. (1994) and Reese and O’Neill (1988), but only considered piles of diameter 

within the range 0.70 to 1.83m and where s„ >  50kPa at the site of the test. The 

relationships in Equation 2.18 and Equation 2.19 were suggested for calculation of a, but it 

was also concluded that site specific estimation of a  based on load testing is the best 

means of determination of the parameter (O'Neill and Reese 1999).

a  =  0.55 s j p a  <1.S  2.18
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a = 0.55 -  0.1 i s J P a  -  1-5) 1.5 <  s „ /p „  <  2.5 2.19

Jardine et al. (2005), consider that, the a  method is fundamentally flaw ed  and claimed that 

failure of soil along the pile shaft is not governed by but as previously described for 

coarse grained material, assuming a solely frictional relationship between the pile shaft and 

the soil, therefore, may be calculated using Equation 2.9.

In the case of piles driven in clay, installation effects can lead to a reduction in the 5„ value 

at the pile-soil interface. This means Sf is not as for the intact soil and is also modified 

in this interface zone. The a  value therefore varies depending on soil type and position on 

the shaft.

During installation of driven piles in clay, excess pore water pressures are often developed 

and as a result the available shaft capacity varies until these excess pore water pressures 

are dissipated. This period is known as the equalisation period. As excess pore water 

pressure dissipates, varies, and this is reflected in changes in (Jardine et al, 2(X)5).

The ICP method (shown in Table 2.3 for driven piles in clay) was applied to concrete piles 

driven in Mexico City clay and was also applied to a database of test piles compiled from 

various locations around the same city (Saldivar and Jardine 2005). It was concluded that 

this method led to more reliable estimates of Qs than the a  method (the method o f design 

traditionally used in Mexico City). It should be noted that the parameters on which the ICP 

method relies to estimate are highly variable and thus uncertain (for example the pile- 

soil interface friction angle, 8  depends on the plasticity index (PI) of the material which is 

highly variable.

The effective stress relationship displayed in Equation 2.9 may be used to calculate qs for 

bored piles in fine grained material. Where the pile is installed soon after the excavation is 

created, then, K in Equation 2.9, may be taken as equal to as little change in the initial 

stress state in the soil should occur.

A recent assessment of the estimation of Kq in overconsolidated clays was presented by 

Sivakumar et al. (2009) from tests on both reconstituted and undisturbed samples of 

several types of clays including London clay and Belfast clay. Where the clay is normally
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Table 2.3 -  ICP procedures for long-term shaft capacity in clay (Jardine et al. 2005)

E SHAFT CAPACITY OF CLOSED-ENDED PILES

E1 = rrO 1 r, dz Shaft capacity is found by inlegrating 
local shear stresses along the embedded 
shaft length.

E2 = a'rt tan = (K //K J  tan ,v Local shear stress is expressed using 
the Coulomb failure critenon, expanded in 
terms of loading factor, K f/K  and a'^ the 
local radial effective stress after 
eqiialisation

E3 O — Kr (J vO

K- - [2 .2  + 0 016 YSR -  0.870 (h /R )^ '” 

and A l^  -  log,o S,

Local radial effective stress after 
equalisation a'rc is found from and 

Kc depends on Yield Stress Ratio 
( YSR), normalised distance from the pile 
tip (h/R) and sensitivity S, expressed by 
4/vy

or:

K, ^ [2 - 0 .6 2 5  A U ,] YSR ' ( h /R f  ' °

The alternative Al^o expression is 
marginally less conservative.

t)/R  is limited to a minimum of 8.

E4 K,/K, = 0 .8 The Loading Factor is constant 
regardless of the direction of loading or 
drainage conditions.

E5 The peak and ultim ate interface  
angles of friction arc measured in 
interface ring shear tests as specified in 
Appendix A.

The operational value depends on the 
degree of progressive failure, pile 
roughness, clay type and shearing 
history.

F SHAFT CAPACITY OF OPEN-ENDED PILES

F3 K, = !{h /R ‘ )

Wh6rf? R — (R outer ~ R  'n rte r)

Kr can be taken from  either o f the 
expressions in Step E3, with the 
substitution o f the equivalent radius, 
R*. in the h/R  term A lower lim it o f h /R ' 
= 8 applies

consolidated, K q may be found using an empirical relationship of which there are many 

reported in the literature. These are listed by Sivakumar et al. (2009) and include estimates 

proposed by (Jaky 1948; Brooker and Ireland 1965; Abdelhamid and Krizek 1976; Bolton 

1991; Simpson 1992).

Where Kg is large, in heavily over-consolidated clays, a reduction to Kg should be applied, 

suggested as 20% (Fleming et al. 2009) as some relaxation of the soil around the shaft is
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likely. Delays in pouring concrete are likely to adversely affect the in-situ horizontal 

effective stress in the soil surrounding the pile shaft (Ng et al. 2000; Mandolini et al. 

2005).

The value of 6  is also required — if it is assumed the surface of a bored pile is sufficiently 

rough so that the failure plane along the length o f the pile occurs within the soil close to the 

pile shaft surface then the critical state friction angle iT̂ ŷ be used.

If the profile o f Kg with depth is not known, which is generally the case for over- 

consolidated clays; then, total stress methods (the a  method) may be used to estimate the 

shaft resistance. Figure 2.7 displays the suggested relationship between a  and for bored 

piles based on static pile load tests carried out in glacial tills (Weltman and Healy 1978). 

The a  values for bored piles are around 0.8 times those suggested for driven piles. 

However, there is substantial scatter in the results on which these curves are based.

2.3 Pile Design and Testing in Ireland 

2.3.1 Introduction
Pile design in Ireland is principally based on the experience of the piling contractor who 

generally specifies the pile dimensions required for a particular specified working load 

(SWL).  This may be based on the results of preliminary static load tests carried out on the 

site or on other sites with similar ground conditions (Lehane 1997).

More recently, with the introduction of the new geotechnical design standard for Europe -  

Eurocode 7, pile design will be carried out using partial factors which may be applied to 

the soil parameters measured by in-situ or laboratory tests, or alternatively to the results of 

static or dynamic load tests carried out on a pile or piles installed at a site.

On large piling contracts, where 250 or more piles are required, preliminary load tests are 

usually carried out on approximately 1% o f the total number of piles, with a further 1% 

proof load tests on working piles. Medium sized contracts, involving pile numbers in the 

range 50-250, rely on proof tests on working piles alone, usually loaded to 1.5 times the 

SWL.  On smaller projects static load tests are rarely carried out but piles are designed more 

conservatively, based on the ground conditions alone, or in combination with dynamic 

testing (Lehane 1997).
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The results o f  static load tests may be used for pile design by exam ination o f the m easured 

load-deflection curve o f  the pile(s) tested. The allowable pile head deflection is 

traditionally lim ited to 10mm for single piles and it is usual to check that pile recovery on 

unloading at least equals the estim ated elastic shortening o f  the pile (Lehane 1997). In the 

case o f  pile groups, it may be acceptable for the deflection o f  any single pile in the group 

to exceed the allowable 10mm.

In fine grained soil, pile design from  site investigation in Ireland relies on correlations 

between and qt, with for estim ation o f  and R^, respectively. Typical values used in 

practice, suggested by Lehane (1997), are shown in Table 2.4 (where q ^ , q t  and are 

written fb  and c„ respectively). The value o f  may be obtained from  unconsolidated 

undrained (UU) triaxial tests, however, this is rarely the case due to the difficulties in 

obtaining suitable sam ples for laboratory testing (Farrell and Wall 1990; Farrell et al. 1998; 

Gavin et al. 2(X)8) and is m ore likely estim ated by correlation with the results o f  the 

SPT.

Collins and Mitchell (1990) back-figured shaft and base resistances from the results o f  

over sixty static load tests carried out on piles installed on tw enty-four separate sites across 

Ireland. This database com prised bored, precast concrete and steel H-piles in gravels and 

glacial tills. The results give typical values o f  the shaft and base resistances observed in 

practice m ainly in Dublin and in Cork. This work is also referred to in this Section.

The uncertainty in the m ethods o f  design and the appropriateness o f  correlation factors has 

led to research program m es in Ireland w hereby high quality instrum ented tests have been 

installed in an attem pt to quantify the developm ent o f  q^ and with pile head deflection. 

Instrum ented test results published in the literature are reviewed in this Section, also 

included are case studies o f other relevant pile observations reported in Ireland.

Table 2.4 -  Typical Qs and qb  correlations with Su in Ireland (Lehane 1997)

Bored/CFA pile Driven piles

«  0.5 ssQA Cuo for >  100 kPa

« 1.0 Cyo for CiO <30 kPa

fb a= 9 «9 Cuo in alluvium

% 20 Cuo in glacial till
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As already m entioned, the high stone content o f  Irish glacial tills means that it is usually 

difficult to obtain representative undisturbed samples, at least routinely, for laboratory 

testing to obtain the soil param eters to be used for design purposes. This has led to the 

extensive use o f  in-situ tests, m ost frequently, the standard penetration test, although the 

presence o f large gravel and boulders can distort the results. The results o f the SPT may be 

em pirically correlated with for use in design.

Traditionally, total stress m ethods in the form  o f the a  method, described previously, have 

been used to estim ate R c  when designing piles in these boulder clays, whose behaviour is 

generally dictated by the fine grained material contained within. Despite the known 

limitations (Jardine and Chow 1996; Farrell et al. 1998) this m ethod is typically  used at 

present.

This section reviews the published results o f  six high quality pile load tests on 

instrumented piles installed in Dublin boulder clays. Three o f  these tests were carried out 

by Farrell et al (1998; 2008), one on a closed ended driven pile at Croke Park, North 

Dublin and the others on CFA  piles installed at Saint Jam es Hospital. Gavin et al. (2008) 

presented the results o f  three o ther load tests on instrum ented CFA piles at Ballsbridge, 

south Dublin with one pile loaded in tension. The results o f  all six tests are discussed.

Rock socketed piles are also w idely used in Ireland, footed in the com m only found fresh, 

meaning not w eathered. Carboniferous limestone underlying Dublin, Lim erick and Cork — 

three o f  Ireland’s m ajor cities (Long and C ollins 1999). Long and Collins (1999) presented 

the back analysis o f  the results o f  thirty pile tests located across the island o f  Ireland and 

used these to suggest a new design method for rock socketed piles that introduced the 

effects o f  pile shaft roughness. The findings are reviewed in this section.

2.3.2 Driven Piles

This sub-section reviews the results o f  static load tests carried out on driven piles in Ireland 

which were carried out to investigate the developm ent o f shaft and base resistance w ith 

deflection and also to investigate the effects o f installation m ethods on pile capacity.

Farrell et al. (1998) installed a close-ended tubular steel pile o f  273 mm outer diam eter and 

7.5 m in length at Croke Park, North Dublin w hich was instrum ented close to the pile head 

and over the lower 3.5m with vibrating wire strain gauges and pore pressure probes. This
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test pile was loaded in compression in three load cycles, 2.4 hours, 1.8 days and 17 days 

after installation before a tension pull out test was carried out 24 days after installation.

Ground conditions at the site, shown in Figure 2.9, comprised approximately 2m depth of 

made ground, over 2m Dublin brown boulder clay, over Dublin black boulder clay which 

was proved to 10m depth. SPT results yielded values of N^pt mostly in the range 30-80 in 

the boulder clay layers with many refusals reported even at shallow depth — the N^pj 

recorded at the various depths are also shown in Figure 2.9.

Using an undrained bearing capacity analysis, as shown in Equation 2.12, the value of 

for this driven steel pile was estimated as 55, likely due to an increase in the mean effective 

stress at the pile toe during pile driving (Farrell et al. 1998). Development o f the base 

resistance is plotted against the base deflection in Figure 2.10, the interpreted value of qt, 

reached during the load test was about 14MPa and that predicted as ultimate was about 

25MPa.

Figure 2.1 1 shows the interpreted shaft resistance for each of the loading cycles. During 

the first load cycle, a  was interpreted as 0.22 when excess pore pressures were still high, 

rising to 0.55 for the third load cycle (had the pile been taken to failure) where dissipation 

of excess pore water pressures had likely taken place.

Farrell et al. (1998) concluded that the shaft resistance profile is inconsistent with the a  

method, in that, it is clearly increasing with decreasing distance from the pile toe, 

consistent with the TCP design method described earlier in Section 2.2.2.

Armishaw (1987), reported on the results of several load tests carried out on precast driven 

piles at a town centre development in Tallaght, South Dublin. Site investigation, 

comprising 18 boreholes and around 50 trial pits, revealed a mixed upper layer of 

grey/brown glacial till overlying stiff Dublin black boulder clay at a depth varying between 

3.1 and 4.3m below the ground level.

Grading tests on the DBG at the site gave a fines (silt/clay) content in the range 23-43% 

and both the deposits plotted in the CL region o f Casagrandes classification Chart (see 

Figure A.27 of Appendix A). It is reported that, under inspection by electron microscope, 

the fines in the DBG were comprised of finely ground quartz and not clay minerals 

(Armishaw 1987) and thus it was not clear whether the till would exhibit drained or
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undrained behaviour in the short term. There were no piezometers installed on the piles 

with which to assess the behaviour of the soil in which the piles were installed.

Significant problems were reported during pile installation, in that, some o f the piles had 

suffered deterioration in set on re-driving and a substantial increase in penetration was 

needed to achieve the required set a second time.
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Artnishaw (1987), concluded that the reasons, though unclear, are considered to be due to 

relaxation o f the soil in the highly stressed regions along the shaft and beneath the toe, 

induced during installation. Armishaw pointed out, that, although small pore pressure 

changes were likely to have developed on pile driving, this would only account for slight 

deterioration o f set and that it was more likely that creep occurred due to crushing of 

particles in the highly stressed zones adjacent to the piles, causing the deterioration in set.

Gavin and O ’Kelly (2007) installed 4 No. instrumented stainless-steel, tubular, closed- 

ended piles, 73mm in diameter, in heavily over-consolidated, glacially derived, very dense 

fme sand in Blessington, about 25km southwest o f Dublin. The focus of the study was to 

investigate the mechanism o f friction fatigue in displacement piles by subjecting the same 

size piles, in similar ground, to various load cycles during installation and then load testing 

these statically and cyclically.

The piles were instrumented, each with pore pressure transducers and earth pressure cells, 

placed at three levels within 1.7m o f the pile toe. It was found that the effective stress 

mechanism controlling shaft friction depended on the in situ state of the sand, characterised 

here using CPT results.

It was concluded that the shaft resistance for the monotonically installed or jacked-in-place 

piles (installed at a constant rate), was initially substantially greater than that for the cyclic 

installation which involved installation by driving using hammer blows to the pile head, 

however, a very small amount of load cycles negated any improvement. Very high shaft 

resistance was developed close to the pile toe and reduced with distance from the pile toe 

(Gavin 2010). The base resistance was reported to be unaffected by the installation 

method.

2.3.3 CFA Piles
This section presents the results o f static load tests on CFA piles installed in DBC. The 

piles were instrumented to enable separate estimation of the shaft and base resistance 

development with pile deflection.

Farrell and Lawler (2008) presented the results o f six CFA piles installed in DBC on the 

site o f Saint James Hospital (SJH) in Dublin. These were statically load tested in 

compression and two o f these were instrumented with strain gauges, each at seven levels,
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to estimate the distribution of load from the pile to the soil. The two instrumented piles. 

Pile 450 and Pile 600, were 450 and 600mm in diameter, 12.3 and 11 m in length and were 

loaded to 3 .15MN and 4.50MN respectively.

Ground conditions at the SJH site, shown in Figure 2.12, comprised about 2-3m  of made 

ground/silty clay over a lodgement till, overlying limestone bedrock at about 15m below 

ground level. The water table (observed in standpipes) was about 2 -3 m below ground 

level. The lodgement till comprised an upper 2m weathered zone of firm/stiff brown sandy 

gravelly clay over very stiff/hard black sandy gravelly clay. These layers are locally 

referred to as Dublin brown boulder clay and Dublin black boulder clay respectively.

Estimates o f the undrained shear strength, of these layers are also shown in Figure 2.12 

and these were calculated based on S n ” s carried out at the site (by multiplication of N^pr 

by 6). The calculated values of s„ were mostly in the range 2(X)-5(X)kPa indicating values 

of N̂ p-p in the range 30-80 between depths of 2 and 10m below ground level, these values 

are similar to those recorded at the Croke Park site described previously in Figure 2.9.

The interpreted force-depth profiles for the instrumented tests are shown in Figure 2.13. 

Using these, the average shaft resistance developed for Pile 450 and Pile 6(K) (at the 

maximum applied load) was estimated (by Farrell and Lawler) as 230 and 270kPa 

re.spectively. Collins and Mitchell (1990) reported comparable values of calculated from 

static load test results on bored piles also installed in glacial till in Dublin, in the range 130 

- 540kPa, with an average value of 250kPa for the 10 piles tested.

The Qs values calculated here correspond to an estimate of the mobilised a  in the range 

0.65 -  0.75, much greater than that suggested in Figure 2.7 for this glacial till with a high 

value of 5„ -  assumed equal to 360kPa (Farrell and Lawler 2(X)8). The development o f a  is 

plotted against pile head deflection for the two instrumented piles in Figure 2.14.

It is apparent from Figure 2.13 that the majority of the pile capacity in the case of both 

piles was derived from shaft resistance with little base bearing resistance being mobilised 

at the applied head loads. The development of end bearing resistance for Pile 600 is shown 

in Figure 2.15 and this interpretation includes the region o f the pile below the lowermost 

ring o f strain gauges, which was located 0.4m above the pile toe in the case of Pile 6(X). 

Indeed, the reason for not including the same interpretation for Pile 450 was that the 

lowermost ring of gauges was too far from the pile toe - 1.35m above it.
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It was concluded, that, when using an undrained bearing capacity analysis (Equation 2.12), 

the interpreted value o f for this pile in the DBC was 7. This is slightly less than the 

value o f 9, suggested by Skem pton (1951) and substantially less than that o f  55 which was 

the case for the driven pile in Croke Park discussed in Section 2.3.2.

It is, however, acknowledged by Farrell and Lawler, that there may be significant 

uncertainty associated with this value, as the value o f for use with Equation 2.12, was 

estim ated using recorded W^p;- at the test site and also the pile w as not loaded to failure.
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As mentioned previously, proof tests on identical (same size) piles, o f diameter 450 and

600 and length 12.3 and 11 .Om respectively were also carried out at the same site after the
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instrum ented tests. The load-deflection response at the pile head, shown in Figure 2.18, 

was seen to  be significantly different for the instrumented tests than for the proof tests. The 

instrum ented piles were loaded 3-5 days after installation whereas the proof piles were 

loaded within the period 22-28 days subsequent to installation.

Despite recognising that the concrete stiffness would be reduced for those piles tested 

early, Farrell and Law ler suggest that som e o f the reduction in perform ance o f  those piles 

tested earlier is due to installation effects. Possible excess pore water pressures developed 

during installation o f  the piles would dissipate with time after installation and could lead to 

increased performance.

Gavin (2008) presented the results o f static load tests carried out on three instrumented 

CFA piles installed on a site in Ballsbridge, about 2 km South o f  Dublin City Centre. The 

piles, T P l TP2 and TP3, were 762 mm in diam eter and o f  length 12, 13.8 and l lm  

respectively. Piles T P l and TP2 were loaded in com pression to a m axim um  o f 3750kN 

(2.5 times the design load). TP3 was the only one to encounter rock and was toed in 

fractured lim estone by 1.35m and this pile was loaded in tension to 3000kN. The 

interpreted force-depth profiles for the three piles are shown in Figure 2.19.

G round conditions at the site shown in Figure 2.16, com prised 2-4m o f fill m aterial, over 

2-4m  o f alluvial gravels over D ublin boulder clay which was typically encountered at 6m 

below  ground level. The boulder clay layer consisted o f  approxim ately Im brown boulder 

clay over the black boulder clay. A V-shaped ancient river channel w as identified at the 

site w hich had becom e infilled w ith DBC (as shown in Figure 2.16) thus, in som e areas the 

depth to rock was estim ated as greater than 20m. S P T ’s carried out at the site yielded N ^ p t  

values in the range 40-80 in the DBC, again sim ilar to those reported on other sites such as 

Croke Park and SJH  described previously.

S im ilar to those results recorded by Farrell and Law ler at SJH, the m ajority o f  the pile 

capacity is derived from shaft resistance, w ith little resistance being m obilised in end 

bearing. The shaft resistance was observed to increase with pile head deflection with 

values in the range 150 -  300kPa interpreted for the D ublin boulder clay, while 850kPa 

was developed in the highly fractured limestone near the toe o f TP3 (see Figure 2.20).

The base resistance was interpreted for T P l (assum ing the shaft friction below the 

low erm ost ring o f strain gauges followed the sam e trend as that im m ediately above) and is 

estim ated to rise to 1.75MPa at the m axim um  load application (Figure 2.20). Both the
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interpreted shaft and base resistances developed appear to be increasing up to the 

maximum load application, suggesting the piles have extra capacity over and above that 

mobilised during the load tests, as was the case for the piles tested by Farrell and Lawler at 

SJH.
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Figure 2.16 — Interpreted stratigraphy BB site (Gavin et al. 2(X)8)
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2.3.4 Piles in Rock
Long (1999) com piled a database o f  30 pile load tests carried out across Ireland, for which,

there was geotechnical inform ation which included the results o f rock coring and where

load tests were carried out to a particular specification. The piles involved in the study 

ranged in diam eter from 0.17-0 .8m, in length from  3 .0 -19m and with rock sockets betw een 

0 .2-3 .3m.

The design o f  rock socketed piles in freland is generally required to limit the

concrete/grout strength to 25%  o f  its characteristic strength and to limit the deflection to 

10mm under application o f  the S W L  (Long and C ollins 1999). The bearing capacity is then 

given by the sum  o f the shaft and base capacities which are calculated as in Equation 2.20 

or liquation 2.21 and Equation 2.22 respectively.

=  Q s ^ s  2.20

/?5 ^rockProckQu 2.21

—  Qb^b  2.22

where is the stress on the shaft having typical design values o f 5(X)-750kPa (Long and 

Collins 1999), Urock an adhesion factor related to the unconfm ed com pressive strength 

o f  the rock (c/u), Prock 'S a factor allowing for rock fracture spacing and Qj, is the average 

stress on the pile toe.

According to Long (1999), qt, is usually chosen betw een 5-20M Pa in Ireland, justified 

from  experience. The Urock and Prock factors are based on work by W illiam s and Pells 

(1981) on weak sandstones, m udstones and shales in Australia and Long suggests these are 

unrepresentative o f the strong limestone and granite characteristic o f  Ireland.

Long com pared a^ock values calculated for the pile tests in Irish rocks with those of 

Kulhawy and Phoon (1993) shown in F igure 2.21 and has shown these are not applicable 

to Irish rock. It is suggested by Long, that this may be due to the generally higher strength 

o f  the rock found in freland. Long (1998) concludes that rock quality is what governs the 

developm ent o f shaft resistance o f  rock socketed piles here and param eters suggestive of 

rock quality, such as rock quality designation (RQD) and the fracture spacing index (FSI) 

are better indicators o f  q^ than Relationships between a^ock and RQD and FSI are
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shown in Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23 respectively and both indicate that the m ore 

fractured the rock the higher the available shaft resistance.

Long suggests the values o f  Qg shown in Table 2.5 for use with Equation 2.20, established 

on the results o f  the analysis o f  the piles in the database. Values o f  q i, are also suggested 

within the range 7.5-20M Pa in limestone, w ith as high as 50M Pa suggested for Irish 

granites, in particular those o f  Galway.
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2.4 Estimating pile capacity from static load tests
Static load tests on piles are generally carried out to achieve a m axim um  test load, which, 

is applied increm entally over two or three load cycles w hile the deflection at the p ile head 

is measured. Frequently, sm all deflections are m easured, and as pile failure is often defined  

as a lim iting deflection, at both ultimate and serviceability lim it states, pile failure is 

generally not reached during the course o f  a static load test, thus, the ultimate capacity o f  

the p ile remains unknown.

As a result, various m ethods o f  estim ation o f  the ultimate com pressive resistance o f  a pile, 

from  the lim ited load-deflection data observed during a pile load test, have been developed  

and these m ethods are reviewed in this section.
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2.4.1 Definition of Failure
The various definition o f  pile failure, that have been proposed, can be separated into those 

that refer to the rate o f  deflection, those that refer to a fixed deflection and those that define 

in term s o f a deflection that is related to pile dimension.

W here piles are not tested to failure, the available load-deflection data is often used to 

estimate Rc or to predict the deflection that would occur at a particular load in excess o f  the 

test load. Several m athem atical and graphical techniques exist for application to load- 

deflection data in an attem pt to identify the load at failure; these are discussed.

2.4.2 Extrapolation to Rc

Hansen (1963) suggested that the pile capacity, denoted R cbh l^e taken as the load 

resulting in a deflection at the pile head equal to  four times that obtained for 80% o f that 

load (Hansen 1963) o r the load resulting in a deflection at the pile head equal to two times 

that obtained for 90%  o f that load. The basic assum ption o f the m ethod is that failure 

occurs when ‘plunging’ o f  the pile takes place and the m ethod outlines the criteria for 

plunging. This value may be identified directly on inspection o f  a load-deflection curve but 

may be calculated m ore accurately as follows.

1) Plot the square root o f  each deflection divided by its corresponding load value 

against the deflection itself.

2) Use Equation 2.23 to com pute Rc-bh (the corresponding deflection m ay be 

calculated using Equation 2.24).

1
2.23

c
^ bh = —  2.24

where m and c are the slope and y axis intercept o f  the plot o f  the square root o f  each 

deflection divided by its corresponding load value against the deflection, (over the portion 

o f  the graph for which this is a relatively constant value).
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An idealised load-deflection curve may be computed on the basis of this relationship by 

substituting values of the deflection at the pile head, S  into Eiquation 2.25.

S
^  ^  m S  +  c

It is then required to confirm that the point 0.8/?c;bh/0.255bh or the point 0 .9R c,bh /  

O.SSbh does indeed lie on or near to the measured load-deflection curve.

A limitation o f this method is that, if me is negative, then the solution is a (non-sensical) 

imaginary root. Abdelrahman et al (2003), in their analysis of a database of 64 CFA piles 

statically load tested across Eqypt, could only apply the method successfully to the load- 

deflection data for little over half the piles tested (55%).

Chin (1970) suggested a method of extrapolation o f limited load-deflection data based on 

the assumption that the load and deflection data follow a hyperbolic relationship; in this 

case, the estimated failure load is approached asymptotically. The goodness-of-fit of the 

hyperbola determined may be assessed by means o f a plot o f each deflection divided by its 

corresponding load against the deflection, which should form a straight line for which the 

regression coefficients may be calculated and the inverse gradient m  of this line provides 

an estimate o f the ultimate resistance of the pile denoted Rcxhin.uit shown in Equation 

2.26. Similar to the Brinch-Hansen method, a smoothed load-deflection curve may also be 

approximated using Equation 2.25.

_ 1
^c,chin,ult — ~  2.26

Using Chin, the higher the test load, the higher the estimation o f the ultimate load, and it is 

suggested that at pile head displacements in excess o f 5% of the pile diameter, sufficient 

mobilisation o f the base capacity has transpired so as to permit fair extrapolation o f the 

measured load-deflection data by Chin’s method (NeSmith and Siegel 2009).

Fellenius (2001) points out the advantage of observing the development of Chin’s straight 

line plot during a load test -  if there is a kink in the plot this may indicate a weakness in 

the pile-soil system. In agreement with NeSmith and Siegel (2009), it is also highlighted 

that Chin’s method should not be applied too early in the test as it can take some time for 

the ‘true’ gradient of the Chin plot to materialise, (Fellenius 1980).
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Borel et al. (2004) also carried out an appraisal o f Chin’s method using the results of 50 

static load test results carried out to failure. Assessment of extrapolation o f limited load- 

deflection data by Chin’s method to a pile head deflection equal to 10% of the pile 

diameter was carried out. It was found, that, where the pile head deflection exceeds 3% and 

5% o f the pile diameter, /?c was predicted within the range 1-25% and 1-17% respectively, 

of the actual measured value.

The Davisson offset limit was developed considering wave equation analysis and static 

load testing o f driven piles (Davisson 1972). It defines the ultimate resistance of the pile as 

the intersection of the measured load-deflection curve with an offset elastic load-deflection 

line for the pile if it were a free standing column (Davisson 1972; Fellenius 1980; NeSmith 

and Siegel 2009).

This offset is equal to 4mm plus the soil quake, which is equal to the deflection of the pile 

toe required to mobilise the strength of the soil below it. The soil quake may be 

approximated as the diameter of the pile divided by 120 (NeSmith and Siegel 2009).

It is suggested that the assumptions forming the basis of this method do not hold for bored 

piles, with the result that it leads to a lower estimate of and, in turn, to over conservative 

design in the case o f bored piles (NeSmith and Siegel 2009).

Decourt (1999) divides each measured load by the correspxjnding head deflection and plots 

the result against the corresponding load. Similar to Chin, the resulting data is 

approximated by a straight line for which the regression coefficients may be calculated 

(Decourt 1999). Decourt’s estimate of the ultimate capacity o f the pile, Rc-,decourc;uU 

be calculated as the ratio o f the y axis intercept and the slope o f the Decourt straight line 

plot as in Equation 2.27.

c
m

n ___
^C ;decourt;u lt ”  2.27

Again, an idealised load-deflection curve may be computed based on the relationship by 

substituting values of S into Equation 2.28.

cS

Van der Veen (1953) presented a method of identification of the ultimate pile capacity, 

denoted Rc-.w.uit^ whereby a plot of ln ( l  — Q /  R c,vv,uit ) against the corresponding S was
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constructed for chosen values o f  R c -w ,u it-  W hen this plot approxim ated a straight line, then 

the correct value o f  Rc-.w.uU had been chosen.

2.4.3 Comparison of methods
V arious Authors have assessed the m ethods o f  estim ation o f  the ultim ate capacity o f a 

single pile by the various means described in this Section (Fellenius 1980; Fellenius 2001; 

Zhang and Tang 2001; A bdelrahm an et al. 2003). The potential differences in the various 

m ethods o f  assessment o f for a single bored pile o f  diam eter 0.79m and length 6.2m  are 

illustrated by Zhang and Tang (2(X)1) shown in Figure 2.24 and are considerable.

Zhang et al. (2005) identified various failure criteria, outlined in Table 2.6, and quantified 

the mean bias Ap (calculated by Equation 2.29) and the corresponding variation in the bias 

COVp, in each, with respect to the Federal Highway A dm inistration (FHW A) criterion o f a 

dow nw ard deflection at the pile head equal to 5% o f the pile diameter.

Zhang also included a model error (that error associated with the predicted Rc by 

calculation) described by the bias in the model and its coefficient o f  variation CO V^. 

The two sources o f  bias are com bined to give the values o f  and COVn in Table 2.7 

where A ^  =  1-0 (assuming no bias in the model) and =  0.13 were assumed.

T ^ C - . F H W A

~  R 2.29

where R c,f h w a 's  the value o f  com puted using the FHW A failure criterion and R^ ^  the 

value o f  Rc com puted using the ‘x’ failure criterion, where ‘x’ represents the other failure 

criteria investigated.

Interpreted, the results showed that the Davisson criterion is m ost conservative, predicting 

a value o f  Rc 40%  less than the FHW A criterion on average. The Florida D epartm ent of 

Transportation (FDOT) and the Standards Association o f  Australia (AS-2159) criteria were 

on average 16 and 11% less than the FHW A criterion and the M inistry o f  Construction, 

Beijing (JGJ 94-94) and International Society for Soil M echanics and Foundation 

Engineering (ISSM FE) predicted greater values o f  Rc than the FHW A criterion by an 

average o f  7 and 20% respectively.
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Table 2.6 — Com m only used pile failure criteria (Zhang et al. 2(X)5)

Fajlurc a»f«ion DisplacemenT at £iUure
AS-2159 (SAA 1995)

Daxisson & aitenon (Da\i&son 1972)

FDOT cnterion (FDOT 1999)

FHU’A cnterion (Reese and 0 Neill 1988) 
ISSNIFE cntenon (ISSNIFE 1985) and BS 

80Q4 cntenoD (BSI 1S>86)
JGJ 94-94 S-Lg ! cntenon (MOC 1995. 

Zhang et al 2003)

5-50 Dun al 1 5 times dfMgn load and 30 mm upon unloading 
S 15 uuu at sciMccabibrv load and 7 miu upon unloadinEt
S ■' —-  + —— + 4(mm).!£■ 120
5 - + — for pilrs with D 0 61 ni (2 feet).•!£ 30 
S- 5*«D 
S- 10*^

The displacement at failure is deterauned based on charactenstics of pile displace
ment de\elopmcnt with time at each load mcrement Ai shol̂ Ti m Fig 1. the ulti
mate load (P3) IS defined as the load be>'ond which the displacement will not 
comrrge

Noi»: 5. seniement at failure. I ptk lengtfa. E. Youn; modulus. P. &ilure load. A. crots-scctiooal area D. pile diameter

Table 2.7 - Bias factors with respect to FHW A (Zhang et al. 2005)

Da\isson FDOT .A.S-2159 FHWA JGJ 94-94 ISSMFE
Numb« of cases 
k f (Failure cntenon) 
CO\’f {Failure cntenonl 
Xr (Conibmed)
CO\’n (Combined)

97 
1 39
o : i
1 39
0 :9

98 97 98 8 
116 111 1 00 0 93
0 18 0 14 0 o n
1 16 111 1 00 0 93 
0:7  0.24 0.13 0.23

97
o s:
0 14
o s:
0:4

Fellenius (1980) recom m ended three o f  the m ethods reviewed, namely, Davisson due to 

the fact that it allows pre-determ ination o f  the m axim um  allowable m ovem ent for a given 

load based on only the pile dimensions. C hin’s method, due to its insensitivity to imprecise 

m easurem ents and the fact that it may be used during the load test to highlight
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imperfections and the Brinch-Hansen 80% criterion, as it results in an R̂ . value close to 

that subjectively viewed (by Fellenius) as the true value.

More recently, Abdelrahman et al (2003) analysed several of these methods; Davisson, 

Brinch-Hansen, Chin and Decourt, using a database of 64 CPA piles statically load tested 

across Egypt. The extrapolation methods led to nonsensical solutions when applied to the 

load-deflection data for some of the piles and in some cases the linear relationship on 

which the method of extrapolation was based was not apparent. For these reasons the 

methods were applicable to the load-deflection data of 6.3, 55, 100 and 100% of the piles 

respectively.

It was concluded that Davisson’s criterion tended to be conservative and not applicable to 

pile load tests involving load-unload cycles. The conservatism of Davisson is consistent 

with the findings of NeSmith and Siegel (2(X)9) who propose that it be modified for use 

with bored piles.

The Brinch-Hansen method led to a value of R^, regarded subjectively by Fellenius, to be 

the true value when considering load test results. The Chin and Decourt methods are 

considered similar by Abdelrahman et al. to over predict the value of R^, who suggested 

estimated by either of these methods, be divided by a factor between 1.16 and 1.20, as is 

the case when estimating Rc from limited load-deflection data in the Egyptian code.

2.5 Reliability in pile design 

2.5.1 Introduction
Limit state design methods are becoming increasingly popular in geotechnical engineering. 

The first steps toward rationalising foundation design are generally attributed to Hansen 

(1965) who suggested separate verification of ultimate and serviceability limit states and 

also that partial factors be applied to loads and to soil parameters as opposed to a ‘lumped’ 

overall factor of safety (OFS) as in classic deterministic design (Phoon 2004).

The load applied to a pile and the resistance developed due to the application of this load, 

both have an associated uncertainty that may be quantified, in a consistent manner, using 

reliability based design (RBD) methods.
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Recently, load resistance factor design (LRFD), is being considered w orldwide alongside 

existing allowable stress design (ASD) methods and RBD methods have been im plem ented 

in the United States (FHwA 2001), Canada (National Building Code o f  Canada NRC 

1995), Australia (A S-2159 1995), Europe (CEN 2001) and in Japan (Architectural Institute 

o f Japan, AIJ 2000), (Haidar and Babu 2008).

These RBD m ethods are based on the concept o f  achieving an acceptable level o f 

perform ance in the foundation, defined using the reliability index /?, which is related to the 

probability o f  failure o f  the foundation under load.

W ell established techniques used to estimate the value o f  P  and to estim ate the probability 

o f failure o f  a system involving loads and resistances already exist and these m ay be 

applied to geotechnical problem s. The various reliability m ethods include the first-order, 

second-m om ent approach (FO SM ), first and second-order reliability m ethods (FORM  and 

SORM ) and M onte Carlo sim ulation. The Reader is referred to Nadim (2007) for a detailed 

sum m ary o f  the m ethods listed.

2.5.2 Target Reliability
The target reliability index in RBD is an important param eter and should be selected 

prim arily taking into account the uncertainties associated with the load and resistance, but 

also the level o f  safety required and the overall cost o f  the foundation. Paikowsky (2004) 

outlined the main m ethods o f  determ ination o f  the probability o f an event occurring, which 

include the use o f  historical data and mathematical modelling stem m ing from  probability 

theory.

A P j  value for piles, equal to 3.00, is recom m ended by Paikow sky (2004) based on a 

coefficient o f  variation in pile resistance in the range 0.3-0.4. This value o f  /?t- is 

recom m ended for non-redundant piles, defined as where there are 4 o r less piles per pile 

cap. In the case o f  redundant piles, defined as where there exist 5 or m ore piles per pile 

cap, the recom m ended value o f  reduced to 2.33.

The resistance factors put forward for use in the National Building Code o f  Canada to 

ensure the occurrence o f  the ULS is sufficiently unlikely for shallow and deep foundations 

resulted in a p  value between 3.0 - 3.5 (Becker 1996). The factors were derived based on 

calibration using traditional ASD m ethods in com bination w ith RBD methods.
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Figure 2.25, from Phoon (2004) suggests that /? between 2.5 and 3.0 corresponds to a 

probability o f failure that is below average to above average.

Structural design to Eurocode suggests a value o f Pr of 3.80 for the design life of a 

structure which takes into account the complexity of the design and the risk to property and 

life (CEN 2001). Three geotechnical categories are outlined in Eurocode 7 depending on 

the complexity of the geotechnical design and the associated ricks. Geotechnical category 

2 includes structures and foundations with no exceptional risk or difficult soil or loading 

conditions. Most pile foundations would be deemed to fall under this category and thus a 

Pj  value of 3.80 may be adopted to ensure ultimate failure is sufficiently unlikely. This is 

higher than the values suggested previously.

To enable calculation o f p  the uncertainty in the resistance and in the applied load must be 

quantified. It is, therefore, necessary to know or assume a value for dead and live loads 

depending on the loading situation. Generally the uncertainty associated with the applied 

load will be less than that associated with the resistances, thus p  is affected more by V'(/?c) 

than V(Qc).

The value of m^y be determined by calculation mcxlel using the results o f ground

tests on the material in which the foundation is to be installed or, perhaps better, by full- 

scale testing of the foundation under study installed on a site specific basis.

Foye et al. (2006) outlines a simple framework for the determination o f uncertainty in the 

bearing capacity o f footings on clay, but the basic principles may be applied to any 

geotechnical design scenario. The procedure is as follows:

1) Identify the limit state Equation

2) Identify the component variables

3) Identify the geotechnical test associated with each variable

4) Identify the components of uncertainty for each variable including transformations

5) Evaluate the composite uncertainties and select probability distribution functions 

for reliability analysis.
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Figure 2.25 - Relationsliip between (3 and Pf (adapted from Table US Army Corps of 

Engineers 1997, Table B-l) (Phoon 2004)

2.6 Uncertainty in ground parameters
The uncertainty in the ultimate capacity of a single pile, estimated by calculation from 

ground test results, depends on the level of uncertainty associated with the various 

parameters used to predict it. Inherent variability of the soil, that exists due to the complex 

processes that led to its formation and also variability due to the subsequent stress-strain 

cycles to which it may or may not have been subjected, are the main contributory factors.

In addition, calculation of R̂ . summarised in Section 2.1, generally involves many 

parameters, which are often empirically generated and transformed in some way for use in 

design. Thus, variation due to measurement, procedure, interpretation and transformation 

of these parameters contribute to the uncertainty in the prediction of Re-

If these uncertainties can be correctly identified and accurately quantified then piles may 

be designed such that a level of safety is achieved to ensure the occurrence of under 

performance of the foundation is sufficiently unlikely with respect to both collapse and 

serviceability. This section reviews the different sources of uncertainty and the procedures 

used to quantify those relevant to geotechnical design with particular reference to piles.
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The prim ary sources o f  geotechnical uncertainty com prise inherent soil variability, 

m easurem ent errors and transform ation uncertainties (Phoon and K ulhawy 2002) and these 

are discussed in this section.

2.6.1 Inherent variability
Inherent soil variability is due to spatial uncertainty in the soil mass, mainly due to the 

com plex processes that led to the form ation o f  the soil. As a result, soil properties in a 

mass o f  m aterial can be expected to vary horizontally and vertically. This spatial variation 

is described by Phoon and Kulhawy (1999) using Equation 2.30.

f ( z )  =  t ( z )  +  iv (z ) 2.30

where f  (z )  is the in-situ soil property at depth z, made up o f  a sm oothly varying trend 

function, t ( z )  and a fluctuating com ponent equal to the inherent soil variability, iv (z ). 

This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.26 where a m easured param eter depth profile is 

shown alongside a fitted trend line. The m easured data are seen to vary about the trend.

Figure 2.27 considers (artificial) m easurem ents o f  a soil param eter made at the same 

horizon and in eleven consecutive boreholes along a line. The data have the sam e mean 

and standard deviation but the first dataset clearly displays a horizontal trend — this trend 

may be characterised determ inistically using an equation, generally fitted by least squares 

regression analysis o f  the data. The variability about this trend is described by the residuals 

which usually have mean equal to zero, and some non-zero variance.

Phoon and Kulhawy (2002) summarised the results o f  an extensive literature review aimed 

at estim ating inherent soil variability. The results are shown in Table 2.8 and are presented 

for various test types by a range o f the coefficient o f  variation, V (COV in Table 2.8) given 

for each param eter. A range o f  mean values o f  each param eter is also given, w ithin which 

the results are applicable.

Becker (1996) also conducted an extensive literature review, which sum m arised the 

variability o f  geotechnical properties and resistances, including R^. The results are shown 

in Table 2.9, the variability in by calculation from ground param eters, characterised by 

the coefficient o f variation in the param eter, was found to be in the range 0.17 — 0.50 and
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was slightly lower when based on pile load test results, between 0.08 and 0.30 with an 

average value o f 0.25.

Independent assessments o f  the variability o f the ICP method used to calculate Rc are 

presented in Table 2.10. The statistic used to assess the calculation m ethod is the calculated 

value o f  the pile resistance (calculated by the ICP m ethod) divided by that o f  the m easured 

value o f  the pile resistance from  a static load test. The coefficient o f  variation o f this ratio 

was calculated in the range 0.23 — 0.34 where four different databases o f pile load tests 

w ere used.

In soils, it is generally the case that the residual values o ff the mean trend are not 

probabilistically independent, but show strong correlation over some distance. This feature 

o f  inherent soil variability requires an additional param eter to represent the separation 

distance over which significant correlation o f  the m easured param eter exists and may be 

accounted for using the scale o f  fluctuation, which can be quantified in both the vertical 

and horizontal planes. The vertical and horizontal scales o f fluctuation are denoted and 

0,1 respectively. The value o f  0^ may be used to calculate a variance reduction factor, 

for application to the observed sam ple variance o f the soil m easurem ents, to e.stimate 

the variance o f  the mean value o f  the param eter over the failure dom ain. This principle is 

illustrated in Figure 2.28.

G ro u nd  s u r f a c e

L o y e r  I

L o y e r  i

Sc ale  of I tuc tuo tion.  Sy 

Oeviotion from U e n d , w ( i )  

T r e n d .  M  2 )

So*J pfopcf ly ,  C (z)

f

Figure 2.26 — Inherent soil variability (Phoon and K ulhaw y 1999)
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Figure 2.27 — The data in the two charts share the same mean and variance, but display 

different patterns o f spatial variation (Baecher and Christian 2003)

Table 2.8 -  Approximate guidelines for inherent soil variability (Phoon and Kulhawy

1999)

Test tvpe Prop«n' SoU npe Mean COV(*.)
Lab streneth Clav lO-WO kN 20-55

5jU U ) Clav 10-350 kN n r 10-30
iJCTLT) Clav 150-700 k N n r 20-40
0 Clav and sand :0 -4 0 ' 5-15

CPT <7t Clav 0 5-2.5 MX m- 20
Qr Clav 0 5-2 0 MN n r 20-W
Hr Sand 0.5-30 0 MN m- 20-60

VST sJV ^T ) Clav 5-400 kN m= 10-40
SPT .V Clav and sand 10-70 blows ft 25-50
DMT .-1 Clay 100-450 kN m- 10-35

A Sand 60-1300 kNm- 20-50
B Clay 500-880 kN ni= 10-35
B Sand 350-2400 kN m- 20-50
■̂D Sand 1-8 20-60

Sand 1 o 20-60
Sand 10-50 MN m- 15-65

PMT A. Clay 400-2800 kN ni= 10-35
Pi. Sand 1600-3500 kN m ' 20-50
•̂ PNIT Sand 5-15 MN ni- 15-65

Lab mde.x '•n Clay and silt 13-100»o S-30
« L Clay and silt 30-90*. 6-30
" ' d Clay and silt 15-25% 6-30
PI Clav and silt 10-40°. _a

LI Clav and silt 10*0 _a

r  yh Clav and silt 13-20 kNni^ 10
A Sand 30-70*. 10-40; 50-70*

X O y  =

T he first range o f values p v es  the total variability' fo i the direct method o f  detennination. and the second range of 
values the total vanabibt>' for the indirect detenm nanon usmg SPT values
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Table 2.9 -  Summary of variability o f geotechnical properties and resistances (Becker

1996)

O e(U cchnic iil c h jra c ic r is tic s V'V References

In d e x  p ro p e rtie s
N a iu ra l v a r ia b ili iy O O ^i-d  IS Kay I W
N a tura l w a ter content (18) K u lh a w y  1W 2: Fhoon c t al. 19V3
L iq u id  und p lastic  iu n its (0.11) K u lh a w y  1902; Phoon et al. 1993
U n it v^eighi 0  04 0 .1 6 ( 0 0 1 ) C h e ru b in i et al. 1993; K.ulhaw> 1992
In it ia l vo id  ru iio (0.20) K u lhaw y 1992
SPT N  penetra iion  rcsistancc O .Ifv-O  50 B arker ct al. 1991; M e ye rh o f 1993, 1995
C l* 'r  q c  l ip  resJ-Ntancc 0 .1 5 -0 .3 7 B arker ct al. 1991; M eyerho f 1W 3. 1995
S lre n K th
A n g le  o f  in te rna l f r ic t io n

Krom  la ho rn io ry  tcst^ 0 .0 5 -0 .2 5  (0  13) C h e ru b in i et al. 1993; M e ye rh o f 1993. 1995; K u lh a w y  1992; 
M jn o l lu  and M arcu 199.3

t rom  C P I correlatuMiN to r sand 0.15 0.35 B arker et al. 1991
U ndra ined shear strength 0 .1 2 -0 .8 5  (0 ..U ) M e ye rh o f 1993. 1995. C h e tu h iiii et al. 199,3; K u lh a w y  1992
D e fo rm a tio n
E lastic  modulu.N 0 .2 -0 .5 .Meyerhof 1993. 1995
M odu lus o f  de fo rm a tion 0  2 - 0  4 M e>erho f 1993. 1995
C om pression m dex. Cc 0 .1 7 -0 .5 5  (0..^7) C h e ru b in i et a l. 1W 3; M e ye rh o f 1993, 1995; K u lh a w y  1992
R esistance m odels
Bcarm g capacity
S ha llow  t'oundalions

From  SR I7C PT corre la tions 0.5 R arker ct at 1991
I-rom  theory 0  2 5 -0  .^0 B arker el al 1991; M e ye rh o f 1993. 1995

F ile  capacity; frtm i Iheorv
a . X iiicihiHJ 0 .17 -0 .4 1 B arker el al 1991
3  method 0.21 B arker e ta l  1991
S in ' co rre la tions 0.50 B arker et al 1991
( 'F I '  co rre la tions 0.^6 B arker el al 1991

D r ille d  shafts 0 15 0 40 Barker c l al. 199 1
F ile  load tests 0.08 0 .3 0 (0 .2 5 ) Kay 1993; H c tt le r 1993; M atsum oto  et al 1993: O kahara ei al. 19<J3
Harth pressure 0.15 0.20 Barker e t a l  1991. M eyerho f 1993. 1995

0.20 B arker el al 1991
I'.m hankm ent s tn h ility 0.14 0.32 Kay 1993
Design m odel uncena in ty 0 .0 5 -0 .2 5 Kay 1993
Design decis ion  uncertam ty 0 .1 5 -0 .4 5 Kay 1993
C o nstruc tion  v a r ia h ili ly 0 05 0,15 Kay 1993

“ M e a n  va lu e  fo r  p ro v id e d  in  p a ren ihe \e>  w hen s u f f i t i c r t  in t'o rm a iu m  p m v iJ c d  hy re fe ie n tc  \ou rce>

Table 2.10 — Independent assessments of ICP methods for total capcity: R,/Rm  ranges

(Jardine et al. 2005)

Case

Number of 
piles in 

database

Mean Standard
deviation

(s)

Coefficient 
of Variation 

(COV)
Clauser ard Aas (200") 
Super piles in sarri

M 0.93 0.21 0 23

CUK (2001)
Open and closed-enried pi:f?5 in >;3nf1 
All with C^T data

19 0 8 9 0 24 0 27

*-lJ£iro (2C04)
Opco-crideO oiles in sand 
All wit"' CPT data

12 0.94 0 2 3 0 24

CIsuson and Aas (zOO’'}
Super piles' in cloy
NB Few sue speciflc O-measurenents

43 0.81 0.28 0.3^
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distribution of X
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Figure 2.28 -  Illustration o f reduced variation in mean value over a finite failure domain 

given measured values o f the soil param eter ‘X ’ (Li and Lo 2006)

The value o f  may be calculated using Equation 2.31, given by Haidar and Babu (2009) 

and attributed to Vanmarke (1983) or by the sim plified liquation 2.32 and Equation 2.33 

presented by Cherubini and V essia (2007), also attributed to Vanmarke (1983) and this 

value may be applied to to estimate using Equation 2.34.

=  2.31

2.32

r2 = 2.34
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where 0^ is the vertical scale of fluctuation and Lf the length of the averaging interval. In 

the case of a pile, Lf may be approximated as equal to the length of the pile itself 

(Cherubini and Vessia 2007) -  the length of the failure plane over which the soil property 

is averaged.

The effect of the choice of the value of 02 on the calculated reliability can be substantial, 

as shown by Pula (2007), who varied the value between 0.6 and 1.0 in a design example 

for laterally loaded rigid piles and showed that the influence of spatial averaging on the p 

values was high. Also, the P values were significantly increased when spatial averaging 

was applied, compared to the situation where no spatial averaging was applied.

A simplified method for the estimation of 0^ was presented by Spry et al. (1988), shown in 

Figure 2.29. A mean trend line is fitted to the parameter measured at various locations 

down a borehole, then, by observation, the number of times the measured value crosses the 

trend line is noted. The average depth over which crossing of the trend line occurs is 

calculated and multiplied by 0.8 to provide an estimate of 0^ (denoted in Figure 2.29).

Figure 2.29 -  Estimation of vertical scale of fluctuation reposted in Phoon and Kulhawy

(1999)

2.6.2 Measurement error
Soil properties must be measured in some way and the measurement procedure leads to 

additional uncertainty in the measured parameter, arising from inaccuracies in the 

equipment being used. Also in soils, inaccuracies due to variations in the geometry of

Proper ty ,  ^
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m easuring  eq u ip m en t o r  the type o f  test carried  o u t lead to uncerta in ty  in the m easured  

param ete r (R ahard jo  2001; G oh et al. 2005). T ests  that are o p era to r dependent, o r 

com plicated  to ca rry  out, genera lly  increase the m agn itude  o f  the m easurem ent error.

T here  w ill also  b e  som e random  testing  erro r, that is, any  rem ain ing  variab ility  that m ay 

not be attribu ted  to  testing  m ethod , equ ipm ent, the o p era to r o r to  the inheren t soil 

variab ility , (P hoon  and K ulhaw y 1999).

T he to ta l variab ility  o f  a m easured  soil p aram eter, m ay  b e  d escribed  by  E quation  2.35 

(P hoon  and K ulhaw y 1999).

^m (^) =  f ( z )  +  e ( z )  =  t ( z )  +  M/(z) +  e ( z )  2  3 5

w here e ( z )  is the m easurem ent e rro r  at dep th  z.

T he sum m ary  o f  P hoon  and K ulhaw y (1999) o f  the to ta l m easurem ent e rro rs  associa ted  

w ith  various soil param ete rs ob ta ined  from  labora to ry  te.sts and  from  in-situ test 

m easurem ents is seen  in T able 2.11 and T ab le  2 .12. It shou ld  be no ted  that, in the case o f  

the field  testing  data, on ly  the total variab ility  w as ob ta ined  as it w as too  d ifficu lt to  

separate  the con tribu tions from  the inherent and m easurem ent variability .

T ab le  2.11 — S um m ary  o f  to ta l m easurem ent e rro r o f  som e labo ra to ry  tests (P hoon  and

K ulhaw y 1999)

N o o f  data N o o f  tests per g ro i^ PropertN’ value Propert>’ COV (••)
Propem-" Soil f>*pe g r o i^ Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean

5,(TC) flcX m-) Clav. silt 11 — 13 7-407 125 a-3 8 19
J ^ P S )  ()cX m-) Clay silt ■> 13-17 15 108-130 119 19-20 20

(kN m-) Clay 15 — — 4-123 29 5-37 13
i  (TC) n Clay, sill A 9-13 10 2-27 19 1 7-56 24
^  (DS) C) Clay, iilt 5 9-13 11 24-tO 33 3 5-29 13
5  (DS) C) Sand 26 26 30-35 32.7 13-14 14
tan 0 (TC) Sand, silt 6 — — — — 8
tan © (DS) Clay > — — — — 6-22 14
« » (••) Fine grained 3 S :-8 8 85 16-21 18 6-12 8
vtT (••) Fine grained :6 41-89 64 17-113 36 3 - n 7
Mo C .) Fine erained 26 41-S9 62 12-35 21 7-18 10
PI (••) Fine eraiued 10 41-89 61 4-44 23 5-51 24
Y (kN m O Fine grained 3 82-88 85 16-17 170 1-2 1

•XV. U b cn to n ' v m t  shear te$t
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Table 2.12 — Sum m ary o f  m easurem ent error o f  in situ tests (Phoon and Kulhawy 1999)

Test
Coefficient o f  variation. COV (••)

Equipment Procedure Random Total* Range*

Standard penctratton test (SPT) 5-75" 5-75" i : - 1 5 14-100" 15-45
M ccbanical coae pcoetranon rest (MCPT) 5 10-15 ' 1 0 -1 5 ' i 5 - : y 15-:S
Electric cone penetratioo test (ECPT) 3 5 S -IO ' 7-1 y 5-15
Vane ihear test ( \ ’ST) 5 S 10 1-t io-:o
Dilatometer test (DMT) 5 5 S 11 5-15
Pressuremetex test, prebored (PMT) 5 12 10 16 lO-^O'
Self'bonng pressuremeter test fSBPMT) S 15 S 19 15-25 '

*COV(Totil) =* [COV(E<ytiptD«tt)* -  COV(Proce<hffe)‘ COV(Pjndom>^J^'
'6 «caus« of limited dita ind )udem«m m\x>l\'ed 10 COVi. nnee^ r«pre^ot probable m a^ iu d e^  of field test znea^uremntt eircc
B « t to w ont case scesianos. respectj\-eh-. for SPT 

■Tip aad side resistances. respecti\etv for CPT
‘It IS likely that restUts may differ for p .̂ and but the data are msiifficient to clanh' this issue

2.6.3 Transformation error
Transform ation errors arise from  the need to convert m easured test results to a desired soil 

property — m easurem ents from tests are often not directly applied to a design, for example, 

the correlation factor used to transform  the result o f  the standard penetration test (SPT), to 

undrained shear strength, Sy can introduce a transform ation error which may vary with 

different soil types. The precision o f  the correlation model used to transform  the m easured 

value to the desired design param eter governs the m agnitude o f  the transform ation error.

2.6.4 Soil variability from in-situ test data
The SPT is the m ost popular means o f  ground investigation by in-situ test in Ireland. The 

result o f  the SPT is characterised by the N s p j  — the num ber o f  blows required to move 

forward a cone vertically through the ground by 300mm. This is not the standard test, 

although it is used in Ireland because o f  gravels -  a split-spoon sam pler is used norm ally 

(Rahardjo 2001). Due to its simplicity, A/spT-depth profiles are often produced and may be 

used directly or indirectly to estim ate the resistance o f  a pile installed in the soil.

Phoon and Kulhawy (1999) estim ated the uncertainty associated with the N g p T  in clay and 

sand (shown previously in Table 2.8). The range o f  variability o f  the N ^ p r  is seen to be 

very large, equivalent to a coefficient o f  variation in the param eter quoted as 25-50% , 

where the mean value ranged from  10-70 blows. Becker (1996) reported sim ilar values o f  

V ( N s p t )  in the range 15-50%.

Oka and Tanaka (2009) characterised the variability o f the results o f  SPT and CPT

m easurem ents taken in various sites in Japan. The slopes o f  the trend line resulting from
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the SPT and from the CPT, carried out on the same site, were com pared and dem onstrated 

good relation. Furtherm ore, the variation in the residuals from  the SPT and the CPT were 

seen to correlate well -  when the variation was large for the SPT it was also large for the 

C PT and the A uthor’s pointed out that this indicates that the main source o f variation in the 

com puted trend line com es from heterogeneity o f  the soil and not from m easurem ent error.

Oka and Tanaka (2009) also observed, that, the statistical distribution o f the residuals o f 

both the SPT and CPT followed a normal distribution at most o f  the sites, with those 

m easured at three sites that com prised granular material, following a Beta distribution.

Paikow sky (2004) recom m ends that within-site variability should be considered in three 

simple steps. Firstly, for each significant load resisting layer, assess the average param eter 

used for strength analysis (generally the N^pt in Ireland). Secondly, com pute the 

coefficient o f  variation V between the average value and that m easured at each borehole in 

which test results were obtained and, thirdly, categorise the site variability as low, medium 

or high where V is less than 25% , between 25% and 40%  or greater than 40%  respectively.

2.6.5 Load test results
As seen previously, in Section 2 .6 .1 to Section 2.6.4, the quantification o f  uncertainty in R^ 

from  ground test results is challenging, as it includes variation from  several sources that 

are hard to separate. An alternative means by which to quantify the uncertainty in R .̂ is to 

take m easurem ents o f  Rc through static load testing o f  piles installed on a site. The results 

o f  load tests provide a more realistic value o f  Rc as it is actually observed and the 

uncertainty in R^ is also reduced as the errors in load testing are m uch sm aller than those 

resulting from calculation m odels based on ground test results (Zhang 2004).

The load test approach means that the serviceability requirem ents o f  the pile foundation 

may also be assessed, as deflections are measured, and this m ethod has the added 

advantage that it includes uncertainty due to installation techniques, as well as 

encom passing the various sources o f uncertainty associated with the ground, discussed 

earlier. Furtherm ore, model errors and model bias are eliminated.

Static load tests, known as proof load tests, are often carried out on piles to validate a 

particular pile design. In Ireland, these p roo f piles are generally loaded to 1.5 times the 

characteristic load o f  the pile, rather than being conducted to failure. The value o f /?<- of
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these test piles often rem ains unknown (though it is known to be greater than the test load) 

thus leading to difficulty in the quantification o f  the variability o f  the m easured value of 

the resistance o f  the pile.

Zhang (2004) developed a systematic approach to include the results o f such proof load 

tests, not loaded to failure. In the assessm ent o f  the reliability o f the pile under study, 

Zhang attem pted to verify RBD m ethods using the results o f  p roof load tests with Bayesian 

analysis to system atically update the design o f the pile calculated using ground test results 

and using the site specific inform ation gained in carrying out the load tests (Zhang 2004; 

Zhang 2(X)8).

M easurem ents o f  the w ithin-site variability o f  the capacity o f  driven piles load tested in 

eight different sites in southern Italy are presented in Table 2.13. The average value o f 

was 0.2, or 20% , and this value was adopted by Zhang for subsequent analysis o f 

the reliability o f  the piles. A value o f K(/?c) from load test results was taken as 25% for 

purpKJses o f  calculation o f  partial factors during developm ent o f  the National Building 

Code o f Canada (Becker 1996). Baguelin (1990) in studying the influence o f  the num ber of 

pile load tests on safety factors used a value o f K(/?c) equal to 20%  but suggested this may 

increase to 30% in exceptional circum stances.

The w ithin-site variability com puted in this w ay is particular to a site, given its geological 

characteristics, and is also particular to the method o f installation and type o f pile used at 

the site. This w ithin-site variability cannot be reduced by spatial averaging o r by increasing 

the num ber o f  load tests carried out.
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Table 2.13 -  W ithin-site variability o f  the capacity o f  driven piles at eight test sites (Zhang

2008)

Site N um ber 
o f  piles

D iam eter
(m)

Length
(m)

Soil COV References

A sh d o d , 12 _ Sand 0 .22 Kay 1976
Israel

B rem erh av en , 9 - - Sand 0 .28 Kay 1976
G erm an y

San F rancisco , 
USA

5 Sand and  
clay

0 .2 7 Kay 1976

S o u th e rn  Italy 12 0 .4 0 8  0 Sand and  
gravel

0 .25 Evangelista 
e t al.. 1977

S o u th e rn  Italy 4 0 .40 12.0 Sand and  
gravel

0 .1 2 Evangelista 
e t al.. 1977

S o u th e rn  Italy 17 0 .52 18.0 Sand and 
gravel

0 .19 Evangelista 
e t al.. 1977

S o u th e rn  Italy 3 0 .36 7.3 Sand and 
gravel

0 .12 Evangelista 
e ta l :  1977

S o u th e rn  Italy 4 0 .46 7 .0 Sand and 
gravel

0 .14 Evangelista 
e t al., 1977

S o u th e rn  Italy 16 0 .50 15.0 Clay, sand 
and  gravel

0 .2 0 Evangelista 
e t al.. 1977

2.6.6 Bayesian updating
In certain scenarios, such as the effects o f wave motion on offshore structures or ground 

movements due to the occurrence o f earthquakes, the uncertainty predicted by reliability 

analysis may be too large and is, therefore, o f  little use to the geotechnical engineer when 

making decisions with regard to design (W u 2009). In these cases Peck’s observational 

approach may be used to iteratively modify the design based on any new information, 

(Peck 1969).

In the case where this approach is adopted, an important philosophy is that o f Bayesian 

statistics, whereby inform ation from various sources, such as site investigation, full-scale 

load testing or past experience may be com bined using Bayes’ theorem  shown in Equation 

2.36.

P ( B\ A) P( A)
P ( A \ B ) =  2.36

where P( A)  is the prior probability o f A, P ( A\ B)  is ‘the probability o f A given B'  and is 

called the posterior probability, P( B\ A)  is the probability o f B  given A  and P( B )  is 

probability o f  B.
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Bayes theorem  may be extended for use with continuous distributions, such as the Normal 

distribution, in w hich case, the probabilities in Equation 2.36 are replaced w ith probability 

densities. Bayesian statistical m ethods have been proposed in geotechnical engineering for 

som e time, and specifically, for the com bination o f prior knowledge o f  pile capacity w ith 

the results o f  pile load tests, (Kay 1976; Kay 1977; Baecher and Rackwitz 1982).

A key feature o f Bayesian analysis is that new inform ation may be added sequentially as 

and when it becom es available. For exam ple, the ultim ate capacity o f  a pile may be 

calculated based on ground investigation at a site (yielding a prior distribution for the 

capacity), then a prelim inary test pile may be installed and tested giving further 

inform ation on the ultim ate capacity o f  the pile under design. Bayesian analysis may be 

used to com bine what is known from  the ground tests and what w as observed during the 

pile load test to give a posterior distribution for R^. thus com bining statistically what is 

known.

Ching et al (2009) took a database o f 57 load tests o f  bored piles in Taipei City and used 

incom plete load test results (from piles not loaded to failure) to calibrate resistance factors 

for the region. Bayesian analysis was used to update probability density functions using the 

results o f  static load tests on the 57 piles to make decisions about the design o f the next 

pile in the region.

Predictions about future observations m ay be m ade from the posterior distribution. The 

Bayesian confidence interval (called the credible interval) actually relates to the probability 

that the param eter is within the interval as opf)osed to the Frequentist confidence interval 

which is defined as the interval w ithin w hich the statistic will be a particular percentage of 

the time.

2.7 Summary
This section summarises the various research areas o f  interest review ed in this Chapter. 

The literature review began by outlining popular pile design m ethods in coarse and fine 

grained soils and design m ethods for piles installed in rock. V arious types o f  piles were 

considered including driven, bored and CFA piles. Total and effective stress m ethods used 

to predict pile shaft resistance and base resistance from  measured o r interpreted ground
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parameters were reviewed and also design methods by direct correlation with in-situ 

ground tests such as the CRT or the SPT.

Following this, a review o f the research relating to piles that has been carried out in 

Ireland, was presented. This included static load tests carried out on driven and CFA piles 

installed mostly in the Dublin area. Some of the piles that were load tested were 

instrumented with strain gauges at various levels to enable the separation of shaft and base 

resistances and also to relate the development of these resistances with pile deflection in 

different soils.

Methods of extrapolation of limited load-deflection data resulting from static load tests 

carried out on piles have long been used to predict the ultimate capacity of the pile under 

test and, in turn, of other similar piles installed on the same site or in similar ground 

conditions. These methods of extrapolation were presented and reviewed.

Many modern geotechnical design codes rely on performance or reliability based design 

methods to ensure a minimum level of safety against failure is achieved and these methods 

are based on levels of uncertainty associated with measured soil parameters or with the 

results o f static or dynamic load tests carried out on piles. Reliability based design methods 

attempt to mitigate the risk associated with a geotechnical design and thus accurate 

quantification of the uncertainty associated with the resistance of a pile, determined by 

whatever means, is critical to reliability based design methods.

The main sources of uncertainty contributing to the overall uncertainty were also reviewed 

in this chapter and these comprise inherent variability, measurement errors and 

transformation errors. Inherent variability is associated with the soil, due to the complex 

mechanisms by which it was formed and due to its subsequent stress history. Measurement 

errors are associated with the testing of materials, due to variations in measuring technique, 

equipment and operational errors. Transformation errors, introduced in transforming 

measured parameters to those useful for design, can also contribute to the overall 

uncertainty associated with the predicted resistance of a pile and these are also noted in this 

section.
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3 Details of Pile Test Database 

3.1 Introduction
Static pile load tests are a valuable source of information and many preliminary and proof 

static load tests are invested in by industry. During the course o f this study, as many of 

these relatively expensive tests carried out within Ireland as was possible were collated by 

the Author to form a pile test database (PTD) in a bid to critically review current practice 

with respect to pile design and installation in Ireland.

Various research programmes involving high quality instrumented load tests on full-scale 

piles or model piles have also been carried out in Ireland over the years to investigate a 

range of aspects o f pile resistance to loading, in a variety o f ground conditions and for 

different pile types.

This Chapter lists the main details of the piles comprising the PTD and outlines the 

locations of the sites in which pile tests were carried out. Details of the ground conditions 

at the various test sites are also summarised alongside the results of the static load tests.

3.2 Details of piles
The PTD comprises 180 pile load tests over 33 different sites on the island of Ireland. The 

majority of the sites, 19 in number, were located in the greater Dublin area where most of 

development requiring deep foundations occurs. The precise location o f each of these sites 

is indicated on Figure 3.1. Other sites locations included Arklow, Cork, Limerick, 

Londonderry, Monaghan, Mullingar, Portlaoise and Waterford. The location of these test 

sites are indicated on Figure 3.2.

Table 3.1(a) and (b) indicate the location o f the site for each of the site references mapped 

on Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. The source o f the information o f the pile test results is also 

shown in Table 3.1(a) and (b) for each site alongside the number of tests carried out on the 

site and also the range o f pile diameter and pile length o f the piles tested.

The pile load test results were gathered together from the following sources: AGL 

Consulting, Byrne Looby Partners, Murphy International Limited, from various technical
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publications (Armishaw 1987; Farrell et al. 1998; Farrell and Lawler 2008; Gavin et al. 

2008; Gavin et al. 2009) and from the Author’s own tests.

Table 3.2 comprises a list o f the main details relating to each o f the pile load test results 

comprising the PTD. Each site may be identified by its unique letter and each pile by its 

individual pile reference number. The principal load resisting stratum has also been 

identified for each pile -  it should be noted that where a pile is toed in rock, then the rock 

is taken as the principal load resisting stratum for that pile by default. Thus, two piles on 

the same site may have a different principal load resisting stratum depending on whether or 

not they penetrate the rock layer.

The pile type, bored, CFA or driven, denoted B, CFA and D respectively, is noted 

alongside the pile diameter and the pile length for each pile. The load test results for each 

pile are summarised as the maximum test load and the corresponding deflection measured 

for each o f the piles under test. The maximum deflection S^ax  normalised by the failure 

deflection, S^, defined as a deflection at the pile head equal to 10% of the pile diameter, is 

also shown in Table 3.2 expressed as a percentage.

The characteristic value of the applied load, to which each pile would most likely be 

subjected, is included in Table 3.2. These values are equivalent to the minimum load the 

piles should resist under working conditions, while satisfying the serviceability and 

ultimate limit state requirements.

Piles that were loaded in tension are listed within Table 3.2 and may be identified by the 

symbol Piles loaded to failure, where failure is defined as loading o f the pile causing a 

downward deflection at the pile head equal to 10% of the pile diameter (or upward for piles 

loaded in tension) is highlighted by the symbol
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Figure 3.1 -  Location o f sites in Dublin in which pile load tests were carried out
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Figure 3.2 -  Location of sites in which pile load tests were carried out
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Site County Area Source of No. Piles Range of Range of

Ref Inform ation te s ted Pile D iam eter Pile Length

n D L

[J [mm] [m]

A Dublin Hanover Quay BLP100.42 6 450 6.0-10.0
B Limerick Bishops Quay BLP100.6S 1 600 11.5

C Dublin Riverside BLP100136 3 450 11.0

D Dublin Spencer Dock BLP100.140/BLP100.251 13 600-1200 9.5-13.6

E Limerick Two Mile Inn BLP100.148 1 450 16.5
F Arklow Bridgew ater BLP100.167 4 350-900 12.0-16.0

G Dublin C harlotte Quay BLP100.172 4 600 15.0

H Kerry Tralee BLP100.178 1 600 3.0
1 Mayo Corrib BLP100.185 2 305-450 10.5-13.0

J Limerick Georges Quay BLP100186 2 900 2.1-2.5

K Dublin City Quay BLP 100.207 1 450 10.3
L Dublin Transit House BLP100.242 1 600 24.0
IVI W exford Tesco BLP100.246 1 600 17.0

N Dublin Lansdowne Road BLP 100.256 13 350-750 6.0-10.0

0 Dublin East Road BLP 100.261 2 600 12.0-13.0
P M onaghan Clones Library BLP 100.257 1 450 9.2

Q Dublin North Wall Quay BLP100.269 6 900 10.0-12.1

R Dublin Saint Jam es Hospital Farrell and Lawler (2008) 6 450 11-12.3

S Dublin Ballsbridge Gavin, Cadogan and Twom ey (2008) 2 762 12-13.8

T Dublin Grand Canal BLP100.293 8 600 11.0

U Dublin Stockyard BLP 100.329 1 600 16.0

Table 
3.1(a) - 

Sum
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locations 
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Site County Area Source of No. Piles Range of Range of

Ref Information tested Pile Diameter Pile Length

n D L

u [mm] [m]

V Dublin W yattville Junction BLP100.1 1 600 32.0
W Mullingar Bennetts Mullingar BLP 100.265 6 900 10.6-18.0

X Cork UCC IT Building AGL Consulting 4 880 10.0-16.1

Y Waterford Waterford A AGLConsulting 19 450-600 11.5-24.5
Z Dublin O'Connell Street AGL Consulting 1 1080 24.3

AA Londonderry Cooll<eragh AGLConsulting 11 450 8.3-12.0
AB Meath Duleek Authors own 2 450-640 9.3-13.3
AC Dublin Dundrum AGLConsulting 4 900 18.2-27.0
AD Dublin Cherrywood BLP 1 600 8.2

AE Dublin St John Rodgers Quay BLP 1 1000 13.5
AF Portlaoise M7/M8 Motorway Murphy International 18 - 3.6-21.3

AG Waterford Waterford B AGLConsulting 5 322 15.0-20.2
AH Dublin Tallaght Armishaw (1987) 11 339* 5.9-9.6
Al Dublin Croke Park AGLConsulting 11 339* 5.7-10.5

*indicates equivalentd iam eterin case the of square pile

BLP - Byrne Looby Partners 
AGL - Advanced Geotechnics Limited

S '
o “pv:n
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Table 3.2(a) -  Summary of pile load test results

Site Principal Pile Pile Pile Pile Characteristic Max Max

Ref Load Resisting Type Ref Diameter Length Load Test Def

Stratum Load

D L Fk Gt ^ m a x 6 m a x / S f

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [mm] [%]

A _ CFA 1 450 10.0 1000 1500 31.4 70

A - CFA 2 450 11.4 1000 3000 11.9 26

A - CFA 4 450 7.5 1000 2500 23.6 52
A - CFA 6 450 6.0 1000 2000 16.6 37
A - CFA 8 450 6.5 1000 1500 16.3 36
A - CFA 9 450 7.5 1000 1500 16.6 37
B - B 10 600 11.5 3000 7500 29.2 49

C DSC CFA 11 450 11.0 1000 2500 34.6 77
C DSC CFA 12 450 11.0 1000 2000 47.8 f 106

C DBC CFA 13 450 11.0 1000 2000 26.7 59

D DBC CFA 15 900 10.0 3000 7500 35.5 39

D DBC CFA 16 900 10.0 3000 7500 26.3 29

D DBC CFA 18 900 10.0 3000 4500 12.3 14

D DBC CFA 19 900 10.0 3000 4500 12.7 14

D DBC CFA 20 900 10.0 3000 4500 9.6 11

D DBC CFA 21 900 9.7 3000 4500 8.7 10

D DBC CFA 22 900 9.8 3000 4500 17.4 19

D DBC CFA 23 900 9.5 3000 4500 5.1 6
E Limestone CFA 24 450 16.5 1300 1950 29,4 65
F Mix CFA 25 350 12.0 600 900 48.4 f 138
F Mix CFA 26 450 15.0 1000 2500 53,2 118

F Mix CFA 27 600 15.0 2000 2000 42,8 71
F Mix CFA 28 900 16.0 3000 5250 48.4 54

G DBC CFA 30 600 15.0 2000 5000 25.0 42

G DBC CFA 31 600 15.0 2000 3000 15.2 25

G DBC CFA 32 600 15.0 2000 3000 12,8 21
H - CFA 34 600 3.0 1800 2700 59,8 100
1 Micaceous Schist CFA 35 450 13.0 450 1350 ^ 31.1 69
1 Micaceous Schist CFA 36 305 10.5 450 1350 ^ 19.6 64
J Mix CFA 37 900 2.5 2000 3000 29.0 32
J Mix CFA 38 900 2.1 2000 3000 62.3 69
K Linnestone CFA 39 450 10.3 1000 1500 14.1 31
L Mix CFA 40 600 24.0 2200 5500 17.1 28
M Mudstone CFA 41 600 17.0 2000 4000 34.3 57
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Table 3.2(b) -  Summary o f  pile load test results

S i te P r in c ip a l P i le P i le P i le P i le C h a r a c t e r i s t i c M ax M ax

R e f Load  R e s i s t i n g T y p e Ref D i a m e t e r Leng t i i Load T e s t D ef

S t r a t u m Load

D L Fk Gt ^max 6max/5f

[m m ] [m ] [kN] [kN] [ m m ] [%]

D DBC CFA 42 1200 13.6 10500 15757 13.7 11
D DBC CFA 43 1050 13.5 6000 9000 4.1 4
D DBC CFA 44 900 15.2 3500 5250 5.6 6
D DBC CFA 46 600 12.0 1800 2700 8.8 15
D DBC CFA 47 900 12.0 3500 5250 5.0 6
N Mix CFA 48 750 10.0 4000 6000 16.6 22
N Mix CFA 49 600 6.5 2500 3750 13.2 22
N Mix CFA 50 750 10.0 4000 6000 22.1 29
N Mix CFA 52 450 10.0 1500 2250 6.2 14
N Mix CFA 54 600 6.0 2500 3750 12.1 20
N Mix CFA 55 450 CFA 1500 2250 12.2 27
N Mix CFA 56 600 8.9 2500 3750 5.3 9
N Mix CFA 57 600 6.7 2500 3750 14.5 24
N Mix CFA 59 350 6.6 750 1125 16.8 48
O S a n d  & G ra v e l CFA 61 600 13.0 1600 1600 6.6 11
0 S a n d  & G rav e l CFA 62 600 12.0 1600 1600 7,8 13

P - CFA 63 450 9.2 1000 1000 8.4 19

Q DBC CFA 64 900 10.0 3500 5250 10.1 11

Q DBC CFA 65 900 10.0 3500 5250 6.9 8

R DBC CFA 66 450 12.3 1400 3150 10.6 24

R DBC CFA 67 450 12.3 1400 2100 5.6 12

R DBC CFA 68 450 12.3 1400 2100 3.5 8
R DBC CFA 69 600 11.0 1800 4490 29.0 48
R DBC CFA 70 600 11.0 1800 2700 4.8 8

R DBC CFA 71 600 11.0 1800 2700 6.1 10

S DBC CFA 72 762 12.0 1400 3820 7.9 10

S DBC CFA 73 762 13.8 1400 3790 4.8 6
S L i m e s t o n e CFA 74 762 11.0 1500 3000 ^ 23.7 31

Q DBC CFA 75 900 10.0 3500 5250 6.6 7

Q DBC CFA 76 900 10.0 3500 8750 9.2 10

Q DBC CFA 77 900 10.0 3500 5250 6.9 8
Q L i m e s t o n e CFA 78 900 13.5 1100 1635 ^ 163.0 f 181
Q L i m e s t o n e CFA 79 900 13.3 1100 1635 ^ 204.0 f 227
Q L i m e s t o n e CFA 80 900 13.5 1100 1635 ^ 134.0 f 149
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Table 3.2(c) -  Summary of pile load test results

Site Principal Pile Pile Pile Pile Characteristic Max Max

Ref Load Resisting Type Ref Diameter Length Load Test Def

Stratum Load

D L Fk Gt Smax

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [mm] [%]

Q Limestone CFA 81 900 13.3 1100 1635  ̂ 121.0 f 134
T Limestone CFA 82 600 7.6 1000 2500 20.8 35
T Limestone CFA 83 600 7.0 1000 2500 48.9 81
T Limestone CFA 84 600 9.2 1000 2500 34.6 58
T Limestone CFA 85 600 11.0 1000 2000 47.8 80
T Limestone CFA 87 600 11.0 1000 2500 35.6 59
T Limestone CFA 88 600 11.0 1000 1500 9.3 16
T Limestone CFA 89 600 11.0 1000 1500 8.0 13
U - CFA 90 600 16.0 2000 5000 23.8 40
Q Limestone CFA 91 900 12.1 3500 8750 12.4 14
V - B 93 600 32.0 2666 3930 23.2 39
W Gravel CFA 94 900 10.6 3000 2942 39.3 44
W Gravel CFA 95 900 11.7 3000 4413 16.7 19
W Gravel CFA 96 900 10.8 3000 4413 68.1 76
W Gravel CFA 97 900 18.0 3000 3000 23.7 26
w Gravel CFA 98 900 18.0 3000 3000 21.8 24
w Gravel CFA 99 900 18.0 3000 4500 5.8 6
X Sand & Gravel B 100 880 12.0 3200 4807 47.7 54
X Sand & Gravel B 102 880 10.8 3200 4806 69.2 79
X Sand & Gravel B 103 880 10.0 3200 4803 27.6 31
X Sand & Gravel B 104 880 16.1 3200 6404 23.7 27
Y Boulder Clay CFA 107 600 18.0 1401 1600 84.6 f 141
Y Shale CFA 108 600 19.0 1400 1051 4.8 8
Y Boulder Clay CFA 109 600 18.0 1400 1236 53.5 89
Y Boulder Clay CFA 110 600 18.0 1400 1030 45.5 76
Y Boulder Clay CFA 111 450 18.0 900 1350 50.7 ^ 113
Y Boulder Clay CFA 112 450 18.0 900 630 11.5 26
Y Boulder Clay CFA 113 450 21.5 900 1350 72.8 f 162
Y Shale CFA 114 600 24.5 1400 2100 7.3 12
Y Boulder Clay CFA 115 600 22.9 1400 2100 53.9 90
Y Shale CFA 116 450 19.9 900 1350 6.5 14
Y Shale CFA 117 450 19.0 900 1324 8.9 20
Y Shale CFA 118 450 18.0 900 1324 8.3 18
Y Boulder Clay CFA 119 450 17.0 900 883 28.7 64
Y Shale CFA 120 600 14.5 900 2060 6.0 10
Y Shale CFA 121 600 11.5 900 2060 2.8 5
Y Boulder Clay CFA 122 450 18.0 900 1148 51.0 f 113
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Table 3.2(d) -  Summary o f pile load test results

Site Principal Pile Pile Pile Pile Characteristic Max Max

Ref Load Resisting Type Ref Diam eter Length Load Test Def

Stratum Load

D L F k Gt S m a x S l i i a x / 5 f

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [mm] [%]

Y Boulder Clay CFA 123 600 18.0 900 2060 47.2 79
Y Shale CFA 124 450 22.4 900 1324 6.8 15
Y Boulder Clay CFA 125 450 18.0 900 1351 68.7 f 153
Z Limestone B 126 1080 24.3 6000 12018 13.7 13

AA Sandstone CFA 129 450 11.0 1100 2728 31.5 70
AA Sandstone CFA 130 450 10.0 1000 1500 5.5 12
AA Sandstone CFA 131 450 12.0 1100 2748 11.6 26
AA M udstone CFA 132 450 11.0 1000 1500 16.2 36
AA W eathered Rock CFA 133 450 11.0 1000 1499 5.1 11
AA Till CFA 134 450 8.3 1050 1575 50.0 f 111
AA Siltstone CFA 135 450 9.0 700 1049 34.8 77
AA Siltstone CFA 136 450 12.0 700 2688 30.1 67
AA Siltstone CFA 137 450 9.0 700 1577 18.9 42
AA W eathered Rock CFA 138 600 9.0 475 713 ^ 6.6 11
AA W eathered Rock CFA 139 450 8.5 270 675 ^ 5.9 13
AA W eathered Rock CFA 140 600 9.0 475 712 ^ 6,5 11
AA W eathered Rock CFA 141 450 8,0 200 300 ^ 2,3 5
AA W eathered Rock CFA 142 450 12.0 1100 2750 30.2 67
AA W eathered Rock CFA 143 450 11.5 1100 2698 18.2 40
AB Limestone CFA 145 640 9.3 2000 5000 11.0 17
AB Limestone CFA 147 450 13.3 1000 2500 5.2 11
AC Granite B 148 900 18.7 9000 15000 10.8 12
AC Granite B 151 900 18.2 6000 18008 94.8 105
AC Granite B 156 900 23.8 6000 18006 20.0 22
AC Granite B 159 900 27.0 6000 18002 17.1 19
AD - CFA 162 600 8.2 1600 2400 5,3 9
AE - CFA 163 1000 13.5 3500 8750 19.9 20
AF Boulder Clay D 164 394 7.1 1000 1499 6.5 16
AF Boulder Clay D 165 395 4.0 1100 1650 7.1 18
AF Boulder Clay D 166 395 10.6 1350 2024 11.3 29
AF - D 167 344 15.7 700 1059 2.5 7
AF Limestone D 168 344 10.2 700 1049 3.1 9
AF Limestone D 169 344 21.3 1350 2024 10.9 32
AF - D 171 395 10.2 1350 2024 13.6 34
AF Boulder Clay D 172 395 9.2 770 1153 11.3 28
AF Boulder Clay D 173 339 7.0 440 659 4.3 13
AF - D 174 344 14.5 1500 2249 9.5 27
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Table 3.2(e) -  Summary o f pile load test results

Site Principal Pile Pile Pile Pile Characteristic Max Max

Ref Load Resisting Type Ref Diam eter Length Load Test Def

Stratum Load

D L Fk Gt ^ m a x S m a x /S f

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [mm] [%]

AF Boulder Clay D 175 344 9.0 1500 2252 5.7 17
AF Boulder Clay D 177 395 9.9 920 1379 11.3 29
AF - D 178 395 11.2 960 1439 6.4 16
AF Boulder Clay CFA 180 900 9.1 3000 4499 5.9 7
AF - D 181 395 3.6 1500 2249 5.6 14
AF Mix CFA 182 600 21.0 900 1353 3.4 6
AF Mix CFA 183 600 19.0 1250 1874 3.0 5
AF Boulder Clay CFA 184 900 11.9 1900 2851 1.5 2
AG Boulder Clay D 185 322 20.2 850 1700 23.4 73
AG Boulder Clay D 186 322 17.3 850 1060 14.3 45
AG Boulder Clay D 187 322 15.0 600 750 48.0 f 149
AG Boulder Clay D 188 322 15.0 440 1095 23.4 73
AG Boulder Clay D 189 322 15.0 440 383 15.1 47
AH DBC D 190 339 7.0 1000 2158 17.5 52
AH DSC D 191 339 5.7 1000 2354 33.3 98
AH DBC D 192 339 8.5 1000 2207 36.1 f 107
AH DBC D 193 282 9.4 550 1373 5.4 19
AH DBC D 194 282 7.0 550 1059 5.1 18
AH DBC D 195 339 6.0 1000 2143 9.0 26
AH DBC D 196 339 5.9 1000 1717 29.7 88
AH DBC D 197 339 5.8 1000 1962 9.4 28
AH DBC D 198 339 5.7 1000 1962 10.9 32
AH DBC D 199 339 9.6 1000 1884 11.3 33
AH DBC D 200 339 5.9 1000 1933 8.9 26
Al DBC D 201 339 6.4 800 750 2.5 7
Al DBC D 202 339 6.7 800 2000 11.7 35
Al DBC D 203 339 10.5 800 2000 5.5 16
Al DBC D 204 339 4.9 800 1200 5.8 17
Al DBC D 205 339 6.0 800 1200 4.3 13
Al DBC D 206 339 8.1 800 1200 4.4 13
Al DBC D 207 339 5.7 800 1200 4.8 14
Al DBC D 208 339 5.9 800 1200 4.7 14
Al DBC D 209 339 5.8 800 450 1.9 6
Al DBC D 210 339 8.0 800 1200 4.2 13
Al DBC D 211 273 6.4 800 1400 24.8 91

 ̂indicates tension load te s t 
indicates loaded to  failure
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The DBC in Table 3.2 refers to the superficial deposit that underlies the majority of the 

greater Dublin area and is described in detail by Lehane and Simpson (2000) and more 

recently by Skipper et al. (2005) and by Lx>ng and Menkiti (2007) who identified four 

distinct formations within the deposit. The engineering characteristics of the four sub units 

are summarised in Table 3.3 and are seen to be similar. The values shown in brackets are 

the those reported by Lehane and Simpson (2000).

The four sub units are all highly overconsolidated with low plasticity indexes in the range 

10-15% (Farrell and Wall 1990) and low field permeability in the range 10^ to 10 "  m/s 

(Long and Menkiti 2007). The constant volume friction angle, (p̂  was measured (in 

tension and in compression) as 36” with a high peak friction angle, of 44” (measured 

under mean consolidation stresses in the range 50-150kPa) with an effective cohesion c' 

close to zero (Long and Menkiti 2007). Though referred to as boulder clay, the deposit 

contains little clay minerals and the fines (clay/silt) content is comprised of mainly rock 

(quartz) flour (Armishaw 1987).

Table 3.3 -  Summary of material properties of DBC (Long and Menkiti 2007)

UBrBC UBkBC' LBrBC LBkBC

Moisture content: % 13-1 ^ T (11±3) 11-5 11-3
Bulk dcasity; Mg,m' 2-228 2-337 2-283 2-284
Liquid limit: % 29-3 28-3 (25±4) 30-0 29-5
Plastic limit: % 15 9 15 1 14-9 17-8
Plasticity index: % 13-4 13-2 (1 l±2) 15-1 11-8
C'lay content; % 11-7 14-8 (15±5) 17-8 17-5
Silt content: % 170 24-7 28-3 30-5
Sand content: % 25 0 24-7 25-7 34-0
Ciravel content: % 46-3 35-8 (30±5) 28-0 35-5

3.3 Summary of PTD
Details o f the PTD are summarised in Table 3.4. The characteristics of each pile are 

summarised on the basis o f pile type and also on the basis of the type of ground in which 

the piles are installed. Of the 174 piles in the database, 134 were bored, mostly by CFA 

methods and these ranged from 2 .l-32m in length with an average length o f 12.5m and
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from 305-1200mm in diameter with around 40 piles o f diameter 450, 600 and 900mm 

each. The remaining 40 piles were driven, mainly precast concrete with a few steel H-piles 

and ranged in length from 3.6-21.3m with an average length of about 9m. Eleven o f the 

piles were loaded in tension and these were all installed by boring by CFA methods and 

were all toed in rock.

The piles loaded in compression were loaded to deflections in the range 0.2-15% of the 

diameter (or equivalent diameter for non-circular piles) with an average deflection of 

around 4% of the diameter. The average deflection of the tension piles was greater, around 

8% o f the pile diameter.

The results of giound tests carried out at the sites in the PTD are given in Appendix A. 

Ground investigation at each o f the sites generally consisted of boreholes with the results 

of the SPT. In addition to the SPT-depth profiles, the results of other tests for classification 

purposes are presented, generally in the form of plasticity charts. Appendix B presents the 

individual load-deflection plots for each of the pile tests in the PTD.

Of the total number o f piles, 82 were installed on sites where the principal load resisting 

strata comprised boulder clay and 54 of these piles were installed on sites where the 

principal load resisting strata comprised Dublin boulder clay (DBC). Of those piles 

installed in the DBC, 32 were bored and 22 were driven. The other sites comprising 

boulder clay, o f which there were three, were located in two separate developments outside 

of Dublin.

There were three separate sites where the soil was classified as gravel or as a combination 

of sand and gravel, located in Cork, Dublin and Mullingar. These sites collectively 

contained 12 o f the pile tests loaded in compression, again each of the piles terminated in 

the sand/gravel layer. The piles at the Cork site were bored cast-in-situ while the rest were 

installed by CFA methods.

Not including the piles loaded in tension, 38 of the remaining piles were toed in rock, (only 

2 o f these were driven piles under the site reference AF). The rock ranged from competent 

limestone to weathered granite, weathered sandstone/mudstone, siltstone and shale.

O f the total number of piles, 16 were installed on sites where the ground conditions could 

only be described as mixed, 8 o f these are located on a single site in Dublin referenced ‘N ’.
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The ground conditions for 18 o f  the pile load tests in the database could not be determ ined 

to the A uthor’s satisfaction, generally due to a lack o f  site investigation information, 

however, these load test results were retained as the load-deflection data recorded was 

useful in assessm ent o f  extrapolation m ethods for the determ ination o f  the ultim ate 

capacity o f single piles.
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Pile Ground Pile Jumbe Pile Pile Max Def/ Max Test Load

Group Type Type Piles Diameter Length Failure Def

Pile Ground Pile n D L 5max/5r Q

Group Type Type [mm] [m] [%] [kN]

Range M Range Range Range

1 DBC CFA 32 755 450 - 1200 12 9 - 15 21 4 - 106 4752 2000 - 15757

2 DBC Driven 22 330 273 - 339 7 5 - 11 35 6 - 107 1571 450 - 2354

3 BoulderClay CFA 13 577 450 - 900 17 9 - 23 86 2 - 162 1699 630 - 4499

4 BoulderClay Driven 12 355 322 - 395 12 4 - 20 45 13 - 149 1300 383 - 2252

5 Sand/Gravel Bored/CFA 12 843 600 - 900 13 10 - 18 34 6 - 79 3857 1600 - 6404
6 Rock Bored (2 Driven) 38 573 344 - 1080 14 7 - 27 34 5 - 105 4109 1049 - 18008

7 Mixed Bored/CFA 16 625 350 - 900 10 2 - 21 43 5 - 138 3141 900 - 6000

8 Rock (Tension) Bored/CFA 11 656 305 - 900 11 8 - 13 81 5 - 227 1331 300 - 3000
9 Unknown Bored (4 Driven) 18 515 344 - 1000 11 3 - 32 35 7 - 100 3086 1000 - 8750

Total Bored - 134
Total Driven - 40

ts>

Table 
3.4 

- 
Sum

m
ary 

of 
PTD 

grouped 
according 

to 
pile 

type 
and 

ground 
conditions
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3.4 Discussion
A PTD has been developed by collation of the results of 174 static load tests carried out on 

piles installed in a variety of soils and rock in Ireland. Details including the pile 

dimensions, ground conditions and the load test results are listed in Table 3.2 and are 

described in more detail in Appendix A and in Appendix B.

Table 3.4 summarised the details of the PTD where piles were grouped together based on 

pile type and on ground conditions and is indicative o f the wide range civil engineering 

projects carried out in Ireland. The pile dimensions ranged in diameter from 270 to 

1200mm and in length from 3 to 32m and the extent o f the range of loading was from 450- 

ISOOOkN.

From Table 3.4, the average and range o f the maximum pile head deflections normalised 

by the failure deflection, are rather low. Considering group 1 and group 2 in the DBC, 

Sm ax /^ f  was equal to 21 and 35% on average where load tests are generally conducted to

1.5 or 2.5 times for the pile. The actual average S^ax  was 14 and 11 mm for group 1 and 

group 2 respectively.

Where the ULS is defined as deflection o f the pile head equal to 10% of the pile diameter, 

this implies that both bored and driven piles in DBC have greater capacity than that 

observed from the pile load tests. Considering the SLS, which is generally defined as a pile 

head deflection o f 10mm, on average, the piles in the DBC exceeded this limit for both 

bored and driven piles but at loads in the range 1.5 — 3.0 times Fjj, indicating the SLS is 

generally not reached in practice under

With the exception of group 3 and group 8, piles in the remaining groups averaged values 

o f Sjnax/^f  of around 40% again indicating that the ULS is not nearly approached. The 

average value of Sj^ax/^f  for group 3 was 85% where most o f the piles were installed on a 

single site -  the load tests on this site are particularly useful as the piles were loaded to Sf  

in several cases. Group 8 contains the results of piles loaded in tension.

Despite the fact that the average values o f S ^ ^ x / ^ f  were low, at least one pile in each 

group was loaded to apart from group 5 (containing piles in sand/gravel) where the 

maximum value of Smax/ w a s  around 80%.
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4 The ultimate capacity of a single pile
Taking the total resistance of the pile as the load corresponding to a deflection at the pile 

head equal to 10% o f the pile diameter, then only 12 No. piles o f the 176 No. comprising 

the PTD, satisfied this criterion. It is, therefore, necessary to investigate a means by which 

Re can by reliably predicted for those piles not loaded to Sf  from the limited load- 

deflection data recorded during a pile load test.

This section compares various methods o f extrapolation of limited load-deflection data, 

which were reviewed in Section 2.4.2, including methods proposed by Brinch-Hansen, 

Chin, Davisson, Decourt and Van der Veen. The validity of each method is assessed by 

comparison o f the predicted values of /?c to those measured using the load tests that 

reached Sf,  denoted Rc-m-

The load-deflection data recorded for the piles loaded to Sf  are also used to assess the 

uncertainty associated with application of the extrapolation methods to limited load- 

deflection data.

The analysis is then extended to estimate the uncertainty associated with /?<-, characteri.sed 

by the coefficient of variation in the parameter, V^Rf.) for similar piles installed within- 

sites of relatively uniform ground conditions. Within-site variability is also quantified on 

the basis of the N̂ p-j- measured at each of the test sites.

4.1 Assessment of extrapolation methods
Chin’s method was applied to the load-deflection data from each pile load test in a 

systematic way, described here, and illustrated using the load-deflection response from one 

of the piles -  Pile 26. The results are shown for this pile as Sf  was achieved and all the 

methods o f extrapolation of the data were applicable to the load-deflection response for 

this pile.

1) The raw load-deflection data were plotted (as in Figure 4 .1(a) for Pile 26).

2) These raw data were reduced by removal of data from any unload cycles. Also,

where there were several readings of the deflection at a particular load, the

maximum one was taken in every case. For example, at load 2250kN in Figure

4.1(a) there were many readings of deflection noted for the duration o f this load
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application , the largest w as taken fo r use in the reduced  load-deflec tion  d a ta  o f  

F igure  4 .1 (b ). This ensu res that the effec ts  o f  c reep  are taken into accoun t in the 

estim ation  o f  the value o f  — the effects o f  creep  lead to  a low er estim ate  o f  the 

value o f  Rf- fo r a particu la r pile. A s apparen t in F igu re  4 .1 , the e ffec ts  o f  load- 

un load  cycles app lied  to  the p iles does not m uch  affect the estim ation  o f  the value 

o f  R c  as the load-deflec tion  d a ta  on  reload ing  tends to  reach the v irg in  load- 

deflection  cu rve  and con tinue on  fu rth e r loading w ith o u t any  o bv ious change  to  the 

orig inal load-deflec tion  trend  fo r the pile.

3) T he reduced  load-deflection  d a ta  o f  F igure 4 .1(b) w as used  to  p roduce  the p lo t o f  

deflection  d iv ided  by  load against deflection  (prov id ing  the  basis fo r the C h in  

hyperbolic  fit and is show n in F igure  4 .2  fo r P ile 26).

4 ) T he initial non-linear po in ts on  th is p lo t w ere rem oved , if presen t, a long w ith  any  

obv ious anom alies and  a least sq u ares  regression  line w as fitted to  the rem ain ing  

data. A s a m easure o f  the ‘goodness o f  fit’ o f  the reg ression  line to  the  actual data  

points, the R -squared  value for the reg ression  line w as calcu la ted  in the case o f  

each  pile.

H av ing  reduced  the raw  data, as described , fo r each  o f  the p iles to  that to  w hich C h in ’s 

m ethod  could  be applied , any piles deflected  dow nw ard  at the pile head by  an am oun t 

g rea ter than o r  equal to S f  w ere  iden tified  (show n in T ab le  4 .1). A m in im um  lim it o f  R- 

squared  equal to  0 .9  w as requ ired  to  qualify  the load-deflec tion  d a ta  fo r use in assessing  

C h in ’s m ethod  and all the ten  p iles also  sa tisfied  th is requ irem ent (show n fo r Pile 26  in 

F ig u re  4 .2). This m in im um  lim it en su res that on ly  the d a ta  that are approx im ated  w ell by  a 

stra igh t line are used ; C h in ’s m ethod  d ep en d s  on the grad ien t o f  this line and thus the 

resu lting  R , .  is com prom ised  if the line d o es not fit the d a ta  well. L im ited  p o rtions o f  the 

reduced  load-deflection  d a ta  fo r  these piles w ere  then used  to es tim ate  th is estim ated  

resis tance is deno ted  Rc-.m.est- T he ratio  Rc.m-.est/f^c-.m w as then p lo tted  aga inst the 

co rrespond ing  deflection  norm alised  by  S f ,  the resu lts are show n in F ig u re  4.3.
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Figure 4.1 - Load-deflection data for Pile 26
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Figure 4.2 -  Linear plot by Chin for Pile 26
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Table 4.1 -  Piles loaded to failure

Site Pile Pile Pile Pile Characteristic Max Max

Ref Type Ref D iam eter Length Load T est Def

Load

D L Fk G t ^m ax 5 m a x /5 r R-sq Rc;chin

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [mm] [%] [ J [kN]

C CFA 12 450 11.0 1000 2000 47.8 106 0.95 1890
F CFA 25 350 12.0 600 900 48.4 138 1.00 867

F CFA 26 450 15.0 1000 2500 53.2 118 0.98 2393
Y CFA 107 600 18.0 1401 1600 84.6 141 0.99 1488
Y CFA 111 450 18.0 900 1350 50.7 113 0.99 1337
Y CFA 113 450 21.5 900 1350 72.8 162 0.99 1143
Y CFA 122 450 18.0 900 1148 51.0 113 0.99 1110
Y CFA 125 450 18.0 900 1351 68.7 153 0.98 1253

AA CFA 134 450 8.3 1050 1575 50.0 111 0.99 1555
AC B 151 900 18.2 6000 18008 94.8 105 0.99 17523
AG D 187 322 15.0 600 750 48.0 149 1.00 699
AH D 192 339 8.5 1000 2207 36.1 107 1.00 2200

120
^  Pile Ref
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Figure 4.3 - Plot for assessment o f Chin's method

Interpreted, Figure 4.3 shows that, for the ten piles considered, with load-deflection data up 

to a deflection greater than or equal to 50% of Sf, Rc-chin was within the range 85-100% of 

Rc-m and for a deflection greater than or equal to 30% of 5f,  Rcxhin was within the range

80- 100% of
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It is also noted that where load-deflection data was limited to < 0 . 3 S f  the value o f  R(. was 

generally under predicted. Also, where piles were deflected over and above the value o f 

R(. was not over predicted, thus yielding confidence in the method o f analysis.

This would indicate that w here limited load-deflection data is available, w hich is often the 

case with pile load tests, one can have reasonable confidence in predicting R^. 

conservatively if the pile is deflected to around 50%  o f  S f ,  equivalent to  5% o f the pile 

diameter.

The results o f  a sim ilar analysis carried out using D ecourt’s method are shown in Figure 

4.4. Com paring these with Chin, in Figure 4.6, it is seen that both m ethods predict similar 

values o f  Rc-m^est but C hin’s method exhibits less scatter than the Decourt method.

This is also reflected in the reduced R-squared values in the D ecourt plots o f  load divided 

by deflection against load, i.e. the linear trend on which the Decourt parabolic load- 

detlection relationship is based, does not fit the data as well as that linear trend underlying 

the Chin hyperbola, and therefore, results are more variable when Decourt is used.

For these reasons, and because the variability one can expect when applying C hin ’s 

method to limited load-deflection data below S f  has been quantified. C hin’s m ethod is 

used where required for further analysis o f  load-deflection data.
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Figure 4.4 - Plot for assessm ent o f  Decourt's method
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Figure 4.5 -  Linear plot by D ecourt for Pile 26
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Figure 4.6 -  Com parison o f  Chin and Decourt methods

A lternative methods, discussed in Section 2.4, were also used to estim ate /?<- and the Charts 

involved in the plots are shown for Pile 26 as an exam ple in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.7 shows the plot required for Van der V een’s m ethod, in this exam ple the points 

are fairly well approxim ated by the linear regression shown, on which, the estim ate o f Rc is 

based.

Figure 4.8 shows the plot required for Brinch-H ansen’s m ethod, there are only four points 

shown as this plot is generally highly non-linear at the beginning o f  the load test, thus, the
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B rinch-Hansen estim ate is usually based on the results o f  the load test at higher loads only, 

as a result it may not be possible to apply this m ethod to piles only deflected by a small 

amount. This m ethod was applicable to ju st 80 o f  the 174 static load test results in the 

PTD.

Figure 4.9 shows predicted value o f  for Pile 26, as an exam ple, com puted by the various 

m ethods, plotted at a head deflection o f  10% o f  the pile diam eter (45m m ). In the case of 

this pile, the predicted value o f  Rc ranged betw een 1800 and 2900kN. The m ethods are 

com pared for all the piles in the next Section 4.2, to make a m ore representative 

comparison.

20 30
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Figure 4.7 - Linear plot by Van der Veen for Pile 26
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Figure 4.8 -  Linear plot by Brinch-Hansen for Pile 26
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Figure 4.9 -  Pile 26; Comparison of estimated by various methods

4.2 Comparison of various failure criteria
The load-deflection response for each pile was used to estimate Rc by the methods 

described in Section 2.4.2 and implemented for Pile 26 in Section 4.1. These methods are 

compared in this section.

Each method o f estimation o f was applied to those piles loaded to Sf shown in Table 

4.1 and the resulting estimates of R^ were then normalised by the measured value of 

Rc;m- It should be noted that all the methods were not applicable to the load-deflection data 

for one o f these piles (as the linear relationship on which the extrapolation method was 

based was not apparent) and so this pile test result was not used in the assessment bringing 

the total number of piles with which to assess the methods to 9.

The normalised R^ values are presented in the form of histograms in Figure 4.10 which 

display the average normalised value and give an indication o f the spread of each 

prediction about the measured value, Rc.m-
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Normal
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Figure 4.10 — Comparison o f methods of estimation of Rc

Interpreting Figure 4.10, the following may be deduced on average:

1) The Rc-chin-Mit estimate of Rc is around 25% above Rc.m and with a standard 

deviation of 18%.
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2) Re,chin was close to Rc-m at around 103% Rc-m with a standard deviation o f  10%.

3) Rc-.decourf.uit leads to an estimate o f  R^, on average, 14% greater than R c - ^  

however, the standard deviation is 20% , m ore than that for Rcxhin.uit indicating 

that the spread o f  R c,decou rtM t 's  greater than that o f  Rc.chin.uit-

4) R c.decou rt Comparable to that o f  Rc.chin^ estim atin g  /?<- at 98%  o f  but again, 

w ith  a s lig h tly  larger spread than that o f  Rc-.chin-

5) R c.bh .uU led to an estimate o f  Rc o f  14% above Rc-m and with a standard deviation 

o f  17%,

6) R c .w .u it  was on average 15% greater than /?c;m with a large standard deviation o f 

21% , this m ethod led to more variable results.

7) Rc-.davisson  was much lower than the other methods assessed, estim ated at about 

70% o f in agreem ent with NeSm ith and Siegel (2009) who suggested that the 

assum ptions form ing the basis o f  this m ethod do not hold for bored piles, with the 

result that it leads to a lower ultimate resistance (all the piles used in this 

assessm ent were bored).

As the num ber o f  piles with which to assess the m ethods o f extrapolation o f  the load- 

deflection data was limited, due to the fact many piles were not loaded to failure, those 

piles loaded to at least 50% 8 f  were also used to com pare the methods. It was shown in 

Section 4.1 that load-dettection data to at least 50% S f  led to a reasonable estimate o f  /?(-.

The static load test results in the PTD were filtered in order as follows;

1) Piles loaded in tension were rem oved leaving only those loaded in com pression.

2) Piles not deflected dow nw ard at the pile head by at least 5%  o f the pile diam eter 

were removed.

3) Piles w ith an R-squared value o f  the regression in C hin’s plot o f deflection divided 

by load against deflection were rem oved if this value was less than 0.9.

4) Piles where any one o f  the m ethods under study was not applicable were removed.

This left 25 piles o f  the 174 and over 13 sites, with which to assess the m ethods of 

determ ination o f Rc- An average value for all the estim ates denoted Rc-avg was com puted 

in the case o f  each pile and this was used to normalise each prediction o f so that each 

m ethod could be related to each other, in the absence o f Rc-m-
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Figure 4.11 may be used to compare the various methods. Details o f the statistics of each 

are shown in the legend in Figure 4.11. Interpreting Figure 4.11, the following may be 

deduced on average:

1) The Rc:chin;uU estimate o f is around 15% above Rc-avg ^nd with a standard 

deviation of 10%.

2) Rc.chin was closest to Rc-avg at around 95% Rc-avg with a standard deviation o f 8%.

3) f^c-.decourf.uit leads to an estimate o f /?(., on average, 1%  greater than Rc-avg^ 

however, the standard deviation is 13%, slightly more than that for Rc-,chin-,uit 

indicating that the spread o f Rc,decourt,uit greater than that o f Rc,ch.in,uu when 

this method is applied to limited load-deflection data.

4) Rc.decourt comparable to that of Rc-chin^ estimating Rc at 90% of Rc-,avg  ̂

again, with a slightly larger spread than that of Rc.chin-

5) Rc-bh.uU led to the greatest estimate of Rc, almost 25% above Rc-avg and with a 

very large standard deviation of 35%, indicating that this method is highly variable 

in its estimation o f Rc when load-deflection data is limited, tending to over-predict 

R^ when compared with the other methods.

6) Rc;vv;uit was almost identical to Rc-decourt-.uit when compared with Rc-avg- 

^c.davisson was again much lower than the other methods assessed, estimated at 

about 60% of Rc,avg- ( I t 's  suggested this method underestimates Rc in bored piles 

and 25 of the 30 piles used in this assessment were bored).

Chin’s method o f extrapwlation to Sf yielding the value Rc-chin considered the most 

consistent estimate, on average, of the value of Rc, with a relatively small spread and is 

compared with the measured Rc-m for those piles that were deflected to a minimum of 8f 

using the ratio Rc.chin/^c-.m- O f the 25 piles used in the analysis, 10 were deflected by this 

amount and the average ratio Rc-chin/f^c.m was equal to 0.99 with a standard deviation of 

0.1, indicating that Rc-.chin matches Rc.m extremely well, for the piles under study.
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Figure 4 . 11 -  Com parison o f methods o f  estim ation o f  Rc
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4.3 Uncertainty in Rc for a single pile
The most consistent means of extrapolation is considered to be Rcxhin presented in 

Section 4.1. A method o f quantification of the uncertainty associated with Rcxhin from 

limited load-deflection data is presented in this section.

Adapting Figure 4.6, and assuming that the bulk o f the estimates of lie within about two 

standard deviations of the mean (corresponding to the 95% confidence limits) then the 

standard deviation of R,. at pile head deflections less than 8f  may be quantified. The lower 

and upper bound to the mean trend line are shown in Figure 4.12 and these were used to 

back-calculate s{R^') for various proportions of 5^. The value of K(/?c) was then calculated 

in the usual way. Any outliers would lie outside the bounds given by three standard 

deviations from the mean, it is clear from Figure 4.12 that no point would lie outside these 

limits.

Figure 4.12 implies, that, if a pile is deflected to Sf,  then the corresponding load is equal to 

Rc.m with no associated uncertainty, this is obviously not the case as measurement error in 

the applied load and the corresponding deflection will contribute some level of uncertainty 

to There are also issues with the time increment at which loads are applied -  too 

quickly and creep in the pile-soil system may not have fully occurred leading to measured 

deflections lower than those under actual loading conditions (which are generally very 

slow).

The coefficient of variation due to these measurement and procedural errors was assumed 

to equal 10%, therefore, where a pile is loaded to Sf  the uncertainty in the measured value 

will be a value of V(R(.) equal to 10%, which seems a reasonable level o f  uncertainty in 

measurements during load testing, (Fenton and Griffiths 2003; Fenton and Griffiths 2007).

Figure 4.13 shows how the computed V(^Rcxhin) varies with S / S f .  Where the pile is 

deflected to only 10% Sf,  then 'S equal to 30% reducing to 10% where the pile

is loaded to Sf .  Figure 4.13 highlights the benefit of carrying out pile load tests to cause 

deflections as close to Sf  as possible. With increased deflection, comes increased 

confidence in the true value of R^ and as a result, higher levels of reliability in the 

foundation may be achieved.
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Applying the relationship shown in Figure 4.13, to each pile in the PTD and grouping the 

piles based on pile type and on the ground conditions, details of the estimated Rc-chin ^re 

shown in Table 4.2 to Table 4.9. The measured or calculated pile resistance corresponding 

to a pile head deflection of 10mm, denoted i?c;io also shown for each pile for use later in 

relation to serviceability requirements. The average and range of the uncertainty in 

for each of the groups, is shown in Table 4.10. The average values

are in the range 0.14-0.27 indicating that, on average, piles are not loaded close to 8f.
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Figure 4.12 - Rcxhin/Rc.m vs 5/5f with upper and lower bounds and mean trend
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Figure 4 .1 3 -  Estimated V(Rcxhin) with varying Smax/Sf for a single pile under load
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Table 4.2 -  Group 1: CFA piles in DBC

D

[mm]
L

[m]
Fk

[kN]

G t

[kN]

6 m a x /5 f

[%]

R-sq

[J

Rc;chin

[kN]

V(Rc;chin)

[J
Rc;10

[kN]

450 11.0 1000 2500 77 0.89 2998 0.117 994
450 11.0 1000 2000 106 0.95 1890 0.100 671

450 11.0 1000 2000 59 0.95 2327 0.131 1317
900 10.0 3000 7500 39 0.95 9023 0.159 3651

900 10.0 3000 7500 29 0.95 9862 0.183 4373

900 10.0 3000 4500 14 0.90 6649 0.260 3811

900 10.0 3000 4500 14 0.93 5838 0.256 3781

900 10.0 3000 4500 11 0.96 6642 0.291 4301

900 9.7 3000 4500 10 0.93 6695 0.305 4482

900 9.8 3000 4500 19 0.94 5945 0.221 3349

900 9.5 3000 4500 6 0.94 5821 0.392 4940

600 15.0 2000 5000 42 0.97 6474 0.155 3037

600 15.0 2000 3000 25 0.98 4068 0.195 2450

600 15.0 2000 3000 21 0.99 4403 0.211 2640

1200 13.6 10500 15757 11 0.98 25996 0.282 13152

1050 13.5 6000 9000 4 0.95 18398 0.466 12978

900 15.2 3500 5250 6 0.93 8761 0.376 6204

600 12.0 1800 2700 15 0.93 4005 0.251 2694

900 12.0 3500 5250 6 0.98 16322 0.393 8126

900 10.0 3500 5250 11 0.91 8643 0.285 4961

900 10.0 3500 5250 8 0.99 12085 0.340 6429

450 12.3 1400 3150 24 0.91 5977 0.202 3039

450 12.3 1400 2100 12 0.99 2492 0.271 2236
450 12.3 1400 2100 8 0.98 2544 0.337 2371
600 11.0 1800 4490 48 0.91 4931 0.145 2655
600 11.0 1800 2700 8 0.97 3294 0.333 2934

600 11.0 1800 2700 10 0.96 3057 0.298 2722

762 12.0 1400 3820 10 0.96 5606 0.295 3996

762 13.8 1400 3790 6 0.94 6671 0.372 4906

900 10.0 3500 5250 7 0.93 9377 0.346 6159

900 10.0 3500 8750 10 0.97 10312 0.298 7133

900 10.0 3500 5250 8 0.99 12067 0.340 6426
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Pile

Ref
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Table 4.3 — Group 2: Driven piles in DBG

D

[mm]

L

[m]

Fk

[kN]

G t

[kN]

6 m a x /5 f

[%]

R-sq

[ J

Rc;chin

[kN]

V (R c ;c h in )

[ J

R c;10

[kN]

339 7.0 1000 2158 52 1.00 2384 0.140 1913
339 5.7 1000 2354 98 1.00 2391 0.104 1589
339 8.5 1000 2207 107 1.00 2200 0.100 1422
282 9.4 550 1373 19 0.96 2953 0.221 1948
282 7.0 550 1059 18 0.99 1963 0.228 1476
339 6.0 1000 2143 26 0.92 4095 0.191 2301
339 5.9 1000 1717 88 1.00 1782 0.110 1093
339 5.8 1000 1962 28 0.97 3840 0.187 2062
339 5.7 1000 1962 32 0.94 3824 0.174 1919
339 9.6 1000 1884 33 0.55 - - 1884
339 5.9 1000 1933 26 0.90 3938 0.191 2133
339 6.4 800 750 7 0.98 2091 0.347 1573
339 6.7 800 2000 35 0.98 2828 0.169 1753
339 10.5 800 2000 16 0.99 3896 0.240 2777
339 4.9 800 1200 17 0.96 2455 0.234 1629
339 6.0 800 1200 13 0.99 1925 0.270 1584
339 8.1 800 1200 13 0.85 1961 0.267 1546
339 5.7 800 1200 14 0.88 1736 0.254 1412
339 5.9 800 1200 14 0.99 2841 0.257 1876
339 5.8 800 450 6 1.00 2557 0.394 1544
339 8.0 800 1200 13 0.98 1913 0.270 1434
273 6.4 800 1400 91 0.58 1534 0.108 520

Table 4.4 — Group 3: CFA piles in boulder clay

D L F|( Gt Smax/S( R-SĈ  Rc;chin ^(^c;chin) Rc;10

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [%] [ J  [kN] [ J  [kN]

600 18.0 1401
600 18.0 1400
600 18.0 1400
450 18.0 900
450 18.0 900
450 21.5 900
600 22.9 1400
450 17.0 900
450 18.0 900
600 18.0 900
450 18.0 900
900 9.1 3000
900 11.9 1900

1600 141 0.99
1236 89 0.98
1030 76 0.99
1350 113 0.99
630 26 0.96

1350 162 0.99
2100 90 0.97
883 64 1.00

1148 113 0.99
2060 79 0.98
1351 153 0.98
4499 7 -

2851 2 -

1488 0.100 953
1195 0.109 879
1060 0.117 666
1337 0.100 927
950 0.194 601

1143 0.100 495
2132 0.108 743
952 0.127 689

1110 0.100 855
2070 0.115 1303
1253 0.100 789
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Table 4.5 — Group 4: Driven piles in boulder clay

D

[mm]

L

[m]

Fk

[kN]

Gt

[kN]

5miui/5f

[%]

R-sq

[ J

Rc;chin

[kN]

V {R c ;c h in )

[ J

Rc.io

[kN]

394 7.1 1000 1499 16 0.85 3132 0.239 1870
395 4.0 1100 1650 18 0.34 6941 0.229 2258
395 10.6 1350 2024 29 0.91 3088 0.184 1799
395 9.2 770 1153 28 0.10 3141 0.185 965
339 7.0 440 659 13 0.44 - - -

344 9.0 1500 2252 17 0.97 8814 0.237 3690
395 9.9 920 1379 29 1.00 2148 0.185 1293
322 20.2 850 1700 73 0.90 2182 0.120 886
322 17.3 850 1060 45 0.40 2497 0.150 718
322 15.0 600 750 149 1.00 699 0.100 502
322 15.0 440 1095 73 0.99 1224 0.120 752
322 15.0 440 383 47 0.99 460 0.147 342

Table 4.6 — Group 5: Bored and CFA piles in sand and gravel

D  L  F k  G t  6 n ia x /5 f  R"SC| Rc;ch in  V (R c ;c h in )  R c;10

[mm] [m] [kN] [kN] [%] [J  [kN] [J  [kN]

600 13.0 1600 1600 11 0.98 2900 0.287 1918
600 12.0 1600 1600 13 1.00 2297 0.266 1720
900 10.6 3000 2942 44 0.95 2983 0.152 1881
900 11.7 3000 4413 19 0.94 5097 0.225 3465
900 10.8 3000 4413 76 0.99 4428 0.117 2561
900 18.0 3000 3000 26 0.99 3610 0.192 2261
900 18.0 3000 3000 24 0.97 3427 0.199 2358
900 18.0 3000 4500 6 0.95 5378 0.367 4631
880 12.0 3200 4807 54 0.95 4945 0.137 2399
880 10.8 3200 4806 79 0.95 4781 0.115 1670
880 10.0 3200 4803 31 0.96 6419 0.177 2626
880 16.1 3200 6404 27 0.99 9680 0.190 3831
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Table 4.7 -  Group 6: Piles toed in rock

D

[mm]

L

[m]

Fk

[kN]

G t

[kN]

6 m a x /5 f

[%]

R-sq

[J
Rc;chin

[kN]

V (R c ;c h in )

[J
R c;10

[kN]

450 16.5 1300 1950 65 0.96 1982 0.126 1324
450 10.3 1000 1500 31 0.95 1808 0.177 1262
600 17.0 2000 4000 57 0.98 4264 0.134 2639
600 7.6 1000 2500 35 0.98 2794 0.169 1855
600 7.0 1000 2500 81 0.99 2626 0.114 1189
600 9.2 1000 2500 58 0.89 3503 0.133 994
600 11.0 1000 2000 80 0.95 2131 0.115 702
600 11.0 1000 2500 59 0.98 2793 0.132 1338
600 11.0 1000 1500 16 0.52 4504 0.245 1595
600 11.0 1000 1500 13 0.94 2921 0.262 1674
900 12.1 3500 8750 14 0.94 15610 0.259 7761
600 19.0 1400 1051 8 0.98 1683 0.334 1320
600 24.5 1400 2100 12 0.98 2142 0.274 1722
450 19.9 900 1350 14 0.97 1899 0.253 1519
450 19.0 900 1324 20 0.98 2025 0.219 1373
450 18.0 900 1324 18 0.98 1952 0.226 1410
600 14.5 900 2060 10 0.02 - - -

600 11.5 900 2060 5 0.16 - - -

450 22.4 900 1324 15 0.90 2324 0.248 1587
1080 24.3 6000 12018 13 0.96 37218 0.269 9607
450 11,0 1100 2728 70 0.90 4321 0.122 2088
450 10.0 1000 1500 12 0.86 2713 0.273 1927
450 12.0 1100 2748 26 0.74 6524 0.194 2508
450 11.0 1000 1500 36 0.93 1872 0.166 1247
450 11.0 1000 1499 11 0.95 2220 0.283 1810
450 9.0 700 1049 77 0.80 926 0.116 627
450 12.0 700 2688 67 1.00 2819 0.124 2000
450 9.0 700 1577 42 0.98 1722 0.155 1438
450 12.0 1100 2750 67 0.98 2893 0.124 2111
450 11.5 1100 2698 40 0.91 3674 0.157 2030
640 9.3 2000 5000 17 0.95 8965 0.234 4581
450 13.3 1000 2500 11 0.96 4643 0.282 3279
900 18.7 9000 15000 12 0.92 35972 0.276 13850
900 18.2 6000 18008 105 0.99 17523 0.101 6574
900 23.8 6000 18006 22 0.98 31039 0.208 11430
900 27.0 6000 18002 19 0.95 39285 0.223 11968
344 10.2 700 1049 9 0.57 5944 0.314 2826
344 21.3 1350 2024 32 0.51 4147 0.176 1855
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Table 4.8 — Group 7: Piles in mixed soil conditions

Si te Pi l e D L Fk G t 5max/8r R-sq Rc;chin V (R c;ch ir) Rc;10

R e f Ref [ m m ] [m] [kN] [kN] [% ] [ J [kN] [ J [kN]

F 25 350 12.0 600 900 138 1.00 867 0.100 663

F 26 450 15.0 1000 2500 118 0.98 2393 0.100 1479
F 27 600 15.0 2000 2000 71 1.00 2189 0.121 1037
F 28 900 16.0 3000 5250 54 0.91 5408 0.138 2199
J 37 900 2.5 2000 3000 32 0.96 3685 0.174 1742
J 38 900 2.1 2000 3000 69 0.93 2909 0.122 1289
N 48 750 10.0 4000 6000 22 0.97 8222 0.208 4628
N 49 600 6.5 2500 3750 22 0.33 - - -
N 50 750 10.0 4000 6000 29 0.93 9464 0.182 3506
N 52 450 10.0 1500 2250 14 0.83 3488 0.259 2562
N 54 600 6.0 2500 3750 20 0.93 5052 0.217 3275
N 56 600 8.9 2500 3750 9 0.95 6304 0.317 4584
N 57 600 6.7 2500 3750 24 0.91 5459 0.199 2908
N 59 350 6.6 750 1125 48 0.97 1214 0.145 936

AF 182 600 21.0 900 1353 6 0.15 - - -
AF 183 600 19.0 1250 1874 5 0.12 - - -

Table 4 .9  - Group 9; Piles for which the ground conditions are unknown

Si te Pi l e D L Fk G t 5max/5r R-sq Rc;chin V (R c;.h in ) Rc;10

Ref Ref [ m m ] [m] [kN] [kN] [%] [ J [kN] [J [kN]

A 1 450 10.0 1000 1500 70 0.96 1483 0.122 1031

A 2 450 11.4 1000 3000 26 0.96 5364 0.192 2734

A 4 450 7.5 1000 2500 52 0.92 3544 0.139 1299
A 6 450 6.0 1000 2000 37 0.92 2981 0.164 1602

A 8 450 6.5 1000 1500 36 0.92 1631 0.165 1131
A 9 450 7.5 1000 1500 37 0.92 1828 0.164 1118
B 10 600 11.5 3000 7500 49 0.97 10006 0.144 3746
H 34 600 3.0 1800 2700 100 0.93 2519 0.103 879
L 40 600 24.0 2200 5500 28 0.92 8794 0.185 3949

P 63 450 9.2 1000 1000 19 0.98 1692 0.224 1188
U 90 600 16.0 2000 5000 40 0.94 6104 0.158 2369
V 93 600 32.0 2666 3930 39 0.98 4399 0.160 2400

AD 162 600 8.2 1600 2400 9 0.95 5574 0.318 3420
AE 163 1000 13.5 3500 8750 20 0.79 12052 0.218 5282
AF 167 344 15.7 700 1059 7 0.78 3843 0.351 2584
AF 171 395 10.2 1350 2024 34 0.52 4040 0.169 1529
AF 174 344 14.5 1500 2249 27 0.98 3907 0.188 2359
AF 178 395 11.2 960 1439 16 0.98 2210 0.240 1659
AF 181 395 3.6 1500 2249 14 0.93 6518 0.256 3354
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Table 4 .1 0 -  Sum m ary o f  estimated V(Rc) for each group o f piles

Group V (R c ;c h in )

min max

1 0.27 0.10 - 0.47

2 0.22 0.10 - 0.39

3 0.12 0.10 - 0.19
4 0.16 0.10 - 0.24

5 0.20 0.12 - 0.37
6 0.20 0.10 - 0.33
7 0.17 0.10 - 0.32

8 0.21 0.10 - 0.41

9 0.18 0.10 - 0.32

4.4 Quantifying within-site variability
The uncertainty associated with individual piles is o f  limited use, applying only to the pile 

that is actually tested in the exact location o f  that pile having been installed in the precise 

manner o f  that pile. If  a pile design is to be proposed for installation o f  many sim ilar piles 

across a site, then, in addition to the uncertainty associated with the resistance o f  a single 

pile, information on the effect o f within-site variation on 's  required.

4.4.1 Case study -  Malahide viaduct
This point was dem onstrated by the A uthor at a test site about 15km North o f  Dublin, at 

the M alahide Railway Viaduct. Tw o sets o f  two piles were installed and load tested, where 

piles within a set were installed close to each other, about 3m apart, but where the distance 

betw een the two sets o f piles was about 50m. All the piles were installed in the same 

m anner using the same piling rig and the same materials.

The results o f  in-situ testing carried out at the site in the form  o f  N s p t  from  the SPT and 

m easured using shear vane tests are shown in Figure 4.14(a) and in Figure 4.14(b) 

respectively. The interpreted stratigraphy at the site in each o f  the two test locations is 

shown for Pile 1 & Pile 2 in Figure 4.15(a) and for Pile 3 & Pile 4 in Figure 4.15(b). The 

stratigraphy in each location indicates about 5-6m  crushed rock, over about 3-5m of
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alluvial material, over glacial till underlain by limestone bedrock well below the founding 

level o f the piles.
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Figure 4.14 — Results of SPT and vane shear tests vs depth
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Figure 4.15 — Interpreted Stratigraphy, (a) Pier 6-7 (b) Pier 10-11 (equal horizontal and

vertical scales)
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The four piles were intended to be 15m in length, but the actual pile lengths varied 

between 13.5-15.0m due to variations in the ground and installation lim itations. 

Differences in the pile length o f  this order are typical where piles are installed across a site.

To m inimise inconsistency in the methods o f  testing and measurement, the tw o piles in 

each set were loaded at the same time using a single test frame, identical jacking systems 

and the pile head deflections were measured at the same time fo r each o f the piles using a 

single precise level.

The aim o f the experiment was to demonstrate the effects o f spatial variab ility  on the 

interpreted Z?,- value, fo r sim ilar piles installed in a single site that is deemed to have fa ir ly  

uniform  .soil conditions. It should be noted that this test also includes va riab ility  due to 

installation o f  the piles. The measured pile head load-deflection results are shown in Figure 

4.16 alongside smoothed hyperbolic extrapolations fo r each. Set I comprised Pile I and 

Pile 2 while Set 2 comprised Pile 3 and Pile 4.

Piles w ith in  sets are seen to exhibit a very sim ilar response w ith  respect to load-deflection 

behaviour at the pile head, while  the load-deflection response between sets is seen to be 

quite different. It is the magnitude o f  this difference in the load-deflection response o f 

sim ilar piles installed on a single site that must be quantified to accurately assess the

re liab ility  o f a particular pile design fo r a given site.

The fact that piles w ith in  the same set, fo r both the sets, yielded almost identical results, 

would indicate that the method o f  installation o f  the piles was fa ir ly  repeatable and 

contributed little  to the overall variation in R .̂. This implies that the variation in response 

between sets is p rim arily  due to variation in the ground.

A t 8f^ equal to 14mm fo r these 140mm diameter m icropiles, the interpreted value o f R̂ . 

would be about 640 and 1160kN fo r piles in Set 1 and Set 2 respectively, which equates to 

a rather high value o f K(/?c) equal to 0.42, calculated by d iv id ing  the standard deviation in

Rc, s{Rc)  by the mean value o f /?(., fi(Rc)-

Figure 4.17 shows the interpreted force-depth profiles fo r each o f the piles; calculated 

using the strain gauge readings at each depth. Again, piles w ith in  sets are seen to exhibit 

more sim ilar behaviour than piles between sets. The shaft resistance developed during 

loading o f  the piles was not quantified as it is d iff ic u lt to assess accurately the actual 

diameter o f  the piles due to the installation method. However, the gradient o f  the graphs in
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Figure 4.17 give an indication o f the shaft resistance developed along the pile shafts — there 

is substantial shaft resistance developed in the uppermost 5m in the crushed rock layer with 

virtually zero shaft resistance developed in the alluvial layers. Towards the toe of the piles 

shaft resistance was also developed in the glacial till layers with almost zero load on the 

pile toes in general.

It is, therefore, imperative that within-site variation be appreciated and approximated 

accurately where a pile design is proposed for a site. This can be done using ground test 

results from site investigation and/or from load test results carried out on preliminary piles 

installed prior to installation o f the working piles.

A  Pile 1 

□  Pile 2 

O P i le  3 

O  Pile 4

Figure 4.16 — Malahide: Measured pile head load-deflection data
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Figure 4.17 -  Malahide: Interpreted force-depth profile at 650-700 kN head load 

4.5 Within-site variability: Ground test results
Quantification of the variation in the soil properties used in design is critical to reliability- 

based design (RBD) methods for deep foundations. For this reason, realistic assessment of 

measured site investigation data is necessary if RBD methods are to be successfully 

applied to geotechnical design.

In Ireland, ground conditions on a site are generally characterised using boreholes in which 

SPT’s are carried out. It is common practice to then correlate the recorded N ^ p r  

empirically with and < p ' in the case o f fine and coarse grained soils respectively and to 

estimate R c  using these parameters.

Of the 32 different sites listed in the PTD, 20 had ground test results (available to the 

Author) from the SPT and these were analysed statistically in an attempt to characterise the 

within-site variability, ultimately with a view to computing the value of for a

particular size pile installed on a particular site.
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4.5.1 Quantifying variation in ground tests results

An yVspT-Zdepth regression analysis showed that there was a statistically significant increase 

in N ^ p y  with depth on 16 o f the 20 sites investigated.

The procedure in carrying out the regression analysis on the raw data was as follows:

1) The raw N ^ p t  values m easured in various boreholes within a particular site were 

grouped together.

2) Any refusals noted were rem oved from each dataset.

3) A regression analysis was then applied to the rem aining dataset using N ^ p t  as the 

response variable and z as the predictor (the statistical software package -  M initab 

15 was used to assess the results).

4) The regression coefficients and their respective standard errors were com puted and 

an analysis o f  variance (ANOVA) on the regressed data was used to indicate 

whether o r not there was a statistically significant increase in N ^ p f  with z.

5) If there appeared to be an increase in N s p t  with z, then any results deem ed 

erroneous were flagged (ba.sed on standardised deleted residuals) and rem oved 

Irom the dataset. This step acts to rem ove unusually high or low measured N ^ p t  

values, perhaps due to thin layers o f  w eaker material or lines o f  cobbles, w hich are 

often present w ithin the bulk m aterial, but generally having little effect on the 

response o f  the bulk material globally.

6) Steps 3 - 5  were then repeated, where necessary, a maximum o f  three times (so that 

there rem ained few or no results being deem ed erroneous) and the calculated 

regression coefficients were taken as the best estim ate o f  the relationship between 

N s p r  and z.

In the case that the N s p t  value increased with depth a linear trend was assum ed and the 

results for each site were divided into two com ponent parts: the linear trend function,

[ t ( z i  z„)] and the residuals, [ f ( z i  z„)] (the difference between each

individual m easurement and the trend function). The N s p t  value may be written as 

Equation 4.1 and the trend function as Equation 4.2.

^S P T  =  N s p t  ( t )  +  I^s p t  ( f ) 4 ]

N s p r i t )  =  a  +  b z  . y
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where Ns p t ^ O  is assum ed to increase linearly w ith depth and a and b are the regression 

coefficients o f  the plot o f  depth, z against the m easured N^p t -

The results o f  this analysis are presented in Figure 4.18 with the raw data for one o f  the test 

sites as an exam ple. In Figure 4.18(a) one can observe the general increase in N ^pr  from  

around 30-70 with depth increasing from 2-9m. From a soil m echanics perspective this 

may be due to increasing stress level in the ground with increasing depth. Also shown in 

Figure 4.1(a) are those values o f  Ns p t  deem ed erroneous from the results o f the regression 

analysis. Figure 4.18(b) displays the residuals, and these are seen to  be more or less 

uniform ly distributed with depth and with a mean equal to zero.

In the case where the N s p t  results showed no statistically significant increase with depth an 

average value for the results was com puted and assum ed constant w ith depth. The 

minim um  R-squared value o f  the trend function, which is a measure o f  the strength o f 

correlation between the N^pt  and the depth was equal to 0.2, while the maxim um  was 

equal to 0.6 with an average R-squared value for all the sites equal to 0.4.

The results for all the test sites are sum m arised in Table 4.11 which also shows the num ber 

o f  data points, n on which each analysis was ba.sed and the m inimum and maxim um  depth 

over which S PT ’s were carried out at each test site. The calculated V(^Ns p t )  are shown 

graphically in Figure 4.19.

The notation ' s '  is used for standard deviation as it refers to the standard deviation o f  a 

sam ple o f data, according to probability theory, this value equates to the expected (mean) 

value o f  the population standard deviation o f  the same variable, a  which is an unknown.

It is thought that the residuals are com prised o f  two sources o f  variation, namely, 

m easurem ent erro r and heterogeneity o f  the soil under study (Oka and Tanaka 2009). Here, 

the residuals are shown to be constant with depth, and because N ^p t  is shown to increase 

with depth, this would indicate that the residuals are independent o f  the m agnitude o f the 

m easured N s p t -
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Figure 4.18 - Regression analysis on raw N s p t  (a) and residuals from trend (b) for Site D
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Tab le  4.11 -  S um m ary o f  N s p t and associated uncerta in ty at test sites

s ( N s pt ) dn NsPT;m in NspT;max NsPT;avg V ( N s p t )

[m ] [m]

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M
N

O
P

Q
R

S

T

U
V

w
X

Y

z
AA

AB

AC

AD

AE

AF

AG

AH

Al

51

156
17

15

17
210
45

59
31
56
21
24

153
127
81
84
52
31

20.7 5.5

18.8 5.5

1.0 3.2

-3.3 3.6
37.9 3.4
-8.1 7.7
19.9 4.4
29.3 1.4

15.6
15.3
-70.9
8.9
14.5
13.6

0.8
1.5
5.6
4.6 
5.5 
1.3

75
56

24.3
18.3

3.9
5.7

14.6 2.0 8.5 32 67 46 0.32

17.1 0.3 19.3 - - 30 0.56
10.7 0.5 6.0 22 52 37 0.29

3.0 1.2 14.6 5 47 18 0.17

6.0 1.0 18.0
- -

34 0.17
12.2 1.2 9.2 - - 20 0.62
17.9 1.2 19.2 - - 32 0.56

8.3 0.5 12.5 0 42 41 0.20
12.5 0.9 9.4 41 70 53 0.23
10.6 2.0 11.0 7 76 41 0.26
9.4 1.0 8.0 24 55 36 0.26
11.9 1.0 15.0 31 50 39 0.30

10.0 0.5 21.0 16 32 23 0.44
9.5 1.3 15.0 17 38 26 0.37
9.0 14.9 22.9 13 58 35 0.25

16.0 1.0 14.0 13 73 38 0.42
19.2 1.3 13.0 21 86 49 0.39
1.6 0.5 5.2 14 20 17 0.09

15.0 1 9.1 28 60 42 0.36
17.7 2.3 10.2 31 76 37 0.48
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Figure 4.19 — Sum m ary o f within-site variation in N s p t  for various sites 

4.5.2 Spatial variation
The concept o f spatial averaging, stem m ing from  the observation that soil properties 

m easured closer to each other exhibit a stronger correlation than those m easured further 

away, was applied to the N s p t  results from  each o f  the sites listed in Table 4.11.

Different values o f  the vertical scale o f fluctuation 0^ were assumed, in the range l-6 m  

and were used to calculate variance reduction factors by V anm arke (1983) using 

Equation 2.31 for application to the observed variance o f  the m easured N s p t -

The average length o f  a pile in the PTD was 10m, recognising that the top 2m o f ground 

generally contributes little to the shaft resistance o f  the pile, the length over which spatial 

averaging was applied fo r com parison o f  its effect on the observed variation in the N s p t  

was 8m. The results are displayed in Table 4.12.

The value o f  varied from  0.1 to 1.0 where was assum ed equal to 1 and 6 

respectively. W here 0j, is greater than or equal to 8m, this is equivalent to  no reduction in 

the observed variance o f  the m easured N s p t  (i-6 no spatial variation) -  this case is shown in 

Table 4.12 also. The range o f the observed V ( N s p t )  where no spatial averaging was 

applied (©z= L -2  = 8m), was 0.09-0.62 with an average value o f 0.34. The variability itself 

varies over a w ide range due to the fact there are several contributory factors that com bine 

to yield the overall variability.
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Four different values of 0^, equal to 1, 2, 4 and 6m, considered to range fi'om a low value 

of the parameter to a high value, were assumed and were used to compute which was 

then applied to The average V(^N^pt) reduced from 0.34 to 0.22, 0.19, 0.15 and

0 .1 1 where was assumed equal to 6 ,4 , 2 and 1 m respectively.

It is clear that the value of has a significant effect on the variability in the ground over a 

particular failure surface. The observed variation in Nspt reduced three-fold where a low 

value of 0z was assumed and where was assumed equal to the average pile length of 

those piles in the PTD minus 2m.

Spatial averaging is only effective when Lf is large when compared to 0^. It should be 

noted that the values in Table 4.12 are representative o f the average pile length in the PTD, 

which was 10m, as already stated. The length over which spatial averaging was applied 

was then reduced to 8m. Where piles are longer than 10m, spatial averaging will result in a 

greater reduction in than that shown in Table 4.12 and for piles shorter than 10m

the opposite would be true.

Spatial averaging can result in reduced values of when computed based on ground

test results leading to reduced values of V{Rc).  Longer piles will benefit more from spatial 

averaging than shorter ones in similar ground conditions.

Spatial averaging is not applied to K(/?b) as the failure surface typical at the pile toe is of 

relatively limited extent and the observed value of V{Nspt) without any spatial averaging 

is recommended for computation of V{Ri,) (Fenton and Griffiths 2003; Fenton and 

Griffiths 2007).
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Table 4 . 1 2 -  V ( N spt)  assuming values o f  0z

Site 0z 1 2 4 6 >Lf

Ref 0.12 0.22 0.38 0.49 1.00

D 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.22 0.32
F 0.19 0.26 0.34 0.39 0.56
G 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.29
J 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.17
M 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.17
N 0.21 0.29 0.38 0.43 0.62
0 0.19 0.26 0.34 0.39 0.56
Q 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.20
R 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.23
S 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.26
T 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.26
U 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.21 0.30
W 0.15 0.21 0.27 0.31 0.44
X 0.13 0.17 0.23 0.26 0.37
Y 0.09 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.25
z 0.14 0.20 0.26 0.29 0.42

AA 0.13 0.18 0.24 0.27 0.39
AB 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.09
AH 0.12 0.17 0.22 0.25 0.36
Al 0.16 0.22 0.29 0.33 0.48

m ean 0.12 0.16 0.21 0.24 0.34

4.5.3 Combining Uncertainty

The variation in the measured N^p t  may be used to calculate the uncertainty associated 

with the calculated values o f  and characterised using the coefficient o f  variation in 

each o f the parameters, denoted ^nd V{Rf , )  respectively, which may be combined to

estimate V{Rc').

Uncertainty in the various parameters in the calculation model may be combined using the 

rules shown in Equations 4.3 to 4.5.

r  =  o A  g}  =  ^
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where a  is a constant (precisely known) and 4̂ is a variable having standard deviation

/ "  =  A B  ... N 4.4

2 _  A ( V a ) ^  + B I V b ) ^ +  -  +N( _VNy  

f 4.5

where A , B  . . .N  are uncorrelated variables having coefficient o f  variation V^.Vg ... 

respectively.

U sing the relations shown in Equations 4.3 to 4.5, s(/?s) and s(/?;,) may be expressed as 

shown in Equation 4.6 and Equation 4.7 respectively assum ing & Af, to be known and 

f i  & Nspt as independent random variables. These may be com bined to calculate V^R,.) 

using Equation 4.8.

The estim ation o f  R̂ . and enables an assessm ent o f  the reliability o f  the pile

foundation if the characteristic load o f the pile is known and a reasonable value o f the 

uncertainty in this load is assumed.

4.6 Within-site variability: Load test results
W ithin-site variability m ay also be assessed based on the results from pile load tests carried 

out on similar sized piles on a single site. This m ethod o f  estim ation o f  will include

all sources o f  uncertainty as the piles are actually installed and tested and a direct 

m easurem ent o f  R̂ . is m ade (if the piles are loaded to Sf)  so, in addition to the ground 

variability w ithin a site, characterised in Section 4.5, estim ating the uncertainty in this way 

will include the uncertainty due to installation effects.

4.6

4.7

Rt,ViRt,) + R,V(R^)
4.8

1 1 1
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Based on the results o f  load tests on driven piles from  eight different sites, listed in Table 

2.13 o f  this thesis, Zhang (2008) calculated the within-site variability o f  R c  -  V ( R c )  to be 

equal to 20%.

Groups o f  sim ilar piles in the I ^ D ,  where piles in each in group were installed on the same 

site, were identified and the calculated R c - c h i n  " 's s  used to assess V (7?^) within the sites. 

The 15 groups o f sim ilar piles identified are detailed in Table 4.13 which shows the site 

reference, the num ber o f  piles in each group, the dim ensions o f  the piles and the value o f 

R c . c h i n  for S3ch o f the piles in the various groups.

The variability o f  the sim ilar piles w ithin each site is characterised by the coefficient o f 

variation o f R c . c h i n  denoted l^(/?c;ch!n) Table 4.14. The values o f  l^(/?c;chin) range 

between 15 and 37% (neglecting one very low and one very high result calculated for 

groups 12 and 13 respectively) and the average value is equal to 28%  (regardless of 

whether o r not the lowest and highest result is included, as these tw o values also average 

28%). All the groups involved CFA piles except the last two, 14 and 15 which com prised 

driven precast concrete piles.

The value o f l^(/?c;chin) " 'as  then as.ses.sed from  all com binations o f  n load tests using the 

groups o f  data in Table 4.13 where n ranged from  2 to 8. The following steps w ere carried 

out:

1) All possible com binations o f  n load tests from each group (containing sim ilar piles) 

were generated, (for exam ple G roup 1 containing a total o f  4  load test results has 6, 

4 and 1 com bination o f  2, 3 and 4  load test results respectively).

2) The m axim um  value o f  V ( _ R c ; c h i n )  was noted at each n for each group o f  load tests.

3) A representative value o f K(/?c;chin) for each n was calculated by averaging the 

m axim um  K(/?c;c/iin) at each n over all the groups (this means the w orst case 

scenario for each test site was identified at each n and an average was taken to yield 

the expected worst case scenario, given data from  a new site).

The values o f l^(/?c;chin) from this analysis are superim posed on the calculated results 

from the actual data and are shown by  the dashed line in Figure 4.20.

A plot o f  V { R c - c h i n )  against the average norm alised deflection during load testing for each

pile group, /^(5max/'5/)> shown in Figure 4.21, reveals no real relationship betw een the

two and thus indicates that the uncertainty in the estim ation o f  R c  by Chin does not have
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much o f an effect on the calculated within-site variability for each individual group of 

piles. Most o f the V(Rc:ctiin) values lie within the range 25-30%.

Figure 4.20, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 show plots of V(Rc;cfiin) versus the number of 

piles in each group, the pile diameter and the pile length respectively. There appears to be a 

reduction in V(Rc cnin) with increased number o f load tests (though there are some 

departures from the suggested trend in Figure 4.20) and also with increasing pile diameter 

for the CFA piles (Figure 4.22). There appears to be no effect on K(Rc;c/iin) with pile 

length, as shown in Figure 4.23.

The two groups comprising similar driven piles seem to fit with the data for the CFA piles. 

It should be noted that an equivalent diameter based on equal area was used for the driven 

piles which had a square section.

The expected true long-run value o f V(Rc;chin)’ which is deemed to represent the within- 

site variability, may also be estimated using the results of this analysis. Previously, where 

the average maximum value of V(Rc:chin) was identified for each combination of n load 

test results using the different groups, here the average value for each combination is 

selected at each n to provide an estimate o f the expected within-site variability.

The results are shown in Figure 4.24 and are very similar for CFA and driven piles. The 

average value of V (Rc;chin) 's 25% which is slightly larger than that of 20% proposed by 

Zhang (2008). It should be noted that the average number of load tests in each of the 

groups identified by the Author was 4, compared with 9 for those groups presented by 

Zhang. On inspection of Figure 4.20 the best f i t  line to the observed data appears to tend to 

20% and may reach this value if groups containing the results of more load tests were 

available. The results are in agreement with the values o f taken by others (Baguelin

1990; Becker 1996).

The pile-soil interaction, depending on the complex processes leading to the formation of 

the soil, its stress history, and on the method of installation of the piles, among other 

factors, mean that it is likely that the within-site variability will not reduce much less than 

this with respect to piles. Within-site variability may reduce slightly where the site in 

which piles are installed is extremely uniform with respect to the ground conditions and 

also where the method o f installation o f the piles is extremely repeatable.
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The fact that the estim ated long-run expected within-site variation calculated, for sites 

where CFA or driven piles were installed, were very similar, suggests that the main source 

o f variation is that inherent to the ground and that the m ethod o f  installation does not have 

m uch o f an effect, however, m ore test sites w ith pile load tests carried out on sim ilar piles, 

are required if attem pts are to be m ade at separating the inherent soil variability and the 

variability due to installation effects for piles.

Table 4.13 — Details o f  groups o f  sim ilar piles on various sites and estim ate o f  R c ^ h w  for 

each individual pile

Group
[J

Site
Ref

n
[J

L
[m]

D
[mm]

Rc;l
[kN]

Rc;2
[kN]

R c;3

[kN]
R c;4

[kN]
R c;5

[kN]
R c;6

[kN]
Rc;7
[kN]

Rc;8
[kN]

1 A 4 6.9 450 3544 2981 1631 1828
2 D 8 9.9 900 9023 9862 6649 5838 6642 6695 5945 5821
3 G 3 15.0 600 6474 4068 4403 - - - - -
4 Q 5 10.0 900 8643 12085 9377 10312 12067 - - -
5 V 3 11.1 900 2983 5097 4428 - - - - -
6 V 3 18.0 900 3610 3427 5378 - - - - -
7 Y 5 18.0 450 1337 950 1952 1110 1253 - - -

8 Y 4 18.0 600 1488 1195 1060 2070 - - - -

9 AA 3 11.2 450 1872 2220 3674 - - - - -
10 AA 3 8.8 450 1555 926 1722 - - - - -

11 AA 2 12.0 450 2819 2893 - - - - - -

12 R 3 12.3 450 5977 2492 2544 - - - - -

13 R 3 11.0 600 4931 3294 3057 - - - - -
14 AH 6 5.8 339 * 2391 4095 1782 3840 3824 3938 - -
15 Al 7 6.1 339 * 2091 2828 1925 1736 2841 2557 1534 -

indicates equivalent D *
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Table 4 .1 4  -  W ithin-site variability o f  R c x h in  o f  sim ilar piles installed in various sites

G r o u p

[ J

Si te
Ref

n

[ J

L

[m]

D

[ m m ]
l^(Rc;chin)

[kN]
s(Rc;chin)

[kN]
V(Rc;ch,n)

[%]

1 A 4 6.9 450 2496 918 37
2 D 8 9.9 900 7059 1533 22
3 G 3 15.0 600 4982 1303 26

4 Q 5 10.0 900 10497 1558 15
5 V 3 11.1 900 4169 1080 26

6 V 3 18.0 900 4139 1077 26
7 Y 5 18.0 450 1320 382 29
8 Y 4 18.0 600 1453 448 31

9 AA 3 11.2 450 2589 956 37
10 AA 3 8.8 450 1401 420 30

11 AA 2 12.0 450 2856 52 2

12 R 3 12.3 450 3671 1997 54

13 R 3 11.0 600 3761 1021 27

14 AH 6 5.8 339 3312 973 29

15 Al 7 6.1 339 2216 529 24

40

35

30

>  15

8 102 60 4

n

Figure 4 .2 0  — Plot o f  w ithin-site variation versus number o f  pile load tests in each group
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Figure 4.21 -  Plot o f  w ithin-site variation versus average norm alised deflection o f  piles
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Figure 4.22 -  Plot o f  within-site variation versus pile diam eter for pile groups
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Figure 4.24 -  Plot of average within-site variation using all possible combinations of the

load test data at n equal to 2 -  8

4.7 Selection of an appropriate distribution
The selection o f an appropriate probabilistic distribution as a model for the measured 

values o f from load test results can have an effect on the calculated reliability o f a 

particular foundation.
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Zhang (2008) took the measured data from pile load tests carried out on 16 similar piles 

installed on one site and assessed the statistical distribution with which to represent Rc „i- 

The values o f Rc „i at this particular site did not fit either the normal or lognormal 

distributions particularly well, however, Zhang outlined that the data did not exceed the 

5% critical values (having applied a statistical goodness-of-fit test to the data) and 

proceeded to use the lognormal distribution for purposes o f analysis, adding that this was 

mathematically convenient to do so and also yielded results on the conservative side.

Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 show the results of probability plots used to assess the 

goodness-of-fit of the normal and lognormal distributions respectively to the observed data 

for three o f the sites identified in this study in which similar piles were installed (Table 

4.14). Groups 2, 14 and 15 were selected, as these contained the greatest number of similar 

piles with which to assess the applicability of the distributions.

The Anderson-Darling test was used to assess the goodness-of-fit of the statistical model to 

the measured (or extrapolated) values o f i n  the case o f each of the three pile groupings. 

The Anderson-Darling test yields a p-value on the basis of which the assumption of data 

normality or log-data normality may be assessed. If the p-value is greater than or equal to 

0.05 then the assumption that the data fits the distribution cannot be rejected.

The p-values for Groups 2, 14 and 15 are 0.017, 0.033 and 0.461 for the normal 

distribution respectively and 0.036, 0.026 and 0.544 for the lognormal distribution 

respectively, indicating that the results from Group 15 only, may be assumed normal or 

lognormal, the p-values indicate both the normal and lognormal distributions may be 

rejected in the case o f Group 2 and Group 14.

The 95% limits are also shown in Figure 4.25 and in Figure 4.26 and it is seen that in the 

case of each of the three groups of similar piles, the measured values do not exceed these 

limits, and so, by the same logic as Zhang (2008) and for mathematical convenience, the 

lognormal distribution is the assumed distribution hereafter.
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4.8 Conclusions
Using the results o f nine compressive pile load tests, which were each deflected to S f  and 

for which all the methods of estimation of R c  were applicable to the load-deflection data 

recorded, the various methods of estimation of were assessed and it was found that the 

method proposed by Chin (1970) to estimate R ^  at S f  matched R c-m  well.

Using the results of twenty-five compressive pile load tests which were each deflected to at 

least 5% of the pile diameter and for which all the methods of estimation o f R c  were 

applicable to the limited load-deflection data recorded, the methods o f estimation of R ^  

from limited load-deflection data were assessed and the results are summarised.

1) The value of Rc,chin-,uu  considered a high estimate of R ^ , on average 15% higher 

than Rc-avg  calculated using all the methods under study. Chin’s extrapolation of 

load-deflection data to denoted R c-chin  was closest to R c-avg  (~0.95 R c-avg)

is considered a good practical estimate of R,--

2 )  The value of R c.decourt-.uit R c-decourt were, on average, 7% above and 10% 

below R c;avg  t>ut with greater variation than the Chin equivalents and for this 

reason Chin is considered a more reliable estimate o f R c- The value of R c ,w ,u i t  was 

almost identical to R c .d ec o u r t.u it when compared with R c.avg-

3) The value of R c-bh-m u  the greatest estimate of R c  almost 25% above Rc-avg  

and with a very large standard deviation o f 35%, indicating that this method is 

highly variable in its estimation of R c  and tends to over-predict it when compared 

with the other methods. The range of R c .b h .u u  was extremely large, between 50- 

250% of R c.avg  and thus, this method is not recommended by the Author.

4) The value of R c.davisson  was considerably less than the other methods assessed and 

was about 60% of Rc-avg^ agreement with NeSmith and Siegel (2009) who 

suggested that the assumptions forming the basis o f this method do not hold for 

bored piles with the result that it leads to a lower ultimate resistance and to 

conservative design with respect to bored piles (the piles used in this assessment 

were CFA).

The application o f Chin’s method to limited pile load test data was assessed using the load- 

deflection results of ten pile tests in which the piles were loaded to at least S ^ . It is shown 

that, with load-deflection data up to a  deflection greater than or equal to 50% of S f ,  Rc-,chin
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was within the range 85-100% of/?c;m ^nd for a deflection greater than or equal to 30% of 

Sf ,̂ Rc-chin was within the range 80-100% of

It is therefore concluded that, where pile load tests are conducted to 50% of Sf  equivalent 

to 5% of the diameter of the pile, that can be reasonably well predicted using Chin’ s 

method. Where load-deflection data was limited further (to less than a deflection o f 30% of 

8 f )  the value of Rc was generally under predicted, though it is not recommended that a 

value of /?(- be estimated from such limited data in practice.

The uncertainty associated with the estimated value of Rc is critical to the design of safe 

foundations and this section also quantified the uncertainty in /?<., characterised using the 

coefficient of variation in the parameter, V {R c ) -

An initial estimate o f R^, prior to pile load testing, is generally provided using the results 

of the SPT carried out at the site, reported as the A(spt- The N^p t  were reported for 20 sites 

where pile load tests were carried out and these measured values were filtered as described 

in Section 4.5.1 and regressed with depth. The values o f K(A/5 P7-) were seen to range from 

0.1 to 0.6 with an average value of 0.35.

Assuming several different values of the vertical scale o f fluctuation 0^ considered to be in 

the range low to high, variance reduction factors were calculated using Vanmarke 

(1983) for application to the observed V ^ N s p t )- The average V { N s p t )  reduced from 0.35 

to 0.11 where was equal to 1 .Om and where the length over which spatial averaging was 

applied was assumed equal to 8m, (the average length of the piles tested in the pile test 

database minus 2m).

It is clear that an appropriate value of is required to ensure the variation in measured 

ground parameters is characterised correctly for use in reliability analyses when designing 

piled foundations using ground tests results. More work is required in this area 

internationally and in Irish soil.

The Author has defined failure as the load corresponding to a deflection at the pile head 

equal to 10% of the pile diameter, denoted Sf^. Only ten piles of 174 in the pile test 

database were loaded to highlighting that, even where piles are loaded statically, the 

value of Rc is not directly measured in most cases. The uncertainty in the estimation of Rc
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due to limited load-deflection data recorded during a pile load test was quantified by the 

Author in Section 4.3.

An allowance for operative errors in applying the load and m easuring the deflection during 

a pile load test was made by assum ing these errors resulted in a value o f V ^ R ^ )  equal to 

10%, so that, where a pile is actually loaded to S f  the uncertainty associated with 

is equal to 10%.

W here piles w ere loaded to less than S f ,  the error in the estim ate o f  was characterised 

using values o f  Rc;chin com puted based on limited portions o f  the load-deflection data 

recorded for those piles where a value of Rc.m  was available (i.e. those piles loaded to Sf ) .  

Including the allowance for operative errors, this resulted in an estim ation o f the value of 

V (/?c) for a single pile from  load test results reducing from  30% where piles were loaded 

to just 10% o f  S f  to 10% where Rc;m  was observed.

Though quantifying the uncertainty relating to  the estim ation o f  Rc for a single pile, either 

estim ated using ground test results o r load test results, is important, a pile design in Ireland 

is generally specified for a site or an area within a site over which ground conditions are 

considered similar, thus, the w ithin-site variability must also be considered. W ithin-site 

variability was assessed using the SPT results carried out across the site and also from  pile 

load test results carried out on sim ilar piles on the same site.

Section 4.6 listed 15 separate groups o f  similar piles from the pile test database on sites in 

Ireland and quantifies the within-site variation in pile capacity, again this is characterised 

by the param eter V { R c ) .  Values o f  V ( R c )  ranged from about 15-40% across the different 

sites with an average o f  28%.

The m axim um  value o f K(/?c) ^^ch n for each group o f similar piles was com puted 

where all com binations o f  n load tests on each site were generated (where n is the num ber 

o f  load test results). An average value o f  the maximum V (/?c) at each n over all the sites 

was then calculated.

This value o f  each n is considered representative o f the average worst-case

within-site variation and was seen to reduce from  40%  where n equalled one, to 20%

where n equalled 8. The A uthor considers 20%  to be a reasonable and representative lower

bound to the within-site variation in R^. for a particular pile design on a particular site and

at least this level o f  within-site variation should be accounted for when designing piled
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foundations and this value is in agreement with other Author’s (Baguelin 1990; Becker 

1996; Zhang 2008).
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5 Piles in Glacial Till: Review and analysis
The results o f  the instrum ented load tests on CFA piles presented by Farrell and Lawler 

(2008) and Gavin et al. (2008) and also the driven pile o f  Farrell et al. (1998) reviewed in 

Section 2.3 are re-exam ined by the A uthor in this section. The load-deflection response 

and force-depth profiles presented are used to draw  conclusions about the developm ent o f 

shaft resistance and end bearing o f piles installed in DBG.

Firstly, an analysis o f  the m easured values o f  in DBG, reported in the literature, is 

carried out and used to verify the relationship between the measured N ^ p t  and on the 

sites where the pile load tests were carried out.

The value o f interpreted from the N s p t  on each site is then used to com pute the adhesion 

factor a  and the base bearing factor from  the instrum ented pile load test results. 

Extrapolation o f the load test data recorded was then carried out to estimate limiting values 

for each o f  the factors for the two types o f pile.

5.1 Undrained shear strength of DBC
Various m easurem ents o f  the undrained shear strength reported in the literature are 

presented in Figure 5.1 from  different DBG sites. The data below a depth equal to 3m were 

treated as a single data set and regressed with depth.

It is recogni.sed that it m ay not be strictly true that the upper 3m o f material com prises 

UBrBG in all cases as is indicated in Figure 5.1, however, this boundary has been chosen 

such that the effects o f  weathering o f  the soil close to the surface on the shear strength of 

the material does not corrupt the regression analysis -  Farrell et al. (1995) concluded that 

the UBrBG was a w eathered version o f  the UBkBG and that the depth o f  this w eathered 

zone is generally lim ited to about 3m.

It is shown that there is a statistically significant increase in with depth, though the 

correlation between the tw o param eters is weak, with a low R-Squared value equal to  0.3, 

(R-Squared equal to 0 indicates no correlation and 1 indicates a perfect correlation). There 

is significant scatter in the results with several very high and several very low values w hich 

is typical o f  this spatially varying glacially derived soil mass.
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The 95%  confidence bounds for the calculated best fit regression line are also shown in 

Figure 5.1, within which, the average trend line o f  m easurem ents from  a new site, 

com prising the same deposit, should lie, 95%  o f the time.

Regression analysis was also applied to N ^ p t  m easurem ents taken in DBC and there was a 

statistically significant increase in N ^ p t  w ith depth in every case for the 9 No. sites 

considered. The sites listed in Figure 5.2 are from the D ublin Port Tunnel (DPT), Saint 

Jam es Hospital (SJH), Ballsbridge (BB), Croke Park (CP), Tallaght Tow n Centre (TTC) 

and the M etro North (M N) projects.

Figure 5.2 displays the regression lines com puted in each case multiplied by the N ^ p t  

m ultiplication correlation factor f ^ ,  assum ed equal to 5.5, to obtain an estim ate o f  s„ . It is 

seen that the trend lines com puted from the N ^ p j -  lie close to, o r within the 95%  limits, 

com puted on the basis o f  direct m easurem ents o f  by  laboratory test, presented in Figure 

5.1.

W here the SPT is carried out at depths greater than about 12m, the maximum N ^ p j -  can be 

lim ited by the operator during the test, often to 50 blows if 300mm penetration is not 

reached before this. This was the case for the D PT and MN7 sites and for these two sites 

the correlated N ^ p t  are seen to com pare well with the m easured to a depth o f 8-IOm. 

Below  this depth, the N ^ p t  values were limited by the test operator and are, therefore, not 

representative o f  increasing shear strength o f  the soil with depth below this level. The 

average values o f  the N s p t  below  10 and 8m for the DPT and MN7 sites are included for 

the Readers inform ation and are seen to  be close to 275kPa (5.5 times 50).

Figure 5.2 shows the best fit regression lines fitted to the N ^ p t  after m ultiplication by f i  

(taken equal to 5.5). This is shown to yield a reasonable estim ate o f in this deposit 

w here N ^ p t  'S not lim ited by the operator when it potentially exceeds a value o f  50. This 

value equal to 5.5 is slightly less than that equal to 6, suggested in the literature for low 

plasticity boulder clays in general (Stroud 1989) and also from  literature pertaining to the 

DBC directly (Farrell and W all 1990; Farrell and Lawler 2008; Gavin et al. 2008).
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5.2 CFA piles
In all, four instrumented piles were installed by CFA m ethods and statically load tested by 

the m aintained load method under uniaxial com pression. SPT ’s were carried out on both 

the sites and these are com pared in Figure 5.3. It should be noted that on the BB site there 

was a gravel layer overlying the DBC, shown in Figure 2.16; the shaft resistance developed 

in this layer could be separated from that developed in the DBC layer using the force-depth 

profile for the pile, so that analysis o f  the developm ent o f  load resistance in the DBC layer 

only, could be investigated.

The square symbols on Figure 5.3 represent those N s p t  considered to be erroneous results, 

based on standardised deleted residuals identified through regression o f  with depth 

for each o f the two sites and, therefore, these results are not considered when the best fit 

regression line is com puted and are only shown as outliers fo r the Reader’s information.
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Figure 5.3 -  N s p t  at SJH and BB sites including outliers and least squares regression lines

The shaft and base resistances are estim ated from the N ^ p t  using total stress m ethods in 

this fine grained soil, as described in Section 2.2.2, therefore, it is required to estim ate the 

adhesion factor a , the base bearing factor and also the undrained shear strength o f  the 

soil s■̂ .̂ The value o f  was estim ated by m ultiplication o f  the N s p t  by a correlation factor 

f i  taken as 5.5 (see Section 5.1).

A ccurate separation o f  and /?^, using the force-depth profile, requires that the lowest 

strain m easurem ent be as close to the pile toe as is possible. In the case o f  T P  I and P600 

the strain gauges were placed sufficiently close to the bottom  o f the piles to enable 

reasonably accurate separation o f  R s  and /?{,, however, this was not considered to be the 

case for the TP2 or P450 w here the low est strain gauge reading was 2 .30 and 1.35m from 

the base o f  each pile respectively and so the data from these piles were not used.

The CFA piles were not loaded to failure, therefore, the relationship betw een R ^  and S ,  

was assum ed hyperbolic and was extrapolated to failure for each o f the tw o piles: T P l and 

P600. The shaft friction w as calculated by Q s /A ^  and this is plotted against the head
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deflection normalised by the pile diameter, 8jD in Figure 5.4. In the short region of the 

shaft between the lowest strain reading and the base of the pile, was assumed equal to 

that computed just above the bottom level of strain gauges.

The estimated value of a , calculated by dividing the average by the average is plotted 

against S/D in Figure 5.5 where / j  was taken as equal to 5.5 (see Section 5.1). At Sf the 

value of a is coincident for the two piles, marked on Figure 5.5, at around 0.8. The fact 

that the extrapolated curve for TFl leads to a lower a  value than that for P600 (if 

extrapolated fiirther), despite the fact that it exhibited a stiffer shaft resistant response, 

albeit at low deflections, reveals a limitation of Chin’s method of extrapolation. This is 

consistent with Figure 4.3 which showed that where load-deflection data is limited then the 

value of /?(- can be under estimated.

Similarly, due to the piles not being loaded to failure, a hyperbolic relationship was 

assumed to exist between Qj, and the base deflection Si, (calculated as S minus the elastic 

shortening of the pile) and the stress beneath the pile toe was calculated using Qb/Af,. 

The computed curves are shown in Figure 5.6.

The value of Qj, was divided by 5^ to estimate the value of N^, this is plotted against Sf,/D 

in Figure 5.7. It is estimated that A/<- values equal to 5.1 and 4.7 were developed in the case 

of TPl and P600 respectively during the load tests. On extrapolation of the data, it is 

estimated that, at S^/D equal to 10%, Ng. was about 7 on average and tends toward a 

limiting value just short of 9 on further deflection, this compares with the limiting value of 

N(. equal to 9 suggested by Skempton (1951) and others for bored piles in clay.

It is recognised the load test results are rather heavily extrapolated — piles TPl and P600 

were loaded to only 1.0 and 4.8% of their diameters. As shown in Section 4.3, this can lead 

to uncertainty in extrapolated values. P600, however, loaded to almost 5% of the diameter 

should lead to values at the failure condition within the range 85-100% of the values had 

the pile been loaded to at least Sf, this, combined with the fact that extrapolated values 

applied to the load-deflection data of the other piles compares well, yields some confidence 

in the extrapolation of this limited load-deflection data.
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Figure 5 .4 -  Shaft stress against normalised pile head deflection
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Figure 5.5 -  Development of a against normalised pile head deflection
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Figure 5.6 -  Stress at base against norm alised pile base deflection
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Figure 5.7 -  Nc against norm alised pile base deflection

5.3 Driven piles
The same method o f  analysis as that presented in Section 5.2 was applied to the data 

m easured on the instrum ented closed-ended steel pile o f  Farrell (1998) driven at Croke 

Park, also installed in the DBC. The top three m etres o f  fill were assum ed to contribute 

nothing to the shaft resistance developed as was assum ed initially by Farrell et al. (1998).
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The m easured N^pt are shown in Figure 5.8 where they are regressed with depth -  there 

w ere no outliers in the case o f  this data.

The average shaft resistance developed is plotted against the norm alised head deflection in 

Figure 5.9 for the three com pression load cycles. It is estim ated that around 150kPa was 

developed at the maxim um  applied load and hyperbolic extrapolation o f  the data predicts a 

lim iting shaft resistance o f  around 230kPa. These values are alm ost identical to those 

com puted by Farrell et al. (1998).

Taking equal to 5.5 (justified in Section 5.1) mobilised and extrapolated values o f  the 

adhesion factor a,  calculated by Qs/^u  are estim ated as 0.64 and 1.0 respectively as shown 

in Figure 5.10, for load cycle 3. At a pile head deflection equal to Sf,  it is estim ated that 

around 80% o f the available shaft resistance had developed. It should be noted that the 

A uthor’s calculated and extrapolated a  values are significantly larger than those com puted 

by Farrell et al. (1998) which was based on equal to450kP a, rather than 5.5 times Ns pt -

It should also be noted that, during load cycles 1 and 2, carried out within 2 days of 

installation o f the pile, the interpreted shaft stress and corresponding adhesion factor 

(shown in Figure 5.9 and in Figure 5.10 respectively) were considerably lower than those 

for load cycle 3. This is thought to be due to the dissipation o f  pore pressures built up 

during pile installation w ith increasing tim e after installation resulting in an enhancem ent 

o f the shaft resistance.

Unlike with CFA piles w here the shaft resistance developed on loading rem ains relatively 

constant with depth, in the case o f  driven piles, the shaft resistance increases tow ards the 

pile toe (see Figure 2.11). For this reason, the application o f  an adhesion factor, which 

relates to the average shaft resistance developed along the pile shaft, may be o f limited use 

in the design o f  driven piles.

The average stress on the base o f  the pile, for the three load cycles, is shown in Figure 

5.11. The calculated m axim um  qt, mobilised was about 16MPa with hyperbolic 

extrapolation suggesting a lim iting value o f  about 26M Pa, again in agreem ent with Farrell 

et al. (1998). This corresponds to an value o f  55 actually developed during the load 

tests and an estim ated lim iting value o f  90 predicted by hyperbolic extrapolation. At a pile 

head deflection equal to Sf  it is estim ated that around 70%  o f the lim iting stress on the 

base was mobilised.
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Figure 5.8 — N s p t  at Croke Park site with least squares regression line
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Figure 5.9 -  Croke Park: Shaft resistance against normalised pile head deflection
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Figure 5.10 — Croke Park: Development of a  against normalised pile head deflection
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Figure 5.12 — Croke Park: Nc against normalised pile base deflection

5.4 Conclusions from instrumented tests
If the undrained shear strength of the soil is assumed to be a multiple of the N̂ pt then it 

is shown to increase linearly with depth for the three sites where the instrumented pile load 

tests were carried out. Using a multiple o f / j  equal to 5.5, the best fit regression line for the 

Nspr was converted to and the calculated shaft friction (interpreted from load-depth 

profile from measured strain) was divided by the relationship to estimate the adhesion 

factor, a. The a  value represents the proportion of mobilised on deflecting the pile by 

loading.

The computed a values are plotted against the pile head deflection normalised by the 

respective pile diameters in Figure 5.13. It is estimated that the a  value for the two CFA 

piles is around 0.8 aiSf  and the limiting value is about 0.9. The same is true for the driven 

steel pile also installed in the DBC, however, given the stress distribution over the length 

of the driven pile, which is clearly increasing with depth, the a  method may not be 

applicable.

The interpreted a  value of around 0.8 at Sf for both types of pile, is in excess of that 

typically used in design in Ireland and also of that generally suggested for piles installed in 

over-consolidated clays, however, is in agreement with values interpreted by Bond and 

Jardine (1991) where values of a  between 0.8 and 1.0 were interpreted for piles driven or 

piles which were jacked quickly, with an average value of 0.9 soon after installation. These
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results were interpreted from load tests carried out on high quality instrumented closed- 

ended steel piles installed in heavily over-consolidated London clay and are, therefore, 

considered reliable and relevant.

An auger-bored, 900mm diameter pile, installed in the Lambeth Clay in Canary Wharf, 

London is reported on by Hight et al. (2004). Interpretation of the instrumentation in the 

pile during load testing indicated an a  value o f 0.8 achieved in the Lambeth Clay layer 

through which the pile penetrated. It is acknowledged that the back calculated a  values are 

highly dependent on the chosen value of as was indicated by the Author in the case of 

the interpreted a  value for the driven pile installed at Croke Park.

A weakness in the analysis is that shaft and base capacities were extrapolated to estimate 

ultimate values as the piles were not loaded to failure on testing. It was estimated that an a  

value equal to 0.7 was actually developed for one of the CFA piles and an value of 

around 5, on extrapolation, the limiting values of these factors for the CFA piles were 

estimated as 0.9 and 9 respectively (Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14).

It is clear that there is an increase in the shaft capacity o f the driven pile on retesting (see 

Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10) thought to de due to the fact that excess pore pressures 

developed during installation had dissipated (pore pressures were also measured and were 

seen to dissipate with time) (Farrell et al. 1998).

In the case of the driven pile the a  value was estimated as 0.7 and Nc reached 55, the 

limiting values on extrapolation were estimated as 1.0 and 90 respectively.

Development of the a  and factors with pile head and base deflection respectively, are 

summarised in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 for the CFA and driven piles considered, where 

s„ is estimated by 5.5 times the Nspt-

Figure 5.13 predicts that a  values between 0.8 and unity may be developed with increased 

deflection in the case of each of the piles. This suggests that potentially the full o f the 

soil may be realised in shaft resistance for both CFA piles and driven piles in some cases. 

Comparing the lower curve in Figure 5.13, corresponding to the load cycle applied to the 

driven pile very shortly after installation, with those curves 2 and 17 days after installation, 

shows that the capacity o f the driven pile increases with time after installation, possibly up 

until excess pore pressures developed during installation are dissipated.
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Figure 5.14 suggests that CFA piles develop much lower base resistances than driven piles 

in the same material. In this particular example the potential base resistance is estimated to 

be about ten times less for each of the CFA piles than for that of the driven pile.
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Figure 5 .1 3 -  Development of adhesion factor for CFA and driven piles
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Figure 5.14 — Development of base bearing factor for CFA and driven piles

5.5 Appraisal of calculation factors
This Section is used to make an appraisal of the factors calculated from the instrumented 

tests presented in Sections 5.2 to 5.4. The calculated factors are applied to the ground test
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results from the different sites to estimate the pile resistance and this is compared with that 

estimated using the pile load test results on the same site.

5.5.1 CFA piles in DBC
The relevant CFA piles, 32 in number, are shown in Table 4.2. Two sites were excluded. 

Site C as no Nspt were available and Site Q as many N̂ pt were limited to a value of 50 

and are not considered representative of the soil. This brought the total number of piles 

with which to assess the calculated parameters to 24.

The calculated value of the pile resistance using the a  method, Rc.cai were divided by 

Rcxhin for each of the piles in the DBC and the results are shown in Table 4.2. The mean 

value of Rc:cai/^c;chin was 1.2 for these CFA piles, which implies that Rc-cai 

overestimates or Rc-chin underestimates it. The spread of Rc-.cai/f^cxhin quite large, 

and this could be down to errors in the estimate of both Rc-cai or ĉxMn  ̂ is not possible 

to tell.

Using the calculation model Rb̂ cai the range 10-30% of Rĉ caî '̂  ̂ is equal to 20% on 

average and so 80% of Rc_cai's, on average, made up by shaft resistance in the case of the 

CFA piles.

The ratio Rc,cai/Rc-.chin may be thought of as a measure of the bias of the calculation 

model, (though it is recognised that the value of Rc-.chin not be absolutely accurate). A 

histogram of the bias for the CFA piles in the DBC is shown in Figure 5.15. The average 

bias is equal to 1.2 suggesting that, on average, Rcxai overestimate of Rc where a  

was taken as 0.8, as 7.0 and equal to 5.5. Alternatively, Rc,chin underestimate of 

Rc, as stated earlier.

The standard deviation of the bias is very large (equal to 0.41), suggesting that it is difficult 

to estimate R̂  with much accuracy. These large deviations are thought to be due to the 

relatively large variation in the recorded N^pr and also due to limited load-deflection data 

recorded during the pile load tests. The need for loading closer to 5^ is once again 

highlighted.
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5.5.2 Driven piles in DBC
The same analysis as that presented in Section 5.5.1 was repeated for the 22 driven piles 

installed in DBC. The parameters for the calculation model were taken as a  equal to 0.8, 

yVc equal to 70 and f i  equal to 5.5 as outlined in Section 5.4. Chin’s method was not 

applicable to the load-deflection data for one of the piles, thus there are 21 results 

presented in each of the Figures shown in this Section.

Figure 5.16 shows the ratio Rc,cai/^cxhin  for these piles and the average value was 1.04 

implying that, on average, Rc-cai estimates the value of Rc.chin rather well. Of the 22 driven 

piles, 2 were loaded to Sf and so Rc,m was actually known -  for the two piles referenced 

191 and 192, Rc-.cai and Rc-,chin were 2354, 2162 & 2391 and 2207, 3174 & 2200kN 

respectively.

In the case o f driven piles in DBC Rb,cai/Rc;cai was 65% on average and ranged from 50- 

80%, a much greater proportion than that for the CFA piles, which would be expected 

considering the differences in the method of installation o f piles.

The value o f Rg-cai was computed by the a  method and the histogram of the bias, shown in 

Figure 5.16, displays the spread of the results. The standard deviation was equal to 0.35,
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lower than that observed in the case of the CFA piles in the same deposit. This lowered 

variation may be due to the fact these piles were loaded closer to 8f  with the average ratio 

8m ax /^ f  equal to 35% for this group of piles, compared with just 15% for the previous 

group of CFA piles. This is thought to be the case as the uncertainty associated with Rcxah 

expressed as the coefficient o f variation in the value, l^(^c;ca() was equal for both groups 

at around 34%.
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1 -

0 -

5.5.3 CFA piles in boulder clay other than DBC
The same analysis was applied to the bored piles in boulder clay other than DBC where the 

values of a  and were initially assumed equal to those for the DBC, the results are 

shown in Table 4.4. The values of the bias, Rcxai/f^c-.chin ^re seen in Figure 5.17 to vary 

around a mean value of 0.97 implying Rc-,cai and Rcxhin on average, the same, though 

there is some variation in the data.

A histogram of the calculated bias, shown in Figure 5.17, reveals the spread o f the data, 

equal to a standard deviation of 0.30 where the mean value is centred close to 1.0.

Mean 1.M3
StDev 0.3469
N 21

0.4  0.6  0.8  1.0 1.2 1.4  1.6  1.8
Bias

Figure 5.16 — Group 2: Histogram of Rcxai/Rcxhin
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Figure 5.17 — Group 3: Histogram o f  R c x a i/R c ;c h in  

5.5.4 Piles in Sand/Gravel
Though there were no load tests carried out on instrum ented piles in coarse grained 

material (sand/gravel), there were 12 bored piles in coarse grained soil in the PTD that 

were statically load tested with which to make an appraisal o f pile design using Equation 

2.3 and Equation 2.9.

The value o f  was estim ated using Figure 2.2 where the value o f (p' was estim ated by 

correlation o f  the N ^ p r  as presented by Rahardjo (2001). Prior to estim ating N g ,  0 '  was 

reduced by 3° as suggested by Poulos and Davis (1980) to account for possible loosening 

o f  the soil at the pile toe during boring.

The value o f  was calculated using Equation 2.9 where K  was com puted using Equation 

2.10 and 5  was approximated by (p' (assum ing failure in the soil adjacent to  the pile shaft).

A histogram  o f R c -c a i /^ c - ,c h in  for the 12 piles is shown in Figure 5.18. The mean value of 

f^c-.cai/f^c-.chin 's  equal to 1.24 indicating that Rc-ca i  is, on average, greater than Rc-chin- In 

the case o f  two o f the piles Repeal was around twice R c x h in -

Mean 0.9744 
StDev 0.3044 
N It
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There is considerable uncertainty associated with R cxa i  here as Nq is highly sensitive to 

the estim ated value o f  0 '  which was based on the highly variable N^p t  recorded at the 

sites.
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5.6 Conclusions
U sing the results o f  load tests carried out on instrum ented piles installed in the DBC, 

values o f  a  and N^. were evaluated for estim ation o f  R cxa i

The value o f a  was estim ated to be around 0.8 for both CFA and driven piles at 8 f .  The 

base bearing factor was estim ated as equal to 6.5 and 65 for the CFA  and driven piles 

respectively at S f .  These results were com puted where the undrained shear strength o f  the 

soil was estim ated from  the N^pt  using a m ultiplication correlation factor equal to 

5.5, which was verified by com parison o f the N s p t  results for several sites com prising 

DBC with the results o f  triaxial tests carried out on the same material.

Appraisal o f  these calculated factors w as then com pleted using the results o f  other load 

tests carried out on bored and driven piles in the DBC deposit and on sites for w hich SPT 

results were available. There were 24 No. bored piles over 5 different sites and 21 No. 

driven piles over 2 different sites, with which to make the assessment.

Mean 1.242 
StDev 0.4970 
N 12

Figure 5.18 -  G roup 5; Histogram o f R cxai/R cxhin
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As the majority of the piles were not loaded to S f ,  the load-deflection data recorded for 

each of the piles were extrapolated to S f  using Chin’s hyperbolic method, described in 

Section 4.1, and this parameter was denoted ^ c c h i n '  The ratio c a l / ^ c  .chin was then used 

to assess the factors calculated from the instrumented tests.

It was found that the average R^. c a l l  f^c was equal to 1.19 and 1.04 for the CFA and 

driven piles, with standard deviations o f 0.41 and 0.35 respectively. This implies that the 

value of R cxa i  using the factors deduced from the instrumented pile load tests, 

overestimates the value of R^  or alternatively Re,chin  underestimates it, in the case of the 

piles under study.

As these piles were loaded to an average ratio S m a x / ^ f  equal to 21% it is likely Rc,chin is 

an underestimate of (see Figure 4.12) and it is believed that the combination of a  = 0.8, 

yVp = 6.5 and f i  = 5.5 leads to an estimate of R ^  better than that implied by Figure 5.15.

In the case of the driven piles installed in DBC, the variation in the estimated bias was less 

than that for the CFA piles, thought to be due to the fact that these piles were loaded to an 

average ratio S ^ a x / ^ f  over twice that for the CFA piles, equal to 35%, and thus leading to 

a more accurate estimation o f Rcxhin-  The fact that the average R c x a i / ^ c . c h i n 's equal to 

1.0, suggests the combination o f a  = 0.8, -  65 and f i  -  5.5 leads to a realistic estimate

o f R(. for driven piles installed in DBC.

The results imply that the base resistance mobilised on static load testing of a driven pile in 

DBC is significantly greater than that mobili.sed on loading a CFA pile in the same deposit, 

thought to be due to the differences in installation effects between the two types o f pile and 

is in agreement with Gavin et al. (2008).
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6 Instrumented piles toed in rock
The results of pile load tests carried out on instrumented piles toed in rock were analysed 

to examine the behaviour of rock rocketed piles in Ireland. The results of load tests in the 

literature, plus an additional two, instrumented and tested by the Author, are used to 

produce estimated base and shaft resistance development with pile deflection with respect 

to the rock socket.

This Chapter details the instrumentation installed in the Author’s two piles and the data 

acquisition equipment used to interrogate and log the data during pile loading. A force- 

depth profile for each pile is interpreted from the strain-depth measurements taken during 

pile loading. Additional instrumented load tests, made available to the Author, are then 

presented to make conclusions on the behaviour o f rock socketed piles.

6.1 Instrumented Pile Tests

6.1.1 Site Location
The test site was located at Carranstown, Co. Meath, about 3 km north of Du leek and 

approximately 130m North-West of the Duleek to Drogheda road. The topography o f the 

field hosting the test site ranges from about 37mOD in the eastern comer to about 31 mOD 

in the north-eastern corner, to about 30 and 32mOD in the western and south-western 

comers respectively (IGSL 2009).

6.1.2 Pile Installation
Two instrumented CFA piles, 450 and 640mm in diameter and 13.94 and 9.85m in total 

length, (with 0.6m extending above the ground surface in both cases) were installed at the 

site using a P I35 piling rig and these are hereafter referred to as P450 and P640 

respectively. Both piles were reinforced with full length steel cages comprising eight T32 

full length longitudinal bars held together by a 10mm helix -  the usual 75mm cover was 

provided to the steel.
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P640 was installed by P J Edwards on Wednesday S'** July 2009; and P450 on Thursday 9'*' 

July 2009. The pile logs, from the piling rig, for P450 and P640 are shown in Appendix C 

in Figure C.l and Figure C.2 respectively.

6.1.3 Ground conditions
A combination o f soil resistivity measurements and multichannel analysis o f surface wave 

(MASW) profiling were undertaken at the site to indicate vertical variation and to interpret 

the stratigraphy. Rotary coring, logs (RC2, RC4, RC6 and RC7) were also carried out to 

assist with the interpretation o f the geophysical data. These indicated between 5.1 and 

12.2m of boulder clay overlying strong limestone bedrock.

Cable percussion boreholes (BH1-BH7) were also carried out at the site. Generally the 

overburden, o f minimum thickness 4.5m, could be described as a stiff sandy gravelly 

clay/silt (boulder clay) with some cobbles. The values recorded were in the range 12- 

23 with an average value of 18, as shown in Figure 6.1 and no correction factors were 

applied to the these values. The cable percussion boreholes refused at depths of between 

4.4 and 5.4 m below ground level while the coincident rotary core boreholes recorded rock 

at between 7.6 and 12.2 m below ground level.

The interpreted stratigraphy in the vicinity o f each of the instrumented test piles is shown 

in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 for P450 and P640 respectively and a legend for use with 

the.se Figures is shown in Figure 6.4. The pile head in each case is below the original 

ground level as shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.2; this is because the site was excavated 

to the piling platform level after the site investigation was carried out.

The results o f uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) tests, carried out on the limestone 

bedrock, are presented alongside UCS values interpreted from point load tests in Table 6.1. 

Total core recovery of 100% was achieved close to P450 while a void was identified close 

to P640 and the rock quality designation and fracture spacing index averaged 80% and 5 

respectively.
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(a) (b) (C)
Q u ;m e a n 45.4 147.3 117.0
^ m e a n 8.6 9.1 9.4
S 15.2 37.9 29.7
n 8.0 8.0 29.0
V 33.4 25.8 25.4
Q u;m in 26.7 93.0 93.0
P u ;m a x 72.2 224.0 169.0
L 95% Cl 15.7 72.9 58.8
U 95% Cl 75.1 221.6 175.1

Table 6.1 -  Sum m ary o f  qu statistics on rock at Duleek test site (a) from  UCS tests and (b)

and (c) from point load tests

6.1.4 Load Test Arrangement
The piles were statically load tested sim ultaneously by the m aintained load method using 

two separate load test frames with separate data acquisition equipm ent (DAE) allocated to 

each test. Testing began on W ednesday 15'*’ July 2009, approxim ately 7 days subsequent to 

installation.

The test arrangem ent for P450 is shown in Figure 6.5 and show s the hydraulic jack  placed 

on the pile head, in line with a load cell o f  m axim um  capacity 5M N, acting against a 

reaction frame w hich com prised a long main beam , tw o secondary cross beam s and four 

tension anchors — the test arrangem ent for P640 was sim ilar and both load test frames were 

capable o f  resisting a maxim um  load o f  6000kN, applied mid-span, at this spacing.

6.1.5 Instrumentation
The G eotechnical Laboratory o f  TCD instrum ented the steel reinforcem ent cage for each 

test pile with an array o f  strain gauges com prising a com bination o f foil gauges and 

vibrating wire gauges at six different levels.

The foil gauges were located in a ring arrangem ent o f  four gauges, with one gauge on each 

alternate bar o f  the eight longitudinal bars, at each o f the levels. D etails o f the levels o f  the 

strain gauges and which type was used and where are shown in Table 6.2 for the tw o piles.
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Figure 6.5 -  Test arrangement, P450

Table 6.2 — Strain gauge arrangement

P450
Depth No. G auges Type

P640
Depth No. G auges Type

1.3 1 VW 0.1 4 F
3.3 5 4F & 1VW 0.6 3 VW
5.3 4 F 7.6 4 F

12.5 5 4F & 1 VW 8.0 3 VW
12.9 4 F 8.4 4 F
13.2 4 F 9.1 4 F

6.2 Static load test results
The readings taken during the static load tests included pile head load-deflection 

measurements with time and also strain measurements throughout the depth of the pile at 

the various load increments, the measured values are presented in this Section.

6.2.1 Pile head load-deflection-time
The measured pile head load-deflection data for each of the test piles is displayed in Figure 

6.6. Load cells were used to measure the load applied at the pile head together with the 

readings from pressure gauges on the hydraulic jacks used to apply the load. The deflection
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measurements were taken using a combination o f dial gauges on the top of the piles, 

together with a precise level.

The piles were loaded in accordance with a pre-determined load-time regime as much as 

possible, while limiting the maximum measured rate of deflection over individual load 

increments to 0.1 mm per hour, in keeping with the Institution of Civil Engineers 

specification (ICE 2007). The load-time graphs for the two piles are shown in Figure 6.7 

(notice was maintained overnight in the case of each pile).

Both the piles were loaded to a maximum test load equal to 2.5 times F .̂, which is normal 

practice for these preliminary test piles. P450 was loaded to a maximum of 2500kN with 

two unload-reload cycles and the mea.sured deflection at the maximum load was 5.2mm, 

the residual deflection on unloading was 1.8mm. P640 was loaded to a maximum of 

5(X)0kN, over four load cycles and the corresjx)nding deflection was 12.1mm. The residual 

deflection for P640 was 6.6mm.

The load-detlection plots for P450 and P640 are shown in Figure 6.6 (a) and in Figure 6.6 

(b) respectively.
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(b) 6000
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Figure 6.6 - Pile load-deflection data, (a) P450 (b) P640
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Figure 6.7 -  Lx>ad-time graphs for instrumented test piles

6.2.2 Strain-depth measurements
The strain values measured at each level in P450 and P640 are displayed in Figure 6.8 and 

Figure 6.9 respectively and come from a combination o f readings from the two types of 

strain gauge installed. The two types o f gauge in P450 agree well yielding almost identical 

strain values at the various levels at particular head loads. The results for P640 suggest that 

the vibrating wire gauges may be reading lower than the foil gauges; the reason for this is 

unknown.

The results validate the common assumption used in estimation of force-depth profiles in 

piles — that there is equal strain in each element o f the pile cross-section. The foil gauges 

were adhered directly to the longitudinal reinforcing bars where the vibrating wire gauges 

(although tied loosely to the longitudinal reinforcing steel) were embedded vertically in the 

concrete adjacent to the steel. A detailed account o f the installation of the instrumentation 

is presented in Appendix C. The fact that both types o f gauge read very close to each other, 

at corresponding levels in the piles, indicates that there is indeed equal strain over each 

element of the pile cross-section in the case of these piles.

Only the strain readings during load cycle four on P640 are shown in Figure 6.9 due to 

problems with the DAE used with this pile. The DAE used initially was a new system, on

site for the first time and did not perform as expected. The corruptypartial data files it 

produced were sent to the manufacturer who salvaged the data, however, this was not
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deemed reliable for interpretation by the Author. During load cycle four the DAE used 

with P450 was used and there were no problems.

It should be noted that some o f the foil strain gauges, of which there were four at each 

level, were not considered in the analysis due to erroneous readings thought to be due to 

inadequate moisture proofing. The survival rate o f  the foil gauges was around 66%.
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Figure 6.8 — Measured strain-depth P450
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Figure 6.9 — M easured strain-depth P640

6.2.3 Interpreted force-depth profile

The strain readings were logged continuously for intermittent periods throughout the load 

test sequence and were interpreted to estim ate the force-depth profile for each o f  the two 

CFA piles tested.

Theoretically the force, F  at a given level in the pile is given by Equation 6 .1.

P  — £E qA(; g I

where £ is the measured strain, is the gross stiffness o f  the pile and A q is the gross 

cross-sectional area. However, the param eters Ec  and A q may be difficult to  ascertain 

accurately, in particular, where bored piles are installed in-situ or are cast-in-place, as 

variability o f  concrete and m ethods o f  placem ent lead to variation in E q , also A(; may vary 

along the length o f a pile.

The value o f  Eg depends on the stiffness o f  the elem ents m aking up the cross-section o f  the 

pile (often a com bination o f  steel and concrete) at the location o f the strain gauge. The 

stiffness o f  the steel E^ is fairly accurately know n but the stiffness o f  the concrete E^ is not, 

and varies with strain level, w ith time and also with the m aterials used in the concrete mix. 

The value o f E .̂ may be estim ated from the ACI form ula shown in Equation 6.2 (Hayes 

and Simmonds).
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Ec =  k f ° - ^  6.2

where fc  is the unconfined com pressive strength o f  the concrete (m easured from cylinder 

tests) and /c is a constant, usually 4700 (when is in M Pa). Concrete cube strength is 

about 125% o f  the cylinder strength o f  the same concrete (CEN 1992).

This m ethod may be used to estim ate but, it should be noted that, also depends on the 

unit weight o f  the concrete and it has been shown that the usual m ethods by which concrete 

cylinders are cured prior to testing may result in significantly reduced values o f 

com pared with those achieved in the m ass concrete (Khan et al. 1995).

Furtherm ore, it is not sufficient to estimate the load in the pile at the various depths 

assum ing a constant value o f  E ^  as this may vary considerably with strain level (as stress 

varies w ith strain level shown in Figure 6.10) and over a wide strain range an accurate 

com putation o f  E(; may be required during a pile load test. It should be noted that Figure 

6 .10 com es from a real measurement.

S ira i ii

Figure 6 .1 0 -  Characteristic stress-strain behaviour o f  SCC with a thixotropic structure

(Billberg 2006)

An alternative m ethod by  which E q may be estim ated at varying strain level, is to consider 

a ring o f  strain gauges positioned close to the top o f  the pile (at depth less than o r equal to 

0.5m ) then, in this region, the registered strain readings will be directly due to the applied 

head load, as close to the top o f  the pile, there will be minimal reduction in load due to 

shaft resistance in this short region.
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The value o f  E q may be estim ated close to the pile head within the range o f the strain level 

induced by the applied load (registered by the strain gauges). A polynomial is then used to 

approxim ate the relationship betw een E q and the strain level in the pile and this may be 

assum ed at each depth where strain gauges are located to estimate the force at that depth 

using Equation 6.1 (assum ing the pile cross section remains constant with depth).

This m ethod is simplified by the A uthor as outlined in this section. The various loads 

applied to the piles were plotted against the corresponding strain gauge readings from  the 

strain gauges closest to the top o f both o f  the pile heads to produce a load-strain 

relationship for each. The load-strain relationships plotted for P450 and P640 are shown in 

Figure 6.11 and are close to linear up to 400^e.

The load-strain relationship for P450, com prising the results o f three load cycles, shows 

that the effects o f unload-reload cycles do  not much affect the relationship — on reloading 

the pile subsequent to unloading, the load-strain values appear to reach the original load- 

strain relationship and continue to follow this relationship on further loading.

The load-deflection data for the piles, shown in Figure 6.6, also imply that the effects of 

unload-reload does not much affect the interpretation o f the results — in the case o f  both the 

piles, the load-deflection trend appears to follow the same pattern subsequent to unload- 

reload cycles and there is no obvious deviation from  the load-deflection trend subsequent 

to an unload-reload cycle.
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Figure 6.1 1 - Load-strain relationships, P450 and P640

Interpreting the load from the strain readings in this way overcomes the need for 

complicated and often unreliable methods of estimation of in situ mass concrete stiffness, 

Ef. which is known to vary with strain level (Fellenius 1980; Fellenius 2(X)1; Billberg 

2006); however, these methods are investigated in Section 6.2.5 for completeness.

Concrete stiffness is often estimated using either the results from tests on concrete 

cylinders or cubes taken from the test pile, which can yield variable results. Also, if a 

constant value of Ec is assumed over the wide range of strain induced during a pile load 

test, it is reported this can lead to errors in the range 10-20% in the values of the 

interpreted force at the various depths, (Fellenius 2001; Fellenius 2002).

The force-strain relationship close to the pile head incorporates the change in E^ with strain 

level when applied to each instrumented level in the pile. This method of analysis does, 

however, assume a constant value of E^ with depth which may not be the case.

It has been suggested, that, "'•th depth and that this effect is due to the natural

compaction process of the concrete under its own self-weight during placement (Ng et al. 

2000). In a static load test on an instrumented barrette in Hong Kong, a continuous 

concrete core was taken to a depth of 40m, along the central axis of the barrette (Ng et al.
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2000). The value of Ec was determined at various depths by laboratory test and the results 

are shown in Figure 6.12. Although there is a slight increase in the value of with depth 

(from about 24-28GPa over 40m), this increase is not statistically significant due to the 

relatively large spread of the data, and therefore, there is not sufficient evidence to indicate 

that E(. does indeed increase with depth.

The interpreted force-depth profiles are shown for P450 and P640 in Figure 6.13 and in 

Figure 6.14 respectively. Considering P450, about 20% of the applied load was estimated 

to have been resisted by shaft resistance in the boulder clay layer overlying the bedrock, 

with 70-80% being resisted by the pile shaft in the limestone bedrock leaving virtually zero 

load to be resisted by the toe of the pile. Even at the maximum applied load of 2500kN 

only about 300kN (12%) was estimated to be resisted in end bearing.

P640 behaved differently, it had a much shorter rock socket — about 1.9m, compared with 

just over 4m for P450. In this case, again about 20% of the applied load was resisted in the 

overburden layer with a further 30% resisted by the pile shaft in the bedrock and about 

50% of the applied load was estimated to have been resisted in end bearing.

It should be noted that, in the case of P450, there were no strain gauges located between 

5.3 and 12.3m depth -  the average skin friction developed in the rock and in the 

overburden layers, interpreted using the other strain gauges, was assumed to be constant 

within this region of the pile in each of the layers and was extrapolated back to the 

boundary between the two stratigraphic layers as shown in Figure 6.13 to produce the 

force-depth profile shown.
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Figure 6.14 -  P640: Interpreted force-depth profile 

6.2.4 Interpreted shaft resistance

The interpreted shaft resistances developed for P450 and P640 are shown in Figure 6.15 

and in Figure 6.16 respectively. The shaft resistance was similar for each pile, with little 

resistance developed in the boulder clay layer — about 30 and 80kPa for P450 and P640 

respectively. The shaft resistance developed in the rock layer, Rsxock was almost 30()kPa 

for P450 and around 370kPa for P640 which was deflected by a greater amount under load.

The calculated values of Rs-.rock analysed further in Section 6.3 to consider the design 

parameters generally used to calculate Rs.rock given the properties of the rock in which the 

pile is installed, measured by laboratory test.

Force (kN)
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Q
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6.2.5 Pile stiffness
This section considers several m ethods o f  estim ation o f  the gross pile stiffness’s E q for use 

with Equation 6.1.
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Concrete cylinders were taken from the concrete batches supplied to P450 and these were 

instrumented with strain gauges and loaded to provide an estim ation o f  fo r com parison 

to that back calculated from  the load-sfrain relationship m easured at the pile head during 

the pile load test. The value o f  Ec from  concrete cylinders is affected by differences in 

curing and due to scale effects between the in situ mass concrete o f  the pile and the 

controlled curing in a w ater bath specified for test cylinders.

In light o f  the lim itations o f estim ating Ec from  concrete cylinders cured in the laboratory, 

a 2m length instrum ented dum m y pile was installed immediately after construction o f  P450 

using the same piling rig and only a few  m etres aw ay at the sam e elevation. The dum m y 

pile was allow ed to cure under the same conditions as P450 itself, for several days, before 

excavation, transportation and load testing in the geotechnical laboratory at TCD. A 

detailed account o f  the installation, instrum entation and testing o f the dum m y pile is shown 

in Appendix C.

Figure 6.17 shows both the secant and tangent pile stiffness estim ated using the load and 

strain m easurem ents close to the pile head during load testing, these param eters are 

denoted £’c:secant 2 nd EQ iangent respectively. P450 is o f higher stiffness than P64(), which 

is to be expected as the cross-section o f  P450 has a greater prop)ortion o f steel then P640. 

P450 is represented by square symbols and continuous lines in Figure 6.17. As expected, 

both moduli degrade with increasing strain for both the piles due to a degradation o f  the 

stiffness o f  the concrete in the piles.

A theoretical estim ate o f  EQ-secant for P450 and P640 is also shown in Figure 6.17 

(horizontal lines) where no degradation in E^ for increase in sfrain was accounted for. It 

can be seen that, if  this estim ate were used with Equation 6 .1, it could lead to considerable 

error in the estim ate o f  the force at a particular level in the pile, especially as the strain in 

the pile increases under load. The reduction in E c.^ngent is m ore m arked than that of 

^G-,secant *1 the case o f  both the piles.

Figure 6.18 is a plot o f  the calculated concrete stiffness, E^.secant ^nd E^xangent versus 

strain m easured during com pression loading o f  tw o similar concrete cylinders com prising 

concrete from  the same batch as that used in P450. The cylinders w ere cured in a water 

bath at constant tem perature at TCD for 14 days prior to com pressive testing to  estimate 

concrete stiffness with varying strain. D etails o f  the instrum entation, load testing and o f the 

results o f  the cylinder tests is presented in A ppendix C.
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Figure 6.18 clearly indicates degradation o f  Ec with increasing strain. The value of 

Ec-secant reduces from  35 to 25G Pa for one cylinder and from 30 to 20G Pa for the other, a 

reduction o f around 35%  over the range o f  strain induced during the load test on P450. The 

value o f  Ec tangent is Consistently lower than Ec-secant over this strain range, with an 

average value o f about 22G Pa considering both the cylinders.

The ACI form ula (O luokun et al. 1991), for calculation o f the concrete m odulus from 

com pressive testing o f  cylinders, results in a value o f  E^-secant o f 36G Pa for both cylinders 

(both cylinders recorded the same ultimate stress at failure) and this agrees well w ith the 

values presented by the A uthor for cylinder 1 (Figure 6.18) at low strain levels. This 

form ula does not, however, encapsulate concrete stiffness degradation with increasing 

strain, which is necessary for accurate com putation o f  force from strain m easurem ents 

taken in instrum ented bored piles.

If the stress-strain response observed in carrying out the load tests on the concrete 

cylinders is interpreted to estimate the gross stiffness o f  P450, (considering the increased 

cross-sectional area and also the steel reinforcem ent in the pile) then the stiffness-strain 

relationships shown in Figure 6.19 are calculated.

W hen com pared to the stiffness-strain relationship for P450 in Figure 6.17, the results from 

the stiffer cylinder are alm ost identical, indicating that it is valid to estimate the gross 

stiffness o f  a pile by interpretation o f instrum ented cylinders o f  concrete taken from the 

same concrete used to construct the pile.

The results from the second cylinder, however, contradict this, as it reads about 35%  lower 

in term s o f stiffness over the strain range induced during the pile load test, which, if 

applied in Equation 6.1, would lead to a substantially reduced value o f  the calculated force 

at a given strain. The variability associated with laboratory tests on concrete calls for a 

significant num ber o f  tests with which to estim ate a mean value o f E^ with some 

confidence fo r use w ith Equation 6.1.

Figure 6.20 shows the values o f  EQ.^cant £’c;tanaent interpreted from  load testing o f  a 

dum m y pile installed at the test site com pared with that com puted using results recorded 

during loading o f  P450. The steel reinforcem ent was reduced in the dum m y pile, but this 

has been accounted for, and it is seen that the stiffness estim ated using the results o f 

loading o f  the dum m y pile are about 20%  low er than that interpreted from the stress-strain
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response o f P450 itself. A detailed account of the interpretation of the measured results 

during loading of the instrumented dummy pile, are shown in Appendix C.
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6.3 Other instrumented tests on rock
Table 6.3 lists the details o f the additional instrumented pile load test results available to 

the Author, wherein the piles were toed in rock. These instrumented load tests were made 

available to the Author when compiling the PTD (JKl l ,  PTPl and PTP2) and during 

perusal of the literature (TP3). In the case o f these pile tests the loads interpreted by others
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at the location of each strain gauge were used by the Author for interpretation of the 

development of shaft and base resistance in the rock socket.

The force-depth profiles for the additional instrumented tests are shown for the other piles 

toed in rock in Table 6.3. These results are used in combination with the Author’s own 

instrumented tests with a view to demonstrating the behaviour o f piles toed in Irish rocks.

Table 6.3 — Pile details; instrumented tests on piles toed in rock

Pile Location Length
[m]

Diameter
[mm]

Lfock

[m]
^ ro ck

[mm]
Com ment

Pile 450 Duleek 13.94 450 4.30 450 -

Pile 640 Duleek 9.85 640 2.05 640 -

JK11 Cooikeragh 11.50 450 2.50 450 -
PTP1 Dundrum 18.20 914 4.50 900 Sleeve to 13.7m;
PTP2 Dundaim 20.20 914 6.50 1080 Sleeve to 13.7m; Debris at pile toe;
TP3 Ballsbridge 11.00 762 1.35 762 Loaded in Tension;

DC PTP1 Dublin Central 24.00 1162 2.00 1162 Zero friction a ssu m ed  to 22m;
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Figure 6.21 — JK l 1; Force-depth profile
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6.3.1 Pile-Rock Interface Shear Stress

The pile-rock interface shear stress Qs-rock was calculated from the force-depth profiles for 

these additional rock socket tests. The results are plotted against the pile head deflection 

normalised by pile diam eter in Figure 6.25 and are plotted separately for each o f  the test 

sites for clarity.

The developm ent o f  C fs - . r o c k  very sim ilar for the piles at Duleek and D undrum  where the 

piles were toed in lim estone and in granite respectively. Pile JK l 1 at the Coolkeragh site, 

was toed in Sandstone and showed much lower values o f Qs-rock with norm alised 

deflection.

The calculated Qs-.rock were extrapolated (assum ing a hyperbolic relationship with 

deflection) and divided by the unconfined com pressive strength o f the rock for each o f  

the piles to estim ate the developm ent o f  the adhesion factor a^ock for the pile-rock system. 

The results are shown in Figure 6.27. The OTrock factor for those piles toed in the lim estone 

bedrock was in the range 0.013 -  0.020 at Sf.

In the case o f  pile JK l 1, toed in the much w eaker sandstone, the Urock factor was much 

higher. It is estim ated that a a r o c k  value equal to 0.028 was actually developed on loading 

the pile and that at S f,  Uj-ock was estim ated as 0.033, twice the average value for the
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limestone and granite. Figure 6.27 implies that the w eaker the rock the greater the 

proportion o f the strength o f  that rock is potentially m obilised on loading the pile. This 

could be due to the load-deflection response at the base o f  the pile in the different strength 

rocks.

Figure 6.28 shows the estim ated stress developed under the pile toe (\b-rock plotted against 

the norm alised base deflection. The piles toed in the lim estone and granite developed large 

base resistance for little deflection, less than 1 % o f  the diam eter, and the response is very 

stiff in com parison to that for pile J K l l ,  which developed only a third o f  the base 

resistance in the limestone o r granite at three times the norm alised base deflection.
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6.4 Discussion: Rock socketed piles
Long and Collins (1999) com pared a ^o ck  values calculated for the pile tests in Irish rock 

with those o f  Kulhawy and Phoon (1993) and showed that these are not applicable to Irish 

rock. It was suggested by Long and Collins that this may be due to the generally higher 

strength o f  the rock found in Ireland. Long and Collins concluded that rock quality is what 

governs the developm ent o f  shaft resistance o f  rock socketed piles in Ireland and that 

param eters indicative o f  rock quality are better indicators o f  Qs-rock than q ^ .

The results o f  the analysis o f  these instrum ented piles were overlaid on the relationships 

between U rock ^nd rock quality designation (RQD) and the fracture spacing index (FSI) 

interpreted and presented by Long and Collins (1999).

The results o f  the analysis o f the instrum ented piles under study are broadly in agreem ent 

with those findings presented by Long and Collins, as shown in Figure 6.29, Figure 6.30 

and Figure 6.31, where the piles are labelled individually on the Charts. It was not possible 

to obtain a value o f  RQD and FSI for the rock in which pile JK l 1 and pile DC PT Pl were 

installed and so these piles do not appear in Figure 6.30 o r  Figure 6.31.
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6.5 Conclusions
Firstly, the installation and static loading o f two instrum ented CFA piles, toed in limestone 

bedrock, were presented, alongside the interpreted stratigraphy at the site using the results 

o f  rotary core and shell and auger boreholes in com bination with M ASW  profiling.

Instrum entation, in the form o f an array o f  strain gauges com prising tw o different types o f 

gauge, namely, electrical resistance (foil) gauges and vibrating wire strain gauges, were 

installed in each o f  the two test piles at six different levels. The foil gauges were directly 

adhered to the longitudinal steel reinforcem ent in the piles and the em bedm ent type 

vibrating wire gauges were tied vertically to the sam e bars.

The tw o types o f  strain gauge, at any given level, gave readings o f  strain very close to each 

other at the various applied pile head loads, thus validating the com m on assum ption o f  

equal strain under load over the entire pile cross-section -  the strain m easurem ents 

provided by  the foil gauges were representative of the steel where those provided by the 

em bedm ent type vibrating wire gauge were representative o f  the concrete.

The strain m easurem ents were then converted to force at the various depths over the length 

o f  each pile by  direct conversion using a load-strain relationship developed using the 

m easured load and the m easured strain at the pile head for each o f  the tw o piles. This 

analysis assum es equal strain in each elem ent o f  the pile cross section and that both the 

concrete stiffness and the pile cross section rem ain constant with depth. These assum ptions 

are thought to be justified and reasonable.
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The interpreted force-depth profiles are shown for P450 and P640 in Figure 6.13 and in 

Figure 6.14 respectively. About 20% of the applied load was estimated to have been 

resisted by the shaft in the boulder clay layer overlying the bedrock in the case of both the 

instrumented piles. It was estimated that 70-80% and 30% of the applied load was resisted 

by the shaft in the limestone bedrock for P450 and P640 respectively, the apparently 

reduced shaft ftiction in P640 is due to the fact that the rock socket was less than half the 

length of that for P450.

Very little load was resisted by the toe o f the pile in the case of P450 -  at the maximum 

applied load of 2500kN, only about 300kN (12%) was estimated to be resisted in end 

bearing. Conversely, about 50% o f the applied load was estimated to have been resisted in 

end bearing in P640, probably due to the fact that the rock socket was much shorter than 

that for P450 and also due to the fact that P640 was loaded to a pile head deflection over 

twice that of P450.

An investigation was then carried out to assess the gross stiffness of P450 to reveal the 

uncertainty that can arise when force-depth profiles are interpreted using calculated 

stiffness values. Concrete cylinders comprising the same concrete as that used in P450 

were instrumented with strain gauges on the surface and load tested in uniaxial 

compression to estimate the concrete stiffness and also to characterise the stiffness-strain 

relationship for the concrete.

The concrete stiffness, from the results o f the cylinder tests, was seen to exhibit stiffness 

degradation with increasing strain -  the stiffness reduced by about a third, from an initial 

value of between 30 and 35GPa to 20 and 25GPa for the two cylinders over the strain 

range experienced by P450 during the load test, 0 to 500^IE.

This stiffness-strain relationship for the concrete was interpreted to estimate the 

relationship between the gross pile stiffness and increasing strain level. This was seen to be 

almost identical to the actual relationship measured at the pile head during the load test 

when the results of Cylinder 1 were used, and was about 35% lower using the results of 

Cylinder 2. If the results of Cylinder 2 were applied to the measured strain in the pile this 

would lead directly to an underestimate of the force-depth profile of the same magnitude. 

The variability associated with laboratory tests on concrete, therefore, calls for a significant 

number of tests with which to estimate a mean value of concrete stiffness with some
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confidence for use with Equation 6.1 to provide an accurate estimate of the force where 

strain is measured in an instrumented bored pile.

The stiffness-strain relationship was also estimated using the results of a laboratory load 

test on a short section of an instrumented dummy pile, which was installed at the test site 

by the same methods as the full-scale pile, and was allowed to cure on the site for several 

days prior to excavation. The instrumented dummy pile was installed immediately after 

P450, only a few metres apart, and was installed using the same CFA piling rig and 

concrete as that for P450.

The results from the dummy pile test also registered similar pile stiffness degradation with 

increasing strain under load. The interpreted stiffness of the dummy pile was around 20% 

lower than that of P450 even when the reduced steel reinforcement in the dummy pile was 

accounted for — the reasons for this are not clear.

In estimating the stiffness of P450, by the various means, both the secant and tangent 

moduli were computed in each case. The value of the tangent modulus is considered to be 

a more accurate representation o f the varying stiffness o f the pile with varying strain level. 

The tangent modulus is based on the incremental stress-strain relationship computed, 

where the secant modulus is a calculation of the gradient of the stress-strain curve relative 

to the origin. If the stress-.strain curve were linear, these two values would be equal in 

magnitude but this is not the case where concrete is present, the tangent modulus tends to 

be lower than the secant modulus.

The force-depth profiles, interpreted by others, for four additional instrumented piles also 

toed in rock in Ireland, were then introduced in this Chapter for comparison. Three o f the 

piles were taken from two separate sites in Dublin and the third from a site in 

Londonderry. The pile-rock interface shear stress, denoted qs.rock^ was calculated for each 

of the five piles and was plotted against the pile head deflection normalised by the pile 

diameter. The development of qs-rock was similar for the piles toed in the limestone and 

much less for Pile J Kl l  where the estimate at S f was about a third of that of the other 

piles.

The base resistance Qb-.rock for each o f the piles was also estimated and the development of 

Qb-.rock appears to be linear elastic when plotted against the base deflection normalised by
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the pile diameter. Again, Qb-.rock for Pile JKl 1, toed in the highly weathered rock, is much 

lower than that calculated for the other piles that are toed in limestone and granite.

When overlaid on relationships presented by Long and Collins (1999), the values of a  and 

computed by the Author are broadly in agreement. The value o f decreases with 

increasing FSI and the value o f a  decreases with increasing RQD, these results indicate 

that the more fractured the rock the greater the magnitude of q .̂

The results also indicate that higher strength rock leads to a lower proportion of that 

strength being potentially mobilised along the shaft o f a pile (equivalent to lower a  values 

observed with increasing q^), however, the actual magnitude of shaft resistance mobilised 

with higher strength rocks is still much higher than that for rocks of lower strength.
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7 Reliability of Piles
The reliability o f  a pile foundation depends, not only on the m agnitude o f the applied loads 

and resistances, w hether calculated or measured, but critically on the uncertainty 

associated with each o f  these param eters. Uncertainty was estim ated in C hapter 4  by 

application o f  statistical m ethods to the test results in the PTD and the results o f  this 

analysis are used in this section to evaluate the reliability o f  single piles and o f  pile designs 

specified for a site. The reliability is characterised using the reliability index (P)  which 

may be related to the probability o f  the occurrence o f  a limit state.

M any m odem  geotechnical design codes, such as Eurocode 7, rely on the application o f 

partial factors to m easured ground properties used in geotechnical design and it is required 

that a characteristic value o f the ground property is selected using these m easured values. 

Several m ethods o f  determ ination o f this characteristic value have been proposed, often 

derived from  or reliant on the use o f statistical m ethods. Characteristic values are 

determ ined in this section by applying the various m ethods o f determ ination o f 

characteristic values to  the m easured ground test results and are each used to calculate the 

characteristic resistance o f  the piles. Appraisal o f  the different m ethods may be carried out 

by com parison to the measured pile resistance using the static load tests in the PTD.

7.1 Background
The margin o f  safety, M  o f  single pile under load, Q with a resistance, R is given sim ply by 

the difference between R and Q,  Equation 7.1.

M = R - Q  ^ j

M is known as a perform ance function and R and Q are considered as random  variables 

that may be described using som e frequency distribution. If R and Q are assum ed norm ally 

distributed then M  is also norm ally distributed with a mean value, and variance, 

given by Equation 7.2 and Equation 7.3 respectively.

Mm — I^r ~  I^q "7 2

—  o 'r  +  ~  ^ P r q (^r ^ q 7 3
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where & Hq and & CTq are the mean and standard deviation o f R and Q respectively, 

and P rq  is the correlation coefficient betw een R and Q.

W here R >  Q (equivalent to  M >  0) then there is some margin o f  safety for the 

foundation but there is still a chance that Q may exceed R,  this chance is represented by the 

shaded area in Figure 7.1 and the probability o f  failure, Pf m ay be calculated using 

Equation 7.4.

where (t>(-) is the standard normal cum ulative function and the reliability index, /? is 

defined by Equation 7.5. The relationship between p  and Pf is displayed in Figure 2.25 

alongside qualitative interpretations o f  the level o f  perform ance o f  the foundation. If R and 

Q are uncorrelated then =  0 and Equation 7.5 reduces to Equation 7.6.

7.4

7.5

A'r -  Mo

7.6

D istribution of 
lo ad s, Q

S h a d e d  reg ion  (R <Q )

D istribution of 
re s is ta n c e , R

u.

y
Resistance or loads (R, Q)

Figure 7.1 - Variation o f  load and resistance (Zhang et al. 2005)

If R and Q are assumed lognormal (the log o f  the values R and Q are normally distributed) 

then p  m ay b e  calculated using Equation 7.7, (W hitman 1984).
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7.7

J / n [ ( l  +  V ^ ) a  + V^)]

where & Vq are the coefficients o f  variation o f  R and Q and are equal to and

<̂q / i^q respectively. Equation 7.7 reduces to Equation 7.8 where Vq and are less than or 

equal to 0.30 (M acG regor 1976).

7.2 Reliability of a single pile
The reliability o f  a single pile refers only to those piles that are actually load tested and 

takes no account o f  the within-site variation. Various means o f determ ination o f  R^. and the 

associated uncertainty have been presented earlier in this thesis and the resulting values are 

used to assess the reliability o f the piles tested.

M ost o f  the piles in the PTD were only deflected by a small amount, much less than S f  and 

this implies that the ultimate resistance o f the pile is greater than the test load. The 

reliability o f  a single pile was calculated based on an extrapolated value o f to using 

the m easured load-deflection data. However, as this extrapolated value is not actually 

measured, the associated uncertainty was increased to reflect this. A means o f  

quantification o f  the uncertainty associated with the estim ated failure load, by 

extrapolation o f  limited load-deflection data, was outlined in Section 4.3.

The y? values and relationships shown in the following figures are based on the assum ption 

that the applied load, G and the resistance R .̂ are lognorm al, it should be noted that where 

these param eters are assum ed normal the /? values are reduced and the results assum ing the 

normal distribution are shown in Appendix D o f this thesis.

The estim ated effect o f  lim ited load-deflection data on the calculated ^  value for a single 

pile is shown in Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 for CFA and driven piles in D BC and 

for CFA piles in clay outside Dublin respectively, w here P  is plotted against S ^ a x / ^ -  

Curves o f  the equivalent OFS (calculated using Equation 7.9 or Equation 7.10) are also

7.8
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plotted on the same Figures and /9 values at each OFS were based on Equation 7.7 (by 

simply choosing values o f  /Zr and Hq such that OFS  =  Hĵ / hq). The site references are 

shown in the legend. The target (i value at the ULS implied by Eurocode 7 (equal to 3.8) is 

also shown on the Figures for ease o f  com parison to the calculated results.

OFS  =  Rc;m/Pk ^maa: — 7 9

OFS = Rc,chin/Fk S m a x < S f  -7 ,q

Interpreted, Figure 7.2 implies that, where a pile is loaded to 8^ (equivalent to Smax/D  

equal to 10%) and the OFS is equal to 2.0 then a p  value o f  4.8 is achieved. If the same 

pile were loaded to only SynaxlD equal to 1 % and extrapolated to Sf,  then the /? value 

would be reduced to 2.1 for the same apparent OFS o f 2.0. This analysis show s that, there 

is substantial benefit in loading a single pile closer to when load testing. The /? value for 

the pile will be increased for a constant OFS. Thus, the traditional OFS is m isleading — a 

higher OFS does not necessarily equate to a lower probability o f  failure.

This concept is dem onstrated more clearly in Figure 7.5 which show s the OFS  against 

S / D ,  for three different sets o f load-deflection data that might be ob.served for a single 

pile. Figure 7.5 (a) shows that the pile w as loaded to Sf  and a value o f  Rc,m was available, 

there is no need for extrapolation o f  the data and may be calculated. Figure 7.5 (b) shows 

that the load test was only carried out to a deflection equal to 2 % o f the pile diam eter and 

also shows the extrapolated curve to S^ (which equates to that m easured in Figure 7.5 (a)).

However, the uncertainty associated with the extrapolated value o f  R̂ . is much greater than 

that associated with the m easured value - l^(Rc;chin) rn^y I’® ^  high as 0.4 while 

is taken as 0 . 1 , so the (i value will be much lower in case (b) than in case (a), while the 

OFS  rem ains the sam e (equal to 2.5).

Figure 7.5 (c) dem onstrates another set o f load-deflection data, here the pile is loaded to 

the same load as in case (a) (and thus the observed OFS  is equal to 2.5) but the pile was not 

deflected by near as much and extrapolation o f  the data yields a higher OFS.  O bviously 

this set o f load-deflection data would lead to a higher value than case (a) and case (b) but 

the OFS  at Sf  will be greater also.
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It can be seen that all the piles in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 loaded to Smax/l̂  o f 5% or 

more all achieved values of (i in excess of 4.0. For low values of S^^x/ t h e  range 1- 

4% p values ranged from about 2-7.

Figure 7.4 shows much lower p values and these computed for CFA piles on a single site 

comprising boulder clay. The relatively low p values indicate a higher probability of 

failure; the ULS was reached under during the load tests for many o f these piles.
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Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 refer to the other groups o f  piles outlined in Section 

4.3. The calculated P  values are seen to be highly variable, even with-in sites, thought to 

be due m ainly to the effect o f  limited deflection on loading.
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Figure 7.6 -  Driven piles in boulder clay: Calculated /? for a single pile
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7.3 Reliability of a pile design -  ULS
Generally in Ireland, a pile design is specified for a given site or for an area within a site 

where the ground conditions are deemed similar; therefore, it is necessary to consider the 

reliability o f the pile design rather than individual piles. This requires that the within-site 

variability be combined with the variability associated with a single pile load test. The 

reliability of a pile design, calculated using ground test results and load test results, is 

shown in this section.

7.3.1 Using ground test results
The uncertainty associated with the measured ground test results was quantified in Chapter 

4 for many sites, from the results of the SPT carried out at those sites. This uncertainty was 

used to calculate the uncertainty associated with Rf, and Rs when calculated using ground 

test results and these were combined to estimate the uncertainty in R̂ ..

The calculated uncertainties are used in this section to assess the reliability of piles and 

also to assess the effects of spatial variation for variance reduction on the calculated 

reliabilities.
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U sing  the C FA  and d riven  piles in D B C , fo r w hich the resu lts  o f  the SPT  w ere availab le at 

the sites o f  the p ile  load  tests, the effec t o f  spa tia l averag ing  and pile leng th  on the 

re liab ility  o f  the p ile  design  fo r  installa tion  ov er the sites, w as assessed.

T he value o f  and V ^ R ^ )  w ere, on  average, bo th  equal to 0 .4 0  using the N^pt  resu lts

m easured  at the various sites in the P TD . T he sam e value w as assum ed  fo r calib ration  o f  

partial factors in the N ational B u ild ing  C o d e  o f  C anada (B eck er 1996). T hese values app ly  

to  bo th  C FA  and d riven  piles as the v ariab ility  in the g ro u n d  m easured  using the S P T  is not 

affec ted  by the p ile  type  that is subsequen tly  installed . H ow ever, spatial av erag in g  o f  the 

N s p t  w ill affect the value o f  V^(/?c) fo r the C FA  and d riven  p iles d iffe ren tly  fo r  tw o m ain 

reasons.

Spatial averag ing  on ly  has an effec t w here the length  o f  the fa ilu re  surface, L f  is larger 

than the vertical scale o f  fluctuation , 0 ^  (see liqua tion  2 .32  and E quation  2.33). T h is m ay 

be true for the failu re surface govern ing  shaft resis tance, w hich  m ay be assum ed  to be 

equal to  the length o f  the pile, how ever, L f  in bearing  at the pile toe  is rela tively  short and 

thus it is un like ly  that spatial averag ing  w ill have an app reciab le  effect on  if any

effect at all.

T he w ay  in w hich  C F A  and d riven  p iles resist load m ay be d ifferen t, as ind icated  in 

C h ap te r 5 fo r the piles insta lled  in D B C , (the ratio  Rs,cai /^b- .cai  w as equal to 4 .0 0  and 0.54 

fo r  the C F A  and d riven  p iles respectively ). T h is m eans that, in the case o f  C FA  piles, 

w here a m uch g rea ter p roportion  o f  the load  is resis ted  b y  the  pile shaft than in d riven  piles 

installed  in sim ila r g round  conditions, the app lica tion  o f  spatial averag ing  to  the m easured  

Ns p t  values w ill resu lt in a  g rea ter overa ll reduction  in the  value o f  V(^Rc) in the case o f  

the C F A  piles.

S econdly , the d im ensions o f  C FA  piles tend to  be g rea ter than  th o se  o f  d riven  piles. In the 

P T D , the C FA  piles in D B C  w ere o f  average length  12m and  ranged  from  9 - 15m, w hile the 

d riven  p iles w ere, on  average, 7m  in leng th  and  in the range 5 - 1 1 m. A s the p iles are 

insta lled  in the sam e deposit, then the  value o f  0 ^  shou ld  be sim ilar fo r each  but the 

variance reduction  fac to r is ca lcu lated  as & z / L f  as show n in E quation  2 .33 , therefore, 

longer p iles resu lt in a reduced  value o f  th u s reducing  V { R s )  b y  m ore than that fo r a 

sho rte r pile, w hich , in tu rn  resu lts in a lo w er value o f  V (/?c)-
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These points are illustrated in Figure 7.9 where p  values, computed based on the measured 

N^p-p and its associated uncertainty, are plotted against the equivalent OFS for CFA and 

driven piles in DBC. Figure 7.9 (a-d) each show the calculated p  values for three 

scenarios: where no spatial averaging is applied, equivalent to greater than or equal to 

L f  (represented by diamonds), and where 0^ is equal to 6m and 2m (represented by square 

and triangle symbols respectively).

In Figure 7.9 (a) and Figure 7.9 (b) the pile length was assumed equal to 12m (the average 

for CFA piles installed in DBC in the database) and Figure 7.9 (a) and Figure 7.9 (b) refer 

to CFA and driven piles respectively. It is seen that, where no spatial averaging is applied, 

the P - O F S  relationship is the same for both types of pile, but where spatial averaging is 

applied, CFA piles enjoy a much greater enhancement in p ,  for a given OFS. This is 

because the ratio Rs-.cai/f^b-.cai about eight times larger for bored piles than it is for 

driven piles.

Interpreting Figure 7.9 (a), the p  value for the average CFA pile installed in DBC is 1.6 & 

2.6 where the equivalent OFS is 2 and 3 respectively and where no spatial averaging is 

considered. Applying spatial averaging, where is assumed equal to 6m and 2m, the p  

values are increased to 2.3 & 3.7 and 3.9 & 6.3, where the equivalent OFS is equal to 2 and 

3 respectively.

Comparing this with Figure 7.9 (b), which applies the same methodology to an equivalent 

sized driven pile in the same deposit, the p  values at equivalent OFS of 2 and 3 and where 

0z is assumed equal to 6m and 2m were 1.8 & 3.0 and 2.2 & 3.6 respectively, much lower 

than those for the equivalent sized CFA pile in the same deposit.

Figure 7.9 (c) and Figure 7.9 (d) display the same results but where a pile length more akin 

to those driven piles in the PTD was assumed, equal to 6m. Where 0^ was assumed equal 

to 6m there is no reduction in uncertainty and no enhancement of /? as 0z is equal to L f .  

Figure 7.9 (d) shows that the average driven pile in DBC would not benefit from spatial 

averaging if 0^ is around 6 while a value o f equal to 2m would result in an increase in 

P  from 1.6 & 2.6 to 1.9 & 3.1 again at equivalent OFS of 2 and 3 respectively.

This analysis shows that, based on the uncertainty in the measured N s p t  in DBC, without 

spatial averaging, a /? value of 3.8 is achieved only where the equivalent OFS is equal to
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5.0. To apply such a high factor o f  safety, given that piles proved to 2.5-3.0 times their 

under test were generally deflected by a small am ount, is clearly m uch too conservative.

Spatial averaging provides a means to reduce K(/?s) and increase p ,  however, the 0z  value 

has a large effect on the p  value and should be chosen carefully. M ore research is required 

to estimate the value o f  so that /? may be determ ined more accurately for piles, where 

/?c is calculated based on ground test results.
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73 .2  Using load test results
In Section 4.6 the value of the within-site variation was estimated using groups of load test 

results on similar piles in various sites and was seen to tend to a level of variation in R̂ . of 

about 20%, in agreement with that suggested by other Author’s. This level of within-site 

variation is assumed to be representative of the sites within the PTD and is used to estimate 

the reliability o f the pile designs, given

The uncertainty associated with a single pile load test was quantified in Section 4.3 and the 

resulting /? values were calculated in Section 7.1. Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.4 were used to 

show the relationship between ^  and S ^ a x / ^  at equivalent traditional OFS. Figure 7.10 to 

Figure 7.12 are similar, but include the within-site variation, so that, the pile design is now 

being assessed for the installation of many similar piles across the site. The result is that 

the calculated P values are much reduced overall, which is to be expected with the 

increased uncertainty due to within-site variability. The effect of limited load-deflection 

data is also reduced such that, above ^max/D  of about 5%, /? values do not increase by a 

lot, for an equivalent traditional OFS. Where the OFS is equal to 2 and 3, the /? values 

range from 2.6-2.S and 4.1-4.4 where piles are loaded such that S m a x /^  equal to 5 and 

10% respectively.

As already stated, this analysis assumes a level o f within-site variation, characterised using 

equal to 20%.
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Figure 7.10 — CFA piles in DBC: Calculated ^  for a pile including w ithin-site variation
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Figure 7.11 -  Driven piles in DBC: Calculated for a pile including within-site variation
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Figure 7.12 — CFA piles in boulder clay: Calculated ^  for a pile including within-site

variation
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Figure 7.13 — Driven piles in boulder clay; Calculated p for a pile including within-site

variation
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Figure 7.14 —CFA and bored piles in sand/gravel; Calculated /? for apile including within-

site variation
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Figure 7.15 — CFA piles in rock: Calculated p for a pile including within-site variation
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7.4 Correlation factors
The uncertainty in /?c from load test results on similar piles on the same site, characterised 

using V (Re) was seen to  tend to 20%  where many load test results were available, (Figure 

4.20). Therefore, 20% is the best estim ate o f  K(/?c) by calculation using the sample data 

and may be assum ed representative o f  the variability in a population o f  pile load tests on a 

single site due to ground variation.

This estim ate o f  the variability o f  the population may be used to calculate the m inimum 

resistance o f  the piles tested such that a particular level o f  confidence in the mean 

m easured value o f R̂ . is achieved and conventionally the level o f  confidence taken is 95% . 

Since the num ber o f  load tests carried out within a single site is generally limited, 

statistical m ethods applied to the m easured values o f  Rc should account for this. One such 

probabilistic distribution that does take account o f the num ber o f data points in a sam ple is 

the Student-t distribution.

This section assesses the partial factors that should be applied to the loads and resistances 

considering the levels o f  uncertainty calculated using the PTD. The w ithin-site variability 

was com bined with the uncertainty in the mea.sured value o f R̂ . for a single pile using 

Equation 4.4, yielding a value o f the overall uncertainty for a pile installed across a site of 

22.4%. The uncertainty associated with the applied load was assum ed equal to a coefficient 

o f  variation in the param eter V(F/c) o f  10% for purposes o f  the analysis.

The mean value o f  Rc;m was assum ed equal to unity for purposes o f the analysis. The value 

o f such that the mean value o f  /?c;m should lie above this value 95%  o f the time, 

denoted Rc;ps, was calculated using Equation 7. I I .

where n{Rc,m)  's  the mean value o f  the m easured Rc from the load tests, tc is the critical t 

value for the lower tail 95%  confidence level o f  the Student t-distribution with n  — 1 

degrees o f  freedom, n  is the num ber o f load tests results available and o^(ffc,m) is the 

standard deviation o f Rc-jn (assum ed known from  experience and taken as 0.22).

to ^l{Rc:m) siich that 95%  confidence in the mean value is achieved. However, using
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Equation 7.11 alone does not account for any variation in the applied load. Taking the 

applied load as unity also, the value o f  m ay be calculated, such that the mean value o f  

the applied load is below  this value 95%  o f  the time, using Equation 7.12 (assum ing F  is 

normally distributed).

F;, = / i (F )  +  1 .6 4 5 a (F )  7 , 2

D ivid ing the reciprocal o f  Equation 7.11 by Equation 7 .12  yields the partial factor that 

should be applied to the value o f  n {R c ,m )  at each n such that a level o f  variation in the 

loads and resistances, characterised by K(/?c) and V"(Ffc), equal to 22 .4  and 10% 

respectively, is covered by the partial factors.

The com puted values at each n are denoted (as are the equivalent factors written in 

Eurocode 7) and are shown in Figure 7 .16  alongside those in Eurocode 7 for com parison. It 

should be noted, that, the values shown at n equal to 1 and n equal to 2 were interpreted 

using backward extrapolation o f  the values calculated where n was greater than 2.

Eurocode 7 also specifies that a correlation factor to be applied to the minimum value o f  

the measured from pile load test results, this factor is denoted ^2 - The smaller o f  

‘ind m in (R c -m ) / ^ 2  should then be taken as the value o f  /?c;k< according to 

Eurocode 7. The value o f  m in(/?c;m ) / ^ 2  should only be sm aller than when the

variation in R c ,m 's large, equivalent to the case where m m (R c;m ) <  R c.p s -

Thus, there is a critical value o f  below  which n(Rc- ,m )/^ i  and above which

Tnin(Rc;m ) / ^ 2  w ill govern Rc-ic- This value is equal to 22.4% , as observed from the pile 

load test results. The ^2 factors may then be calculated such that a higher level o f  V(Rc;m)  

is covered by application o f  a factor to the min(^Rc-„i)- If a m aximum value o f  V(^Rc,m) 

equal to 35% is allow ed for (which represents a m aximum  value o f  observed in

the actual load test results in the PTD shown in Table 4 .14 ), then values o f  ^2 shown in 

Figure 7.17, are applicable. The values o f  ^2 were calculated such that /?c;ps calculated  

using the higher value o f  K(/?c;m). achieved the value o f  /?c;P5 calculated using the lower 

value o f

Sim ilar analysis w as applied to the mean value o f  R^ estim ated by calculation from profiles 

o f  ground test results, in this case, the variation was characterised by l^(/?c;cai) which w as  

equal to 40%  as calculated in Section 4 .5 . A  ground test profile is defined as a number o f
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tests carried out at various depths in a single line and over a depth that is representative of 

the ground in w hich the foundation elem ent is to be installed. The results are show n in 

Figure 7.18, here the partial factor for application to n{Rc,cai)  's  denoted { 3  (in keeping 

with Eurocode 7) and again the equivalent values written in Eurocode 7 are shown for 

comparison.

Sim ilar to the ( 2  factor outlined previously, there exists a ^ 4  factor in Eurocode, to be 

applied to the minimum value o f  the calculated resistance o f a pile, m m (/?c;ca()- Again 

this procedure allows for greater variation in Rc.cai to be accounted for, where V(Rc:cai) 

larger than 40% , then Tnin{Rc-cai)/^‘i will govern the value o f  Rc-k- The ^ 4  factors shown 

in Figure 7.19 cover the situation where V(Rcxai)  as high as 50%.

The ^ values are shown together in Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.19 and it is seen that ^ 3  is 

larger than and that ^ 4  is larger than ^ 2 . which is intuitively correct as direct 

determ ination o f  R(. from pile load tests should lead to greater confidence in the value than 

that by calculation using ground test results, as the uncertainty in R,. is reduced when load 

tests are carried out.
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Figure l A 6 - ^ i  factors: for application to mean Rc;m from a group o f  load tests
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Figure 1 ,\1  — (,2 factors: for application to minimum Rc:m from a group of load tests

Figure 7 .18 -  factors: for application to mean Rĉ ai from ground test profiles
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Figure 7 .19  -  factors: for application to minimum Rc.cai from ground test profiles

The f  factors calculated indicate the follow ing: 

where V^(/?c;m) ^  22.4%

1) There is substantial benefit in carrying out two load tests as opposed to just one, the

factor reduces from 3 .0  to 1.9 where one and tw o load tests are carried out 

respectively.

2) W here a third load test result is available reduces further, to 1.4.

3) If five or six load test are carried out gets c lose  to one and where there are eight 

load tests result is equal to 1.0, indicating that R c k be taken as /Y(/?c;m)-

where 22 .4%  <  V{R^,m)  <  35 .0%

1) The variation in the measured load test results is large and is governed by the 

minimum Rcym-

2) W here there is one load test result, 2̂ is equal to as the mean and minimum  

value o f  Rcjn  the sam e value.

3) If there are at least five  load test results, the value o f  Rc ^ equals the minimum

equivalent to 2̂ equal to one.

where V'C/^cxai) ^  40%

1) The level o f  variation is very high, such that, the factors are extrem ely large

where there are on ly  one or tw o ground test profiles, these are not shown in Figure
198
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7.18 as it is implied that design based on such a lim ited num ber o f tests carries high 

risk.

2) Three ground test profiles lead to a ^ 3  value o f 2.6 and four to a value o f 1.6 , thus, 

it is probably m ore econom ical to carry out four ground test profiles across the site 

as opposed to just three so that, the m uch reduced ^ 3  factor is taken advantage o f 

when designing the piles.

3) W here m any ground test profiles are carried out (n>10), the ^ 3  factor reduces to 

about 1 . 1 .

where 4 0 %  <  V {R c-,ca i) — 50%

1) Again, it is implied at least three ground test profiles are required.

2) The value o f  ^ 4  is equal to 1. 8  where there are three ground test profiles and 

reduces to 1 . 1  where there are four again indicating it is beneficial to carry out at 

least four ground test profiles.

3) W hen there are at least five ground test profiles, the value o f  ^ 4  approaches unity 

indicating that R^..^ be taken as the m inimum R c x a i  these high levels o f  variation.

3.5 , .................................................
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Figure 7.20 -  Com parison o f  calculated and ^3 factors
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Figure 7.21 -  Com parison o f  calculated ^ 2  and ^ 4  factors

7.5 Reliability of a pile design -  SLS
Though it is important to quantify properly the ultimate capacity o f  a single pile under 

load, it is often the case with deep foundations that the governing limit state will be 

serviceability o f  the foundation. It is com m on practice to specify an allow able pile head 

deflection for a given load, usually the for the pile under test, and to prove the design 

adequate by proof testing to 1.5 times the while monitoring deflection. In Ireland, 

where deep foundations are concerned, the allowable deflection under the is usually 

lim ited to 10mm.

This section presents analysis o f the PTD to assess the serviceability o f  each o f  the piles. 

The SLS is defined whereby the allowable pile head deflection is equal to 10mm and the 

pile resistance developed at this deflection is denoted Rc-.io (where piles were not loaded to 

cause 10mm deflection at the pile head the measured load-deflection data were 

extrapolated to 10mm).

As /?c;io values are measured values (in m ost cases) the uncertainty l^(/?c,io) was taken as 

10%. The perform ance o f  the piles at the SLS, as for the ULS, was assessed at F^ for 

which the associated uncertainty, V(Fif)  was again taken as equal to 10%. W ithin-site 

variation was also included and taken as contributing K(/?c) equal to 20% as described 

previously.
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Table 7.1 summarises the calculated P values at the SLS. The values are lower than those 

calculated for the same piles at the ULS as the piles are more likely to reach 10mm 

deflection under F,̂  than they would be to reach Sf under the same load (excepting, of 

course, the case where 10mm > 8f equivalent to D < 100mm).The average /? value for 

bored piles in DBC (Group 1) was around 2.0 compared with 2.9 for driven piles in the 

same deposit. Driven piles are, on average, less likely to reach the SLS under the This 

difference is likely due to the method of installation of the piles.

The average (i value for CFA piles in boulder clay (Group 3) was -1.3 indicating the piles 

are extremely likely to be deflected by 10mm under

Table 7.1 -  Summary of calculated pile design reliabilities: SLS

Pile

Group

Ground

Type

Pile

Type

n P - pile design 

Range

1 DBC CFA 32 1.81 -1.72 to  5.09

2 DBC Driven 22 2.89 0.29 to  5.14
3 Boulder Clay CFA 13 -1.31 -3.14 to  1.45
4 Boulder Clay Driven 12 0.91 -1.12 to  3.63

5 Sand/Gravel Bored/CFA 12 -0.52 -2.76 to  1.71
6 Rock Bored (2 Driven) 38 1.84 -1.54 to  4.82

7 Mixed Bored/CFA 16 -0.02 -2.79 to  2.42
8 Rock (Tension) Bored/CFA 11 - - to
9 Unknown Bored (4 Driven) 18 1.14 -3.04 to  4.07

7.6 Characteristic values
When estimating Rc-,cai from ground test results, a characteristic value o f the measured soil 

parameter may be used instead of the mean value to estimate the characteristic resistance 

o f the pile, R .̂ .̂ The choice o f this characteristic value may be determined by statistical 

methods based on the observed sample mean and standard deviation of the measured 

parameters at a particular site.

Given a set of N^pr profiles carried out across a site, the mean and standard deviation of 

the sample data may be calculated and in order to take into account the variation in the
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m aterial properties it is suggested by som e, that statistical m ethods be applied directly to 

these.

In structures, the characteristic material property is defined as the lower 5%  fractile o f  the 

param eter, that value above which the mean value o f  the material property should lie 95%  

o f the time and this m ay be calculated, for a param eter X,  assum ing X  is norm ally 

distributed, as shown in Equation 7.13.

Xfc =  mW  -  1.645 CT(X) 7 ,3

where is the characteristic value o f  the param eter with mean value / i (X)  and standard 

deviation (t (X).

The effects o f  spatial variation in soils and the fact that soil properties m easured close to 

each other are not probabilistically independent, but may show some correlation, suggest 

that Equation 7.13 be adapted to reflect this.

In G eotechnical design, it is the mean value o f the soil param eter over the failure dom ain 

that will govern the occurrence o f a limit state (O rr 2002). Lo and Li (2007) sum m arised 

the m ethods by which the characteristic value may be obtained in the case o f  soils. W here 

the failure dom ain is large, where > 0^ then X/^ may be calculated by Equation 7.14. 

Equation 7.14 is applicable for determ ination o f X^  for calculation o f  the shaft resistance, 

as Lf  is generally large when com pared to 0^ and where is taken as equal to the length 

o f the pile L minus 2m.

In determ ining the base resistance, Lf  is considered com parable to ©z and thus the effect o f 

spatial averaging will be negligible and Equation 7.14 reduces to Eiquation 7.15.

The value o f K  for use in Equation 7.14 and Equation 7.15 may be calculated using the 

Student-t distribution and the value depends on n  and on the significance level. As n  —» oo 

then the difference between the population and sam ple standard deviations (t (^X) — s^ X )  —>

7.14

7.15
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0 in fact for n  >  30 this difference is negligibly small, thus, for n  >  30 the value o f K  may 

be approxim ated by 1.645.

Schneider (1997), suggested be defined as the mean value minus one half the standard 

deviation, w hich is sim ply Equation 7.15 where K / ^ f a  is always taken as equal to 0.5, 

however, in reality, K  depends on n  and this should be reflected in Equation 7.14 and in 

Equation 7.15.

These equations were applied to the N^pt profiles in the PTD. An exam ple o f  the 

characteristic values o f  the N^pj,  denoted Nspr.k.s and NspT-,k,b^ referring to the 

characteristic value over the length o f  the shaft and at the pile toe respectively, is shown in 

Figure 7.22, calculated by the various equations applied to the data m easured at Site D and 

assum ing a pile length equal to 1 0 m.

Each o f  the follow ing list may be suggested as a characteristic value and these are shown 

in Figure 7.22 for Site D.

(a) The mean value o f  the N̂ p-j-, m(^spt-;s) over the length o f  the failure domain Lf.g 

(the length o f  the shaft o f  the pile minus the top 2 m)

(b) The lower tail 5%  fractile o f (N5 P7 ..5 ) over

(c) 95%  confidence in li(^NspT-,s) assum ing a value o f  0^ equal to  Im  over Lf.g

(d) 95%  confidence in niNspr-s)  assum ing a value o f  0^ equal to 4m  over Lf.g

(e) Schneider’s method applied to the pile shaft

(f) The mean value o f  the Ns pt  ̂ at the toe o f  the pile

(g) The low er tail 5%  fractile o f  niNspr .b)  at the pile toe

(h) Schneider’s method applied to the pile toe

Though the characteristic values are presented as increasing with depth in Figure 7.22, 

their average over the length o f  the pile is referred to here for convenience. Considering the 

pile shaft, m (^ 5 p t:s) was equal to 53 for this pile assum ed 10m in length. The lower tail 

5%  fractile w as equal to 29 and is the m ost conservative estim ate o f  the characteristic 

value calculated here. A ssum ing 0^ equal to 1 and 4m  for purposes o f  spatial averaging 

over the failure dom ain governing shaft resistance, the characteristic value o f the N̂ p-p was 

45 and 39 respectively. Schneider’s m ethod was least conservative and led to a 

characteristic value o f 46, very sim ilar to that value representing 95%  confidence in 

M (^spt;s) where 0  ̂ was equal to Im.
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At the pile toe t i^NspT.b)  was calculated at 10m depth using the least squares regression 

line and was com puted as 75. The lower tail 5%  fractile and Schneider’s method w ere used 

to interpret other values o f  the characteristic value at the pile toe, these values were 

calculated as 51 and 68 respectively. Spatial averaging was not applied to estim ate the 

characteristic value at the pile toe as the value o f Lf.f, is short.
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Figure 7.22 — Calculated characteristic values by various m ethods applied to  Site D data
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The values o f Nspr-.k-.s ^nd NspY-,k,b were used to compute the characteristic value of Rc, 

denoted R .̂.  ̂ for a pile of length 10m and 900mm diameter installed at Site D and these 

values were compared to the value of Rc-k interpreted using the results of 8 load tests 

carried out on similar piles actually installed at the site (Group 2 in Table 7.2). The results 

are shown in Table 7.2.

The value of R̂ - k was assessed in accordance with Eurocode 7 by applying the f  factors 

outlined in Eurocode 7 to the static load test results. The value of Rc-,k assessed in this way 

was 582 IkN. This is lower than R^.^ computed based on the mean value of the N^pj- and 

when Schneider’s method was used where the value of Rc-,k was equal to 6751 and 5887kN 

respectively. Where no spatial averaging was applied over the shaft, equivalent to 0^ >  

Lf-s, the most conservative estimate o f Rc,k was calculated — 3909kN. Assuming 0z equal 

to 4 and Im, R^.k was calculated as 4530 and 5217RN respectively.

Considering Group 2 o f Table 7.2, if the eight load test results are considered alone, and 

assumed to follow the Student-t distribution with 7 (equal to n-1) degrees of freedom, then 

a lower tail 5% fractile value for Rc,m denoted Rc.ps is equal to 6032kN which corresponds 

closely with the value o f R^ k approximated using Schneider’s method.
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Table 7.2 -  Interpreted values o f R c.k by different m ethods

Rc;k [kN]

Group
[J

n

[J
V(Rc;*in) V ( N s p t ) 

[%] [%]
RqPS
[kN]

from Rc-m (a& f) (b& g)
0z>U

(c&g) 
0 , = 4

(d& g) 

0z = l
(e &h) 

Schneider

1 4 37 1416 1631
2 8 22 32 6032 5821 6751 3909 4530 5217 5887
3 3 26 29 2784 3874 - - - - -
4 5 15 20 9011 8643 - - - - -
5 3 26 - 2348 2841 - - - - -
6 3 26 - 2322 3264 - - - - -
7 5 29 25 956 950 910 244 643 681 627

8 4 31 25 926 1060 1289 363 888 946 899

9 3 37 39 977 1783 - - - - -
10 3 30 39 693 882 - - - - -
11 2 2 39 2623 2197 - - - - -
12 3 54 23 304 2373 4366 2961 3135 3624 3939

13 3 27 23 2040 2912 5153 3446 3616 4189 4634

14 6 29 36 2511 1782 2191 975 939 1146 567

15 7 24 48 1828 1534 2361 943 1037 1208 601

Figure 7.23 shows a plot o f  the difference between R c-p s  ^nd (interpreted from load 

test results) norm alised by R c  ^  against the variation in ^  least squares

regression line indicates that the partial factors proposed in Eurocode 7 cover the situation 

o f  a maximum value o f  o f around 20% , i.e. where y is equal to zero in Figure

7.23. This is in close agreem ent w ith the value the w ithin-site variability o f  a pile 

characterised using V ( R c ; c h i n )  assum ed representative o f  V ( R c ; m ) )  Figure 4.20 

where m any load test results are available.

The values on the y axis in Figure 7.23 are negative above a value o f  V'(/?c;m) o f  about 

2 0 %  indicating that /?c;ps is less than R^;k  and this is thought to be due to a lim ited num ber 

o f  load test results which tends to lead to a larger value o f  as show n earlier in

Figure 4.20.
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F igure  7.23 -  P lo t show ing  varia tion  in Rc;k and Rc.ps with V(Rc;chin)

E xam ination  o f  T ab le  7 .2  h igh ligh ts the d ifficu lties  involved in choosing  the characteristic  

value  fo r design from  ground test results. D esign based  on the m ean value o f  the 

tends to  over pred ic t the value o f  7? ;̂  ̂ w hen com pared  w ith that value com puted  using the 

load test resu lts w ith  the fac to rs in E u ro co d e  7 o r w hen com pu ted  using Rc-ps w here a 

S tuden t-t d istribu tion  w as assum ed. T he o ther m ethods neither consisten tly  ov er predict 

no r u n d er p red ic t the value o f  w hen co m p ared  w ith that com pu ted  based  on load test 

results.

T he d iffe rences in the ca lcu la ted  values depend  on the varia tion  observed  in the load 

test resu lts and the variation  in the g round  test results. W here V(^Ns p t )  is re la tive ly  high, 

then the Rc-,k values, com puted  based  on  the g round  test results, w ill be substan tia lly  low er 

w here the 5%  fractile  o r  95%  confidence in the m ean value is used, com pared  to the 

situation  w here th e  m ean value  itse lf  is used. This is the case  fo r G roup  14 and 15 in T ab le 

7.2.

G ro u p  12 dem onstra tes that /?c;ps can b e  substan tia lly  low ered  w here the value o f  

is high. T he value o f  Rc;ps equal to  300kN  is c lea rly  non-sensical, based  on the resu lts o f  3 

p ile  te s ts  loaded  in the range 2 1 00-3150kN  w ith  co rrespond ing  deflections in the range 4- 

10m m  at the pile head. T he value o f  R^..^ using  the co rre la tion  fac to rs in E urocode 7 

ignores the large v ariab ility  that w as observed  from  the load tests and resu lts in a m uch 

increased  and m ore realistic value o f  Rc,k  equal to 2400RN. G roup  12 high ligh ts the fact
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that the variation in the sam ple o f  load tests is sometimes not representative o f  the 

variation in the population.

In the case o f  G roup 2 there were 8 load tests in num ber and based on these, the w ithin-site 

variation was 22%  and the mean value o f  V(Nspr}  was equal to 34% (Table 4.12). Based 

on these levels o f  variation the values o f  Rc-ps and R,..^ from the load test results using the 

correlation factors in Eurocode 7 are considered to give realistic values o f  Rc-k- A lso, Rc-k 

from  ground test results using Schneider’s m ethod and using 95%  confidence in the mean, 

where an appropriate value o f  0^ is chosen for application o f  spatial averaging to the shaft 

resistance, are also considered to give representative values o f  Rc-k-

In the absence o f  many load test results, in excess o f  about 4, then the value o f  V(Rc:m)  

difficult to quantify with any degree o f certainty and can lead to over conservative values 

o f  Rc;k^ Eurocode 7 overcom es this problem by application o f  correlation factors which are 

thought to cover values o f  V'(/?c;m) equal to 20% . W here the value o f V(Nspt) is large, in 

excess o f  30%, then the m ethods o f estim ation o f  R^ k from  ground test results becom e too 

conservative.

The levels o f  variation shown in Table 7.2 are typical o f  sites in Ireland, as these can often 

be large, it is, therefore, suggested that sites be zoned such that the variation within each 

zone is lim ited and piles are designed specific to each zone. This would mean that piles 

within each zone would achieve the target levels o f  reliability when statistical m ethods are 

applied to ground test results and load test results and m ethods o f  estim ation o f ftc.k would 

yield reliable results.

7.6.1 Summary
The calculated reliabilities using the static load test results and using the ground test results 

are sum m arised in this section in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 respectively.
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Table 7.3 -  ULS: Sum m ary o f  p calculated from static load test results

Pile Ground Pile n P - single pile P - pile design

Group Type Type

Range U Range

1 DBC CFA 32 3.53 1.53 - 7.16 2.69 1.31 - 4.79

2 DBC Driven 22 4.85 2.58 - 6.91 3.49 2.20 - 5.32

3 Boulder Clay CFA 13 1.34 -1.83 - 5.46 0.72 -1.20 - 3.26
4 Boulder Clay Driven 12 4.83 0.22 - 7.38 3.39 0.07 - 5.75

5 Sand/Gravel Bored/CFA 12 2.01 -0.07 - 5.14 1.39 -0.12 - 3.73
6 Rock Bored (2 Driven) 38 5.00 0.40 - 8.74 3.55 0.30 - 6.01

7 Mixed Bored/CFA 16 3.10 0.56 - 6.27 2.10 0.27 - 3.57
8 Rock (Tension) Bored/CFA 11 1.11 -8.72 - 8.24 0.90 -5.16 - 5.15
9 Unknown Bored (4 Driven) 18 4.61 2.08 - 7.77 3.29 1.30 - 5.69

Table 7.4 -  ULS: Sum m ary o f p calculated from ground test results

Pile Ground Pile P(0z>Lf)  P ( 0 z  = l)  P ( 0 z  = 4)

G roup Type Type

H Range n  Range (i Range

1 DBC CFA 0.98 0.02 - 1.85 1.07 0.05 - 1.95 1.04 0.04 - 1.92

2 DBC Driven 2.29 1.50 - 4.12 2.60 1.67 - 4.77 2.41 1.50 - 4.54

3 B oulder Clay CFA -0.24 -0.63 - 0.64 -0.20 -0.61 - 0.74 -0.21 -0.62 - 0.72

5 Sand/G ravel Bored/CFA 1.38 0.38 - 3.27 - - - - - - - -

Figure 7.24 com pares the average /9 values calculated using the ground test results and 

those calculated using the load test results; a line representing a one-to-one relationship is 

also shown. The p values for G roups 1, 2 & 3 are seen to lie to the left o f  the one-to-one 

line, consistent with the fact that Rc-cai based on ground tests results carries more 

uncertainty than Rcjn from actual load tests.

Furtherm ore, the (i values shown in Figure 7.24 from the ground test results are those 

calculated where no spatial averaging was applied to the Nspt- Table 7.4 indicates that the 

effect o f  spatial averaging is limited even where is assum ed small (equal to 1 m). The 

Reader is rem inded that w here spatial averaging was applied it was only applied for
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variance reduction of the shaft resistance and thus the observed variation was carried 

through for estimation of

It should be noted that Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25 are based on the average P values for 

each of the groups o f piles, the range o f values based on individual piles was quite large as 

shown in Table 7.3.

Figure 7.25 is a plot of the average P values for each group, calculated from load test 

results, at the ULS and SLS. There is seen to be a relationship between fiuis and P^ls 

where P^ls about 2.1 less than Puis- The value of p^is is based on the recorded load 

corresponding to a measured deflection equal to 10mm, /?c;io- Figure 7.25 implies that the 

more likely a pile is to reach the ULS, then the more likely it is to reach the SLS, which is 

intuitively what would be expected.
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o 2.0
E
0

1 >tc
1.0
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Figure 7.24 — Comparing average p  from load tests and that from ground tests at ULS
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8 Conclusions
A single pile under load offers resistance on deflection through a complex pile-soil 

interaction that depends on the pile geometry, the strength properties of the ground and on 

the method of installation of the pile. It is recognised that precise estimation of the pile 

resistance at failure is difficult, due to the relatively high level of uncertainty including 

spatial variation inherent to the ground, measurement errors arising during testing and 

variability due to pile installation effects.

Traditionally, this ambiguity was accounted for by the global factor o f safety approach, in 

combination with engineering judgement, usually informed by past experience. However, 

modem day accountability of the engineer demands a more robust and logical analysis of 

data collected during site investigation and preliminary testing and has necessarily led to 

the application o f statistical methods to geotechnical design problems.

Reliable pile design requires an appreciation of the overall uncertainty and mitigation of 

this uncertainty requires quantification of the individual contributory sources of uncertainty 

based on site investigation and testing that is relevant to, and representative of, the 

complete area over which a pile design is specified.

During the course of this study, a database o f static load tests carried out on piles installed 

in varying ground conditions in Ireland, including fine and coarse grained material and 

rock, was compiled. Site investigation data, including borehole logs and in-situ and 

laboratory test results pertaining to the ground at the various test sites, formed an essential 

part o f the database.

This pile test database (PTD) was used to assess the methods by which the load resisting 

capacity o f the ground against a pile (/?c) is estimated. Pile load tests carried out on 

instrumented piles, were particularly useful, and enabled the separation o f the development 

of shaft and base resistances with pile deflection. The development o f shaft stress along the 

length o f the piles and also the stress in the soil at the pile toe, could also be estimated 

using these instrumented test results, thus revealing the mechanism by which the applied 

load is shed from the pile into the adjacent soil.

The Author also installed and instrumented several piles throughout the course of the 

study, including two CFA piles toed in rock, which were used to assess the methods by 

which instrumented load tests are interpreted. Other full-scale load testing included the
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installation o f four micro piles on a separate site to highlight the effects of spatial variation 

in the soil on pile behaviour and on the value of

The PTD compiled was also used to assess the variability associated with the expected 

values of when estimated using ground test results and using the load test results. 

Where a pile design is specified for a particular site, such that where it is proposed many 

similar piles be installed across the site, then it is required that the within-site variability be 

assessed in addition to the uncertainty associated with /?<- for a single pile.

Methods of estimation of were assessed based on the results of pile load tests for which 

the piles were taken to failure, and it was concluded that, extrapolation of load-deflection 

data to a pile head deflection equal to 10% of the pile diameter, denoted Sf, assuming a 

hyperbolic relationship as proposed by Chin (1970), yielded a good practical estimate of 

/?(- and this estimate was denoted R e , chin- It was found, that, where piles are loaded such 

that they are deflected by at least 5% o f the pile diameter, then the value of Rc-ckin 

the range 85-100% o f  R(. „i where Rc-,m's the measured value of at Sf.

A relationship was developed, such that, the variation associated with the value of Rcxnin^ 

characterised by the coefficient of variation of the parameter V ( R c ; c h i n )  for a single pile, 

could be estimated based on the ratio of the maximum deflection recorded during the load 

test to the pile diameter, S ^ a x / ^  ■ The value o f K(/?c;chtn) was found to reduce from 0.40- 

0.10 where Sf„ax/D increased from 1-10% and this included an allowance for 

measurement error equivalent to a value of 7(/?c;7n) equal to 0.10.

Using the load-deflection data for the piles loaded to Sf, Rcxhin was estimated for each of 

the piles in the PTD. Groups of similar piles were identified, where similar was defined as 

piles of equal diameter and within 1 m length of each other installed on the same site and in 

similar ground. These groups contained between 2 and 8 pile load test results and were 

used to assess the within-site variation, characterised by V(Rc chin) assumed equivalent to 

A simulation exercise was completed whereby all combinations of n load tests in 

each of the 15 groups were generated and the results were used to estimate the maximum 

expected value o f ViRc-m) where a limited number of load tests are carried out, which is 

generally the case in practice. It was found, that, where two load tests are carried out, the 

expected value o f K(/?c;m) was around 0.38, and this reduced to 0.20 where 8 load tests are 

carried out.
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Having characterised the uncertainty associated with /?<- for a single pile, and also the 

within-site variability representative o f the test sites, the performance o f the piles were 

assessed at the ultimate and serviceability limit states with respect to single piles and for 

many piles installed across a site. The performance was characterised using the reliability 

index fi which is related to the probability o f a limit state occurring.

On average, the value for CFA and driven piles in DBC at the ULS was 2.7 and 3.5 

respectively when calculated using pile load test results. A possible explanation for the 

higher value estimated for the driven piles, is the fact that these were loaded to a higher 

value of the ratio o f S ^ a x / ^ ’ where the mean value o f was equal to 2.1 and 3.5%

for the CFA and driven piles respectively — V(Rc;chin) is increased where load-deflection 

data is limited, thus reducing p . The P values for the other types o f piles including those in 

sand/gravel and in rock were seen to be highly variable over the different sites in the PTD.

Pile designs were found to realise their maximum jxitential fS value when loaded to a 

deflection at the pile head, o f at least 5% of the diameter, thus, the calculated p  values 

could potentially have been increased had the pile load tests been conducted such that 

greater deflections had taken place.

The variability in the shaft and base resistances, denoted and V'(/?;,) were both

found to be about 0.40, when computed based on the results o f the N^pt and thus combined 

to yield a value o f ViRc.cai) a^so equal to 0.40, about double V (/?c;m)-

Correlation factors ( f ) may be applied to the mean and minimum values of /?c;m or Rc,cai’ 

so that, the occurrence o f a limit state remains sufficiently unlikely -  a philosophy in line 

with the recently introduced Eurocode 7. The f  factors depend on the level o f variation in 

the measured or calculated results, the number of pile load tests or ground test profiles 

carried out at the site and on the level of risk deemed appropriate for the foundation under 

design.

The f  factors were evaluated by the Author for the case where the likelihood o f the 

occurrence o f the ULS was not greater than 5% and based on the levels of variation 

observed in the PTD equal to 0.22 and V(R(..cai) equal to 0.40). It was found,

that, higher ^ values should be applied to Rc,cai than to Rc;m> to achieve a consistent level 

of safety in the foundation, as the uncertainty associated with Rc_cai is greater.
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W here one pile load test result is available, resulting in one value o f  Rc,m^ this should be 

divided by about 3.0 to estimate the characteristic resistance R^jc and this factor is and 

reduced to 1.9 to be applied to the m ean o f the load test results w here tw o load test results 

were available, indicating the potential benefits in carrying out a second test. The factor 

approached unity w here six load tests were carried out, indicating that the mean value o f 

Rc;m be taken as equal to where at least this num ber o f  load test results is available.

In the case o f  Rc,cai (based on ground test profiles) it was concluded that at least three 

profiles are required for pile design and that there is substantial benefit in carrying ou t a 

fourth. The level o f  uncertainty in Rc,cai such that the ^ 3  factor, applied to the mean o f 

the Rc;cai values, does not reach unity and only approached 1 . 1  where ten ground test 

profiles were available.

H igher levels o f  uncertainty may also be allow ed for by application o f  ^2 and ^ 4  factors to 

the minimum and Rc-cai respectively. These factors were also calculated for the case 

where the m axim um  uncertainty V(/?c;m) equalled 0.35 and l^(/?c;caO equalled 0.5.

The PTD is evidence that, very rarely do piles reach the ULS, or even the SLS, even under 

loads in the range 2-3 times and this would indicate that high values are achieved in 

reality. Additional favourable effects, such as, the transfer o f  load from weaker to stronger 

piles in the case o f  stiff structures and also pile group effects, are thought to  lead to the low 

failure rate o f  piled foundations observed. Such favourable effects may be allowed for by 

varying the value o f the target reliability, Py in particular cases.

Using the results o f  load tests on instrum ented piles installed in DBC, together with ground 

test results carried out at the same sites, the factors used for calculation o f /?c from  ground 

test results w ere interpreted. Considering CFA  piles, it was found that the adhesion factor 

a  reached values as high as 0.7 during the load tests, with a value o f 0.8 predicted at 8 f. 

The base bearing factor reached about 5 during the load tests and was predicted as 6.5 

at S f, with a predicted limiting value o f  around 9, had the pile been deflected further.

This analysis was based on a m ultiplication factor o f  5.5 for application to  the N^pt to 

estim ate and this value o f  was verified using the results o f triaxial tests on sam ples o f  

DBC taken from  various sites, in com bination w ith the N^pt recorded at several sites also 

com prising DBC. These results w ere also used to estim ate the uncertainty associated w ith
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the f i  factor, V ( f i )  assuming a constant value of a . The value o f was found to be

about 0.30.

The values of these factors were then applied to the ground test results to estimate Rcxai 

for 24 CFA piles that were statically load tested in DBC. Appraisal of the calculation 

factors, interpreted from the instrumented tests, was carried out by evaluation of the ratio 

f^c-,cai/Rc-,chin for 6^^h pile. The average value of Rc-,cai/^c-,chin was equal to 1.2 for the 24 

CFA piles, suggesting that, on average, Rc-cai overestimates the value of or that Rc-,chin 

underestimates it.

Also, the standard deviation associated with the ratio was very large, equal to 40%, thought 

to be due to the relatively high level of variation associated with the Nspt  results on which 

R cxai 's based. Uncertainty in the value o f Rc-.chin’ based on interpreted limited load- 

detlection data from the pile load tests may also have contributed to the overall 

uncertainty.

A similar analysis was applied to driven piles in DBC and it was found that a  was similar 

to that of CFA piles, around 0.8 with a suggestion that it could reach unity at higher 

deflections. However, the applicability o f the a  factor to driven piles is questionable given 

the shear stress profile observed in the case of driven piles. The interpreted value was 

around 10 times that for the CFA piles, around 65 at S^, with a limiting value approaching 

90 on further deflection. The marked increase in the factor, in the case o f the driven 

piles, is thought to be due to differences in the method of installation o f CFA and driven 

piles.

Appraisal of the calculated factors (a , f i  and Nf.) was carried out by application to ground 

test results at two sites comprising DBC and in which 21 driven piles had been installed 

and load tested. The average value o f Rc-cai /R c  ■.chin was equal to 1.1, indicating that on 

average, the factors interpreted predict the value of R^ rather well. However, the standard 

deviation o f the ratio was again large, equal to 34%. These results indicate that, on 

average, can be predicted from the ground test results using the factors interpreted by 

the Author, but it is critical that the variability be appreciated also.
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It is in tended  that the p ile  test database , com prising  the d e ta ils  o f  p iles installed  and 

sta tically  load  tested  in Ire land  and also  inc lud ing  the g round  cond itions perta in ing  to  the 

sam e sites, b e  m ade availab le fo r  use by  o thers and  also  be ex tended  w hen m ore pile load 

test resu lts beco m e availab le in the fu ture . This database  w ill becom e an increasing ly  

valuab le  reso u rce  if exp an d ed  upon  in an age w here sta tistica l m ethods, w hose pow er 

d epends on the nu m b er o f  test resu lts, are  increasing ly  used.

V erifica tion  o f  the des ig n  param ete rs req u ired  to  estim ate the shaft and base  resis tances o f  

d riven  p iles from  g round  test resu lts in D B C  is requ ired . V alues o f  a  and w ere 

estim ated  from  the resu lts o f  three load cyc les applied  to ju s t one pile and w ere  verified  by  

app lica tion  to  g round  test resu lts fo r tw o sites in w hich a round  tw enty  d riven  p iles w ere  

sta tically  load tested . M ore p ile  load tests on  instrum ented  d riven  piles is suggested  to  

verify  the conc lu sions m ade here.

M ore accu ra te  quan tifica tion  o f  the w ith in -site  variab ility  o f  the ground, m easured  using  

bo th  in-situ and labora to ry  tests, is requ ired , if  re liab ility  ana lyses are  to  be applied  to  

g eo techn ica l p rob lem s p roperly  to  assess the tru e  p robab ility  o f  fa ilu re  o f  foundations 

w hen designed  using  ground test results.

W ith in -site  variab ility  requ ires characterisa tion  o f  the spatial variation  o f  the  g round  in 

bo th  the horizontal and  vertical p lanes and  fo r various types o f  soils. T hese  param eters 

m ay be quan tified  by  carry ing  o u t a com prehensive  desk  s tudy  o f  m easured  ground 

p roperties, know ing  the re la tive  location  o f  b o reh o les  in w hich  tests  are ca rried  o u t in-situ , 

o r  in the case o f  labo ra to ry  testing , know ing  the horizontal and vertical d istance  betw een  

w hich  test sam ples w ere retrieved.

P robab ilis tic  d is trib u tio n s affec t the ca lcu la ted  reliab ility . T he cho ice  o f  p robab ilis tic  

d is trib u tio n  needs to  be investiga ted  fu rth e r to  en su re  the re liab ility  estim ated  is realistic.

E u rocode  7 ou tlines co rre la tion  fac to rs used  to  calcu late  Rc_k from  ground test resu lts or

p ile  load test resu lts. T he co rre la tion  fac to rs depend  on  the nu m b er o f  tests  carried  ou t in

each  case, bu t d o  not allow  fo r  com bination  o f  the in fo rm ation  gained  in ca rry in g  o u t bo th

ground  test and load tests, w h ich  is o ften  the case  in practice . B ayesian  m ethods, w hich

have the po ten tia l to  do  this, should  be investigated  to  enable com bination  o f  the various

sou rces o f  in fo rm ation  fo r use in pile design.
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Ground Test Results

A. Ground Test Results 

A.l Introduction
This Appendix contains ground test results pertaining to the various sites in which pile load 

tests were carried out referred to in the main text of the thesis. A simplified stratigraphic 

profile for each of the sites is presented alongside an WypT-depth profile (where SPT results 

were available) for many o f the sites referred to. The simplified stratigraphy presented for 

each of the sites was based on the results of site investigation carried out at each o f the 

sites.

The results of laboratory tests carried out on material retrieved during site investigation, is 

also presented where this was available.
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RP5 10.2 59.62 2.68
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RP1 8.1 36.84 2.68

RCGC6 9.2 39.37 2.66
RCGC5 7.9 38.04 2.68
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Pile Load Tests

B. Pile Load Tests 

B.l Introduction
This Appendix contains the results of each of the 181 No. static pile load tests referred to 

in the pile test database presented in Chapter 3 o f this thesis. The measured load-deflection 

data recorded at the pile head is plotted for each pile load test and this also includes any 

load-reload cycles where these were carried out.

Each of the pile load tests were carried out slowly enough such that the effects of creep 

were allowed to manifest themselves and this is apparent in many o f the pile load test 

results where there is a substantial increase in the deflection at the pile head with time for 

no increase in the load applied to the pile head. One such example where the effects of 

creep are rather pronounced is apparent in the load-deflection results for Pile No. 137, 

shown in Figure B .l23, where the pile head deflection increased from 9 -19mm over time 

under a constant applied head load of around 1600kN.
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Details o f additional tests relating to instrumented piles

C. Details of additional tests relating to instrumented piles 

C.l Introduction
This Appendix outlines information pertaining to pile load testing presented in Chapter 6 

of this thesis. The test pile logs, as recorded by the piling rig used to install the piles, are 

included alongside details of the instrumentation used to record strain in the pile during the 

pile load test. Installation of the instrumentation is outlined and the means by which data 

was acquired on interrogation o f the instrumentation is also presented.

Further to this, the results of other testing carried out in support of the interpretation o f the 

results o f the pile load testing, including the determination o f the stress-strain behaviour of 

concrete samples taken from the piles, are presented.

The details of another short length of pile, referred to in the main text o f the thesis as a

dummy pile, installed at the same time as the test piles and using the same methods of

installation is also outlined in this Appendix. The dummy pile, which was also

instrumented with strain gauges, was first allowed to cure on site for a period prior to 

extraction and transportation to the geotechnical laboratory in Trinity College Dublin 

where it was load tested. Details of how this load testing was carried out and of the results 

are outlined in this Appendix.
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a. Test pile logs
The test pile logs, which are automatically recorded and compiled by the piling rig, are 

shown in Figure C. 1 and in Figure C.2 for P450 and P640 respectively. These include 

details o f penetration of the rig, the torque required, drill resistance encountered and an 

estimation of the volume of concrete provided to the pile bore.
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Figure C.l - Pile log. Pile 450
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SISK TP600
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Figure C.2- Pile log, Pile 640
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b. Instrumentation and data acquisition 

i. Installation of strain gauges
A com bination o f  electrical resistance (foil) and vibrating wire strain gauges were used in 

the instrum entation o f  the piles tested during this study and the installation o f  these is 

outlined in this section.

1. Foil Gauges
An area on the steel bars larger than the strain gauge was cleared o f  rust using an angle 

grinder before degreasing the cleared area using a solvent im m ediately prior to adhesion of 

the gauge. Pressure sensitive cyanoacrylate was used to bond the gauges to the steel, as 

recom m ended by the supplier (Radionics). A small am ount o f  the adhesive was dispensed 

on the steel and the gauge placed by hand under a leaf o f  wax paper, then the fore finger 

was rolled back and forth gently over the wax paper to ensure that the gauge was properly 

fixed. After a few minutes, the wax paper was carefully rem oved and the alignm ent o f  each 

gauge checked. Solder pads were then adhered to the area behind the gauge with which to 

attach the cables for connection to the data acquisition equipm ent.

M ulti-core cable was used to relay the gauge signals to the equipm ent and these cables 

were run from the gauges to  the top end o f  the cage where they were colour coded to 

enable individual identification o f  the gauges (Figure C.3). Cables were firm ly attached at 

points along the longitudinal reinforcem ent using tape and plastic cable ties and some 

strain relief was provided to each gauge by looping o f  the w ires near the point o f  solder 

and lightly taping this loop to the steel bar. An excess o f 10m was left on each cable to run

from the pile head to the data acquisition system nearby.

Finally, the strain gauge and solder pad were com pletely encased in a tw o part epoxy 

adhesive aimed at w aterproofing the gauges, this process was repeated at least twice to 

decrease the chance o f  water ingress subsequent to installation and also to decrease the 

chance o f  a strain gauge being dam aged during installation o f  the steel cage. An installed 

foil strain gauge already w aterproofed is shown in Figure C.4.

The therm al output o f  the strain gauges used is rated as ± 2 \x z /° C  (Radionics 1997),

therefore, tem perature com pensation was not considered necessary (the tem perature o f  the 

ground is known to remain fairly constant over short periods o f time and m easurements of
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strain were taken some time after concrete placement such that heat evolved during cement 

hydration should have dissipated).

Figure C.3 - Coiled and colour coded cables on instrumented rebar

Figure C.4 - Strain gauge attachment and protective coat 

2. Vibrating wire strain gauges

Vibrating wire strain gauges (VWSG) consist of a tensioned wire, housed in a casing for 

protection. This tensioned wire is electronically agitated (by an electromagnet) and the 

frequency of its response recorded, the frequency varies as the length of the wire changes, 

thus strain may be measured.

VWSG have been used traditionally in pile testing as they are relatively robust and have 

the ability to withstand relatively high transient loads often inflicted during installation of
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bored pile reinforcement and subsequent concreting. There are several types o f VWSG and 

the embedment type was selected here. These gauges were installed to provide 

measurement o f strain values but also to develop confidence in the readings from the foil 

gauges described previously.

The embedment type VWSG were very quickly and easily installed by tying to the 

reinforcement cage, here using four short wire ties and with two wooden spacers as shown 

in Figure C.5.

Figure C.5-Strain gauges installed

ii. Data acquisition

Static load tests are relatively slow to carry out, usually requiring at least three working 

days from start to finish as it is often required to subject the piles to three load-unload 

cycles and they must be carried out on site where the pile is installed. Data acquisition 

equipment (DAE) for the foil strain gauges is expensive, bulky, sensitive to the weather 

and requires 220V electricity supply, and therefore, should be suitably and safely housed 

for the duration of these lengthy tests.

At each of the three test sites a portable office was specified and this was located next to 

the pile load test arrangement with a generator to supply power to the DAE as shown in 

Figure C.6. The cables were passed through the window and attached to the DAE inside 

the portable office as shown in Figure C.7. This provided a safe and comfortable place in 

which to make the required connections and from which to monitor the strain readings 

during testing.
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Two sets of DAE for the foil gauges were used during testing. System 5000 and System 

7000, both Strainsmart systems. The Strainsmart software allows interrogation o f the foil 

gauges at a specified rate, here the rate was 1 Hertz (1 recording per gauge per second).

A portable data-logger was to interrogate the VWSG’s and these were connected and 

disconnected from the data-logger in turn and the reading recorded manually during 

testing.

Figure C.6 - Test arrangement with portable office
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Figure C.7 - Inside portable office housing data acquisition equipm ent

c. Concrete cylinder tests
Concrete cylinders, com prising the concrete for Pile 450, were taken at the time of 

placem ent and transported to the laboratory and cured in a w ater bath in the usual way for 

14 days prior to testing.

The aim o f the load tests on the cylinders was to estim ate the stress-strain response o f  the 

concrete and use this to estim ate the stress-strain response o f  the pile under test. Pile 

stiffness is an important param eter in determ ining the load-depth profile throughout the 

pile load test.

i. Loading arrangement and experimental setup
The concrete cylinders were trim m ed with a circular cutting blade at each end to ensure the 

ends were flat and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis o f  the cylinder. Each cylinder was

instrum ented with two strain gauges prior to loading, one aligned with the longitudinal axis

and one circum ferential strain gauge — placed to observe the effect o f  Poisson’s ratio. The 

finished cylinder, instrum ented with the strain gauges and placed in line with a digital load 

cell is shown in Figure C.8 and the typical mechanism o f  failure is shown in Figure C. 10.
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The cylinders were then loaded to failure over three load cycles with the rate of loading 

controlled by constant-rate-of-stress at around 1.5kN/s. The first two load cycles were to 

about a third of the total capacity (estimated by prior loading of two un-instrumented test 

cylinders from the same batch) and the third was to failure at the specified rate. The load

time graph for two of the cylinders, tested at 14 days is shown in Figure C.IO.

Figure C.8 -  Load test arrangement and instrumentation o f concrete cylinders
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Figure C.9 -  Typical failure mechanism of concrete cylinder
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Figure C. 10 - Load-time graph for concrete cylinders

ii. Stress-strain results
The measured stress-strain curves are shown for the two cylinders in Figure C. 11 and are 

remarkably similar. The concrete achieved a failure stress o f around 60MPa and a failure 

strain of about 3500|i.e in the case of both cylinders. Figure C .I2  shows a close up of the
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stress-strain graphs of Figure C. 11 over the range of strain observed during the pile load 

test on Pile 450.
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Figure C. 11 -  Measured stress-strain graphs for concrete cylinders
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Figure C. 12 -  Measured stress-strain graphs for concrete cylinders for strain range

observed in pile test
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iii. Interpreted stiffness-strain
Dividing the stress by the corresponding strain to calculate the concrete stiffness, and 

plotting this against the strain, as shown in Figure C. 13, indicates the level of reduction in 

concrete stiffness with increasing strain for the two cylinders. The value of reduces 

from 35 and 30 to 16GPa for cylinder 1 and cylinder 2 respectively, over the range zero 

strain to the fracture strain of about 3500(ic, this shows that it is possible for the value of 

Ec to reduce by about half from zero strain to the failure strain.

Again the data is reduced for the range of strain observed during the load test on Pile 450 

and this is shown in Figure C.14. The value of E^ interpreted from the concrete cylinders, 

reduces by about a third over the strain range measured in the pile load test.
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Figure C.13 -  Stiffness degradation in concrete cylinders with increasing strain
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300 
Strain  [ j i e ]

Figure C .I4 -  Stiffness degradation in concrete cylinders with increasing strain for strain

range observed in pile test

d. Dummy pile test
A 1.8m length instrumented dummy pile was installed a few metres away from Pile 450 

immediately after installation o f Pile 450 using the same CFA piling rig and using the 

same concrete as that supplied to Pile 450. This instrumented dummy pile was allowed to 

cure on-site in the ground for several days before it was excavated and transported to the 

geotechnical laboratories of TCD for load testing.

This Section outlines the details of the loading arrangement for the dummy pile and the 

results recorded, interpretation o f the measurements taken can be found in the main text.

i. Loading arrangement and experimental setup

The loading arrangement and experimental setup is best described by photographs taken 

prior to load testing o f the dummy pile. The dummy pile was tested in uniaxial 

compression, in a horizontal position, between the two uprights o f the smaller of two large 

testing frames in the structures laboratory at TCD, as shown in Figure C. 15.

The dummy pile was loaded by means o f a large hydraulic ram of maximum capacity 300

Tonnes (~3000kN) shown in Figure C.16. With a view to distributing the stress induced by
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loading over the full cross-section o f the dummy pile a wooden shim, in conjunction with a 

thick steel plate, was placed at both ends of the dummy pile. The contact between the 

surfaces can be seen in detail in Figure C.16 and in Figure C.17.

Additional gauges were attached to the outer surface of the dummy pile in three locations 

spaced evenly around the circumference at about half way along the pile. The location is 

shown in Figure C. 18 and a detail of the attachment and type of gauge used is shown in 

Figure C.19 -  these were the same type of gauge used in testing o f the concrete cylinders 

described previously.

Figure C.15 -  Dummy pile in test frame
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F igu re  C . I 6 -  H ydraulic ram  in position  for loading

F igure  C . 17 -  End detail: D um m y p ile  contacting  w ooden  shim
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Figure C. 18 - Location of surface strain gauges

Figure C.19 - Detail of surface strain gauges

The dummy pile was subjected to three load cycles similar to those applied to Pile 450. It 

was intended that the dummy pile would be subjected to the same three load cycles as Pile 

450 was in the field, however, on recalibration o f the hydraulic jack used for loading,
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subsequent to the test, the loads were adjusted upward as they were thought to be slightly 

underestimated. The approximated load-time schedule for the dummy pile is shown in 

Figure C.20 and is similar to that for Pile 450.
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Figure C.20 — Load-time graph for dummy pile

ii. Stress-strain results
The stress-strain readings are plotted in Figure C.21. The dummy pile was loaded such that 

a maximum measured average strain o f almost lOOOne was calculated. The strain readings 

recorded at each of the three cross-sections are seen to be agreeable with the reading at one 

cross-section matching the average almost precisely. The three surface gauges gave 

readings much lower than those o f the internal gauges, less than half, and the reason for 

this is not known, but perhaps it can be attributed to the method of attachment of the 

gauges -  never-the-less the results from the surface gauges are were ignored in any 

analysis.
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Figure C.21 — Average stress-strain curve for dum m y pile
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D. Reliability 

D.l Introduction
This Appendix contains the results o f reliability analysis applied to each o f  the piles in the 

PTD. Figure D .l to Figure D .6 show the results o f  the reliability analysis applied to  single 

piles while Figure D.7 to Figure D.12 show the results o f  the reliability analysis including 

within site variability. Sim ilar figures were presented in Chapter 7 o f  this thesis but these 

were produced on the assum ption that the value o f  /?<- fitted a log-normal distribution.

Figure D .l to Figure D.12 are based on the assum ption that the values o f fit the normal 

distribution. In reality it is difficult to assess w hich underlying distribution is m ost suited to 

the data available and thus the results o f the analysis based on the assum ption o f  data 

norm ality are presented here just for completeness.

The underlying normal assum ption leads to lower reliability values than that assum ing log- 

norm ality o f  the data. The log-normal assum ption is thought to be more suited to the data 

as it results in a higher value o f  the reliability w hich corresponds to a low er probability o f 

failure o f  the foundation which is m ore akin to that observed historically.
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Figure D.5 -  Bored and CFA piles in sand/gravel: Calculated p for a single pile
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Figure D.9 -  CFA piles in boulder clay: Calculated p for a pile design
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Figure D. 10 -  Driven piles in boulder clay: Calculated p for a pile design
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Figure D. 11 — Bored and CFA piles in sand/gravel: Calculated /? for a pile design
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